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1

Terpenoids are one of the largest known classes of natural compounds.
With over 80,000 different members1, these specialized metabolites
have been part of human culture for centuries. Traditionally, essential
oils were extracted from plants for a wide variety of applications, from
cosmetics to medicine2–4. In recent years, the increasing demand for these
compounds has triggered a race for the development of novel production
methods. The flavour and fragrance industry has been at the forefront
of this race over the past decade, seeking to reduce overexploitation
of endangered plant species and competition for resources with the
food industry5,6. To address this issue, biotech industry has worked to
implement the production of terpenoids using microbial platforms to
ensure a regular supply7–9.
There have been two major challenges in the development of
microorganisms as production platforms: first, optimising substrate
supply5,10,11 and second, identifying and implementing the enzymes
responsible for the production of terpenes, the terpene synthases
(TSs)12,13. Currently, the main bottleneck in terpenoid production is the
efficiency and specificity of the synthases. In order to find new synthases
and improve those already in use, it is crucial to gain new insights into
the biochemistry of these enzymes.

1.1 Ecological roles of terpenoids and terpenome
diversity in plants
Throughout evolution, plants have developed a wide variety of
metabolites to carry out their biological functions. With an estimated
total production ranging from 100,000 to 1 million unique compounds,
plants are able to synthesize the highest diversity of metabolites of
all organisms14. Unravelling the regulation and production of these
metabolites led to the birth of metabolomics, a discipline focused on
the study of metabolomes15. Terpenoids represent a subset of plant
specialized metabolites, and their specific product repertoire is defined
as the terpenome16. Given the large number of terpenoids, one of the
many challenges that remain to be investigated is the assessment of the
ecological role of these compounds.
Over the past years, great effort has been made to investigate the
interactions between plants and their environment and it has become
clear that terpenoids play a fundamental role as signalling molecules17–20.
However, in addition to their ecological role, several promising
compounds have also been studied for their commercial applications.
The exploration of these fascinating compounds is far from complete,
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as a large part of terpene functions and their related synthases have
not yet been discovered. A few examples will give an overview of the
complexity and the diversity of the functions of terpenoids.
Terpenoids have been identified not only in plants, but also in fungi21,22,
bacteria23,24 and marine organisms25. Sesquiterpenes, an important
subclass of terpenoids (see Section 1.3), are known for their diverse
roles in ecosystems. They have been described to have repellent activity
against insects26, as well as antimicrobial and antifungal activity27,28.
These characteristics make sesquiterpenes a potential alternative to
harmful pesticides in agriculture. In many cases, the same compound is
responsible for a variety of responses in different organisms, like in the
case of polygodial29. This drimane sesquiterpene has been described to
be not only an antimicrobial and insect repellent compound28,30, but also
an elicitor of hot taste and an anti-hyperalgesic in humans31.
Sesquiterpenes produced in flowers and fruits have been described
to attract pollinators and herbivores32,33, as well as predators34. A
well-studied example is valencene, together with its oxidized form,
nootkatone, which can be found in oranges and grapefruits and is
responsible for the typical orange smell35,36. Nootkatone also shows
an antibacterial effect against gram-positive bacteria37. Valencene
and nootkatone are among the most appreciated volatile compounds
present in essential oils used in perfumery and food flavouring. The
study of the ecological role of these compounds and the regulation of
their production has led to the discovery and characterization of the
enzymes responsible for their synthesis38,39.
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1.2 It all starts with the substrate: MEP and Mevalonate
pathway

1

The metabolic pathways underlying the production of isoprene units
have been studied in depth. Isoprene is a hemiterpene with formula
C5H8 and is considered the building block for several other organic
molecules40,41. Isoprene can be produced via two independent pathways
that have been widely described: the methylerythritol phosphate
(MEP) pathway and the mevalonate (MVA) pathway42 (Figure 1.1).
The MEP pathway is active in bacteria, green algae and plants, while
the mevalonate pathway is present in archaea, some bacteria and
most eukaryotes43,44. Both pathways produce isopentenyl diphosphate
(IDP) and dimethylallyl diphosphate (DMADP), through different
intermediates steps. While the MVA pathway converts acetyl-CoA to
IDP in six steps, the MEP pathways includes seven reaction steps for the
conversion of glyceraldehyde-3-phosphate (GA3P) and pyruvate to IDP
and DMADP. In both pathways, an isopentenyl diphosphate isomerase
(IDI) is responsible for the isomerization of IDP into DMADP5,45.
Next, prenyltransferases condensate isoprene units into allylic phosphate
substrates, resulting in the production of geranyl diphosphate (GDP),
farnesyl diphosphate (FDP) and a range of other isoprenoids precursors,
with addition of further isoprene units46.
In plants, the MEP and MVA pathways are present in different cellular
compartments. The production of monoterpenes and diterpenes
generally takes place in plastids, while sesquiterpenes are generally
synthesised in the cytosol47, although different studies have shown a
number of exceptions to this general rule. For instance, in some species,
the production of both monoterpene and sesquiterpenes seems to be
sustained by the MEP pathway, and multi-substrate enzymes have been
characterized48–51.
Different strategies have been employed to improve the production
of isoprenoid precursors in microbial platforms. In some cases,
highly efficient production was reached by the implementation of
both pathways within the same microbial platform5,52, while in other
cases, the native MEP pathway was replaced with an exogenous MVA
pathway, obtaining a better performing production system53.
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Figure 1.1 Schematic representation of the MEP and MVA pathways in a plant cell.
Precursors of FDP are generally produced in the cytosol through the MVA pathway,
while precursors of GDP and GGDP are produced in the plastids via the MEP pathway.
Relevant chemical structures are included in the figure.
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1.3 Terpene synthases: structure-function relationships

1

While the MEP/MVA substrate-supplying pathways have been optimised
and can be widely implemented in industrial platforms, the efficiency
of TSs represents the main bottleneck to overcome. As for each new
product a new synthase must be optimized, it is crucial to develop high
throughput screening (HTS) methods that allow an efficient evaluation
of potential novel candidates.
TSs mediate the first dedicated step in terpenoid biosynthesis. Their
catalytic pocket functions as a “template” that binds the flexible
isoprenoid substrate and induces the generation of a reactive
carbocation. The interactions between the substrate and the residues
present in the catalytic pocket are directly responsible for the formation
of new carbon-carbon bonds that determine the final structure of the
product, and therefore its properties54.
TSs use as substrate different isoprenoids, that result from the
condensation of two or more isoprene units, IDP and DMADP.
These substrates are classified based on the number of C atoms
and, consequently, TSs are classified based on the C number of the
substrate they use47,55. These isoprenoid substrates are GDP, FDP,
GGDP, as illustrated in Figure 1.1. In turn, the synthases are classified
as monoterpene synthases, using GDP (MTSs, C10); sesquiterpene
synthases, using FDP (STSs, C15); and diterpene synthases, using
GGDP (DTSs, C20). TSs can be described as “high fidelity” when able
to generate one exclusive product; however, most synthases have a
more “promiscuous” yield and generate multiple products. It has been
hypothesized that this promiscuity is a consequence of an imprecise
template that allows alternative carbon-carbon interactions. Structural
studies on the 3D structures of TSs provide useful insights on fidelity
and promiscuity16,56.
TSs have a common fold, consisting of interacting alpha helices (Figure
1.2). These structures have been described as α, β and γ domains.
Typically, in class I TSs, the active site is located within the α-domain,
while the functions of the β and γ domains are mainly structural. In
the α-domain the aspartate-rich motif DDxx(D,E) and NSE/DTE metalbinding motifs are found, responsible for the coordination of divalent
Mg2+ or Mn2+ ions and formation of the carbocation57,58. The role of the
divalent ions is to ionize the substrate to the carbocation, removing
the inorganic diphosphate. The allylic cation undergoes a cascade of
rearrangements which generates intermediate cations. Through a
14
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specific series of methyl shifts, hydride shifts and alkyl shifts, the final
product is cyclized. The amino acids present in the active site are crucial
agents in these steps, as they direct the cascade of rearrangements. In
class I synthases, to which both MTSs and STSs belong47, the active site
pocket is composed of four α-helices. The DDxx(D/E) motif is localized
on helix D, while the NSE/DTE motif is localized on helix H54. It has been
shown that mutations of these residues severely impair the functionality
of the enzymes, especially when the mutations occur in the first
aspartate of the DDxx(D/E) motif59Another consensus motif has been
identified in the TS-a and TS-b subfamilies60 of class I. The RxR motif
is localized 35 amino acids upstream of the DDxx(D/E) motif. In STSs
it interacts with the diphosphate moiety, preventing the nucleophilic
attack on the forming carbocation61. A variation of this motif, RxQ, has
been observed in several nerolidol synthases and might have a role in
the stereo-selection of the initial carbocation62. These consensus motifs
are important for the functionality of the synthases but do not carry
sufficient information to predict the product that will be formed47,54.
Diterpene synthases can be found in both class I and class II TSs. The
mechanisms of product formation are different in the two classes and
are beyond the scope of this thesis to describe in detail. Briefly, for
class II TSs, the active site is at the interface between β and γ domains.
The catalytically active amino acid is part of the DxDD motif, which is
aspartate rich but not related to the motif of class I. It has been shown
that class II enzymes do not always require the presence of bivalent metal
ions for their activity63,64. DTSs can be found in both class I and class II. As
mentioned, the residues present in the active site are responsible for the
several cyclization steps that lead to the product formation. However,
recent studies showed that there might be an interaction between the
N-term and the C-term of the enzyme that determines the 3D structure
of the catalytic site and its activity65,66. Knowledge on the role of specific
residues in the cyclization cascade could facilitate the design of mutants
when aiming to optimize synthase efficiency or product specificity.
This is made particularly challenging due to the lack of identity between
synthases that generate the same compound(s) but belong to different
species. It has been shown that sequence similarity is higher between
synthases from the same species producing different terpenoids than
between synthases producing the same terpenoid in different species62.
Although the amino acid sequence thus cannot be used as a predictor
for product formation, a more promising approach is represented by
the study of the tertiary structure of the enzymes67. Understanding the
15
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relationship between the structure of synthases and the precursor cation
formed in the cascade seems a very promising way to predict the final
product(s) of uncharacterized synthases65.

C-term

1
FDP
NSE/DTE
(helix H)

DDxxD
(helix D)

RxR

Figure 1.2 Crystal structure of
Tobacco
5-epi-aristolochene
synthase (TEAS, PDB: 5IK0) in
complex with FDP (depicted in
black). The α-helices in the N-term
domain (β domain) are indicated
in light blue, while orange, red and
magenta denote the α-helices in
the C-term domain (α domain). The
three yellow spheres are the Mg2+
present in the active site, while the
residues in green belong to the
conserved motifs RxR, DDxxD and
NSE/DTE.

N-term

1.4 Terpene synthases in industry
The interest in the development of highly efficient TSs is tightly
connected to their application in industrial production. Given the
limited availability of natural resources, biotech industry has worked
to implement the production of terpenoids using microbial platforms,
to guarantee regular supply and prevent the overexploitation of natural
resources6. A well-known example is the sandalwood oil from Santalum
album and Santalum spicatum68,69. The main components of this oil are the
cyclic sesquiterpene alcohols α- and β-santalol and trans-α-bergamotol70,
responsible for the woody-floral scent. Valencene and its oxidized
form nootkatone represent two other sesquiterpenes of particular
interest for the flavour and fragrance industry. These compounds
are found in citrus fruits and are responsible for the characteristic
orange fragrance13,71. The identification of the TSs responsible for the
production of these compounds in plants unlocked the possibility for the
biotechnological production of santalenes66,72, valencene73,74 and many
other compounds, offering a concrete alternative to the exploitation of
the natural resources. The characterization of the valencene synthase
from Callitropsis nootkatensis13 and Vitis vinifera75 has been pivotal for the
biotechnological production of valencene and nootkatone in a number
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of microbial hosts71,73,74. However, large differences are observed in the
activity of native enzymes and in their product profiles, and optimisation
is often required before implementation in production systems.
Terpenoids have also been of interest for their medicinal applications,
as exemplified by artemisinin, a sesquiterpene lactone derived from
Artemisia annua76. The discovery of antimalarial properties of this
compound led to a worldwide implementation of artemisinin in the
treatment of the Plasmodium falciparum infections77. The metabolic
pathway for the biosynthesis of amorphadiene, the artemisinin
precursor, has been implemented in microbial platform78, allowing
a large-scale production of semi-synthetic artemisinins79, including
novel artemisinin-derived compounds80. In another example, taxol
is a diterpene well known for its microtubule-stabilizing activity in
the treatment of different types of cancer81. The biosynthesis of taxol
is complex, requiring 19 steps, and it has not been possible so far to
implement in microbial platforms82. However, promising studies
have shown that precursors of taxol can be successfully produced,
opening a new perspective on industrial production of this important
chemotherapy drug83.
These few examples are only a small fraction of the terpenes currently
produced biotechnologically. Still, there are many more compounds of
interest that cannot yet be produced due to a lack of viable synthases.
Native enzymes often present sub-optimal activity or synthesize a
mixture of different compounds that might hinder their applicability
in industry. For this reason, the discovery of novel synthases should go
head-to-head with the improvement of the characterized ones and the
development of reliable HTS methods.

1.5 Generation of terpene synthases mutant libraries
As mentioned above, engineering characterized synthases is a critical
step towards the improvement of the synthase towards a competitive
production of the compounds of interest. The generation of enzyme
mutant libraries has been one of the best approaches to investigate and
identify functional residues. In order to study the role of the residues
in the active site, several strategies have been developed. Single and
double mutations have been generated for the enzymes in analysis
to demonstrate the function of individual residues. This approach
provides essential insights but is time consuming and often restricted
to small libraries, due the limits imposed by the screening methods.
A more thorough approach is to generate larger libraries of mutants,
17
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including more variation and combination of different mutations. This
would, in turn, require a more efficient and reliable screening method
to assess the effects of the mutations in the efficiency of the enzyme. The
next subsections provide a small overview of the methods employed for
the generation of TSs mutant libraries and their application.

1.5.1 Domain swapping

1

Domain swapping is a well-known phenomenon observed in nature
and has been described as a strategy for protein oligomerization. The
phenomenon was first observed for the diphtheria toxin84. 3D domain
swapping is described as the exchange between two or more proteins
of corresponding structural elements85. In other words, monomers of
different proteins can combine with each other to generate oligomers
with different functional properties86,87. This mechanism was widely
exploited to engineer proteins, performing directed domain swaps88 to
investigate the roles of the different monomers. However, domain swaps
have been used as engineering tool not only to exchange monomers, but
also to investigate functional domains of different families of enzymes.
One of the first examples of domain swapping applied to the study of
STSs is described in Back et al. (1996)89. In this work, different domains
of the tobacco 5-epi-aristolochene synthase (TEAS)90 were swapped with
the corresponding domains of the Hyoscyamus muticus vetispiradiene
synthase (HVS)91. A library of 14 chimeric genes was generated to
identify the catalytic domain of each synthase and to characterize its
role in the production of various sesquiterpenes. By using argentationthin layer chromatography (TLC) and gas chromatography-mass
spectrometry (GC-MS), they were able to discriminate between the
products specific for each synthase and quantify the relative amounts
produced. Different relative product amounts were observed for the
different chimeric variants, allowing to identify the domains directly
involved in product formation. Later studies allowed to assess the role
of single residues of HVS by modelling their positions based on the
TEAS crystal structure92.
Domain swapping has also been employed for the study of catalytic
domains of monoterpenes93 and diterpenes94. While domain swapping is
a useful tool for the study of the roles of the specific domain in different
enzymes, there are limitations. In fact, most domain combination result
in non-functional proteins due to misfolding. To generate functional
chimeric proteins, it is often necessary to choose enzymes with high
sequence identity to ensure the correct folding and the availability of
18
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such synthases is generally limited.

1.5.2 Random and site-saturation mutagenesis
Random mutagenesis has been widely employed as a technique for
enzyme development and to assess the plasticity of enzymes. This
approach is based on the generation of mutant libraries through an
iterative process, without a rational design. Mutations are achieved by
“error-prone” PCR or by site-saturation mutagenesis and the selection
of the improved enzyme requires reliable HTS methods95.
For STSs, more targeted approaches are often preferred, in the absence
of suitable HTS methods for large libraries. The residues chosen for
mutagenesis are usually located in key positions in the catalytic site
or in its surroundings. Considering the key role of the metal-binding
residues of the DDxxD and NSE/DTE consensus motifs54 and the fact
that few substitutions are typically permissible without disrupting the
activity of the synthase, site-saturation mutagenesis is often preferred
over more traditional random mutagenesis. An interesting example
is provided by the γ-humulene synthase from Abies grandis96, known
to produce 52 different sesquiterpenes. Being so versatile, it has been
employed as a model to study plasticity by choosing the 19 residues
of the catalytic pocket for site-saturation mutagenesis97. With this
approach, several different less promiscuous enzymes were obtained.
More recently, site-directed mutagenesis has been combined with
computational approaches, aiming to improve the efficiency of the
process and reduce the generation of non-functional enzymes92,98.

1.5.3 Directed mutagenesis: generation of smart libraries
Directed mutagenesis is used when the role of a specific subset of
residues must be investigated. To successfully identify the crucial
residues to substitute and the best substitution to perform, different
computational approaches have been developed and employed. An
early attempt at generating and screening mutant libraries based on a
computational approach was performed by Diaz et al. in 201199. With
their statistical, computationally assisted design strategy (SCADS)
they aimed to identify potentially crucial sites for mutagenesis in
TEAS. Twelve residues were selected as they were predicted to be good
candidates to improve solubility and thermostability of TEAS. This
approach yielded a synthase with increased thermo-stability, but lower
activity compared to the wild type. Other studies provided insights on
the roles of specific residues in the cyclization cascade100,101 and in the
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role of residues in product specificity59,102,103.

1

Directed mutagenesis is probably the most widely used method for
engineering of TSs. The residues selected for mutagenesis are often
those surrounding the catalytic site. Mutations in the catalytic pocket are
often not tolerated and can cause loss of function, while substitutions
in the surrounding α-helices are generally most promising. There may
be potential for improvement in the N-term of the TSs, where more
mutations are tolerated without disrupting the enzyme activity, which
could improve the activity of the enzyme by indirectly changing the
shape of the catalytic pocket66.

1.6 Development of High Throughput Screening methods
As presented above, the generation of large libraries of mutants requires
the development of efficient HTS methods to identify improved
enzymes. In this section, examples of such methods will be presented,
with attention on the challenges and complexities related to each
method.

1.6.1 Gas Chromatography methods
Sesquiterpenes are hydrophobic volatile compounds, which makes it
particularly challenging to accurately detect their concentration without
recurring to gas chromatography (GC) analysis. Bacterial cultures
are grown in rich media and an organic overlay such as dodecane is
often used to trap and extract the sesquiterpene produced. The most
widely utilized method for the detection and quantification of monoand sesquiterpenes GC-MS. This technique provides data about relative
concentrations of different compounds. Although the accuracy of GCMS is widely recognized, it does not allow a direct measurement of
the sample within the growth medium. The organic overlay containing
the terpenoids must be extracted from the growth medium by
centrifugation, diluted and then prepared for analysis. These steps are
not only time consuming but also render measurement of different
time points from the same sample impossible. Furthermore, depending
on the temperature program, each sample requires between 5 and 40
minutes to be measured. These characteristics make traditional GC
methods non-suitable for the investigation of large libraries of mutants.
A recent study, however, implemented a GC-MS-based automated
pipeline utilizing a liquid handling robotic platform for the HTS of MTS
libraries104. In this study, Leferink et al. (2019) generated a library of
(-)-α-pinene synthase mutants, targeting 16 amino acids104. 96-deepwell
20
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plates were used for biphasic cultures (growth medium-dodecane) and
all steps were controlled by the robotic liquid handling platform. 1,000
colonies were initially screened for improved function. The GC- MS was
equipped with a 96-well plate auto-sampler. By sequencing, 94 unique
variants were identified among the 350 active enzymes detected in the
pipeline. Of these 94 variants, 27 turned out to be false positives, as
no monoterpene was detected in the shake-flask cultures. Overall, the
data obtained using the pipeline were comparable with data obtained
with traditional shake-flasks cultures, showing consistency in detected
production. Although some limitations of the pipeline were evident,
such as exact production titers and the masking of products due to
solvent overlap, this method offers a rapid initial screen to enrich
libraries of mutants of new valuable variants in a single measurement,
with a total measured sample run time of 4.6 minutes. This method has
the potential to be applied not only to the production of monoterpenes
but to all the compounds produced in biphasic cultures.

1.6.2 Chemical-based methods
Chemical-based methods rely on the use of different synthetic chemicals
that allow to detect the enzyme activity. These compounds can be used
in chemical assays testing the presence of antioxidant compounds
(like 2,2-diphenyl-1-picrylhydrazyl, DPPH) or more broadly specific
for hydrophobic compounds (such as Nile Red). The activity of the
enzymes can be directly measured, when the chemical is reacting with
the compound produced, or indirectly, when the chemical reacts with
other compounds present in the reaction due to enzyme activity (e.g.,
the phosphate released by the substrate). The methods will be here
described as direct and indirect, based on this criterion.
Chemical-based screenings present the advantage of having broad
specificity and can potentially be employed for the screening of a wide
range of synthases without requiring genetic engineering. However,
the sensitivity and the reactivity of the chemical agents in different
conditions may limit on the applicability.

1.6.2.1 Direct methods
An example of direct chemical-based screening is described in the
work of Behrendorff et al. (2013)105. In this study, DPPH is employed
for the screening of MTSs activity. DPPH is a stable radical with
a strong absorbance at 517nm when dissolved in methanol. The
absorbance decreases proportionately with the loss of the radical,
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which corresponds to a change in colour from purple to yellow. The
proposed method was established by using DPPH in different solution
of monoterpenes in dodecane. The results showed that this method
provides a semi-quantitative assay for monoterpene biosynthesis, where
the sensitivity depends on the monoterpene of interest: myrcene and
γ-terpinene were detectable at concentrations as low as 10µM, while
limonene above 100µM. β-pinene was tested as well, providing no
clear detection. To test the applicability of this method in a production
system, two different limonene synthases were expressed in S. cerevisiae
for limonene production, using three different growth media. The
screening of the cultures was performed by harvesting the dodecane
overlay after 120h growth. The results revealed a significant difference
in production between two limonene synthases tested in Saccharomyces
cerevisiae, confirmed by the GC-MS analysis performed on the same
dodecane overlay. Although this method could be easily applied on
overlays extracted from fermentations once optimized for the system
of interest, it does not serve a true HTS function, as for each sample
it is still necessary to perform a fermentation, followed by dodecane
extraction. Therefore, there is only a marginal advantage over the use
of GC-MS analysis. Moreover, DPPH shows different reactivity with
different compounds and monoterpene concentrations do not directly
correlate with the measured absorbance. Therefore, it does not seem
possible to use DPPH with a broad range of compounds and it may
provide low accuracy in the analysis of enzymes producing a mixture
of different monoterpenes.

1.6.2.2 Indirect methods
A malachite green (MG) assay for the detection of inorganic
pyrophosphate was implemented for screening TS activity by Vardakou
et al. (2014)106. The use of MG was previously established for the
detection of phosphate107, but not yet for the study of TSs. This method
can be considered indirect, although the measurement of the inorganic
pyrophosphate provides a direct correlation to the amount of terpene
produced. The MG assay is an in vitro assay and can be performed
using 96 well plates after prior purification of the enzymes to test. It
can be used to determine the kinetic properties and the efficiency of a
given enzyme and was observed to be highly reproducible. Vardakou
et al. (2014) tested 88 mutants for higher activity, together with 8 wild
type controls. Out of this library, 13 mutants were isolated and further
characterized for production via GC-MS, confirming improved activity.
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This MG assay was successfully adapted for the study of TSs activity,
with a sensitivity in the linear range of FDP concentrations. However,
the need for good quality purified enzymes is the biggest limiting factor
of the method. In fact, it requires individual colonies to be grown for
production of proteins, which then also need to be purified individually
before any indication of the activity can be assessed. Therefore, while
being an effective method, the throughput will remain limited.
A non-conventional chemical-based HTS method is presented in the
work of Lauchli et al. (2013)108. A non-natural isoprenoid (vinyl methyl
ether) was employed as a substrate for TSs. This substrate is used
instead of FDP as an in vitro enzyme assay and allows the generation
of methanol as by-product of terpene formation. This methanol was
converted into formaldehyde by a treatment with alcohol oxidase and
detected using Purpald109. The method was used to test 2,800 mutants
for heat resistance and productivity on FDP was compared with the
productivity on the synthetic substrate, confirming the correlation
between methanol produced and sesquiterpene produced. In the first
round the T50 (T50 being the incubation temperature at which 50% of
productivity on the substrate remained after 10 min of heat treatment)
was increased from 42°C to 47°C. The best performing enzyme was
chosen, and a second round of mutagenesis was performed, obtaining
1,800 mutants that were screened. A variant having a T50 of 54°C while
maintaining the same product specificity, expression, and activity of
the parental enzyme was then identified. Thus, a heat resistant variant
was selected in only 2 rounds of mutagenesis without prior structural
knowledge of the parental enzyme. The major strength point of this
method is its wide applicability, as the synthetic substrate can be used
by all STSs, and the screening does not require advanced equipment.
However, as for other chemical-based screenings, the requirement of
performing a cell lysate prior to the assay represents a constraint in
the throughput of the method, limiting application to medium-sized
libraries.
Among the bioanalytical tools available, a recent study describes the
implementation of an oil-free picodrop bioassay for the detection of
hydrophobic compounds. Siltanen et al. (2018) show how to apply the
concept of Printed Droplet Microfluidics (PDM) in the development of an
array supporting picolitre droplets110. With this method, it is possible to
print picolitre droplets containing single yeast cells, in arrays containing
a maximum of 20 droplets. A microfluidic droplet sorter dispenses the
droplets on a customizable microwell array, where they are trapped
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into nanolitre wells. It was shown that it is possible to detect differences
in farnesene production between two strains of yeast using a Nile Red
solution to stain the lipid droplets containing farnesene. Although this
method shows a good potential for high throughput, the use of Nile Red
as a staining solution does not offer specificity for terpenoids, as it stains
lipids unselectively. The fluorescence measured must be normalized
for biomass, which introduces errors as the measurement cannot be
considered a direct representation of the compound produced, but rather
a quantification of the lipid droplets in the cells. The sensitivity of this
method might therefore be limited, as relatively low improvements in
enzyme activity may not be detectable. Applicability might also depend
on the organism chosen as production platform. While yeast produces
lipid droplets containing farnesene, bacteria might exploit a different
strategy, making the Nile Red staining non suitable for the analysis.

1.6.3 Genetic-based methods
Genetic-based methods are based on the coupling of different regulatory
elements for the development of a system sensitive to the production
of the compound(s) of interest. The main advantage of these methods
is to offer an in vivo platform as HTS method, reducing, in principle,
the number of steps required for the first assessment of the improved
enzymes.
Several approaches have been presented to develop quick and reliable
screening methods for improved synthases. A method based on substrate
competition was described by Furubayashi et al. (2014)111. The screening
strain contained a carotenoid synthase using the same substrate as the
terpene synthase of interest. The strain was co-transformed with both
the carotenoid synthase and the terpene synthase of interest and, as
the substrate supply remained constant, the best performing enzyme
should prevail in production. As a result, efficient terpene synthases
were supposed to generate white-looking bacterial colonies, while poor
terpene synthases would “lose” the substrate competition and yield
orange/yellow-looking bacterial colonies, as the carotenoid synthase
prevailed. A follow-up study applied this method to select for an
improved pinene synthase112. A library of 16,000 mutants was screened,
resulting in the identification of a mutant displaying a 60% production
improvement compared to the wild type. This method seems more
suitable for monoterpenes rather than sesquiterpenes, although finetuning the system’s kinetics in relation to the properties of the synthase
of interest might be sufficient to widen its applicability.
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The design of genetic biosensors is a widely exploited strategy to
obtain reliable and specific screening methods. A mevalonate biosensor
was developed by Pfleger et al. (2007) using an E. coli auxotroph of
mevalonate harbouring a plasmid containing a constitutively expressed
green fluorescent protein (GFP)113. This biosensor strain was able to
grow only when mevalonate was supplemented, so its growth and thus
the amount of GFP served as proxy for the concentration of mevalonate
in the medium. Ultimately, the biosensor strain was grown with a
mevalonate producing strain harbouring a library of enzyme mutants,
allowing to select for the highest mevalonate production.
A different biosensor design based on the use of transcriptional
regulators (TRs) is described by de Paepe et al. (2017)114. Their genetic
biosensor was based on the combination of an “effector module”,
containing a reporter gene regulated by the TR DNA binding site;
and a “detector module”, containing the gene encoding the TR under
a constitutive promoter. The strain harbouring this biosensor system
was used to detect varying concentrations of naringenin in the medium.
Knowing all the elements of a regulatory circuit is the most favourable
starting point for its implementation in a biosensor system. Different
approaches are required when only part of the circuit is known. In such
cases, it might be necessary to resort to the use of chimeric TRs, especially
to investigate the interaction between the TR and the ligand115,116. Other
biosensors for flavonoids117 and quercetin118 have been described, and
more TRs are known to be sensitive to flavonoids119–121. However, no
TRs have so far been described to recognize sesquiterpenes as ligands.
One TetR-like TR has been described in Pseudomonas aeruginosa to be
a regulator of the acyclic monoterpene utilization gene operon122. To
develop a genetic biosensor for terpenes it is therefore essential to first
identify a TR able to bind the terpene, or group of terpenes, of interest.
One of the main advantages of biosensor methods is the possibility to
screen large libraries without the need for performing fermentation
experiments. However, there are challenges to consider, such as the
reliable quantification of the reporter gene and the need for approaches
tailored to the compound of interest.
As there is no perfect HTS method, it is important to take into account the
advantages and downsides of each approach for every new challenge. In
this work, we explored the possibilities for implementation of two HTS
methods for sesquiterpene synthases, in an attempt to provide a novel
approach for the identification of improved synthases.
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1.7 Thesis overview
This thesis explores the generation of smart libraries for terpene
synthases (TSs) and the development of novel approaches for high
throughput screening (HTS) methods of TS mutants.

1

To collect the information available on STSs, in Chapter 2 we create
a database of characterized STSs and provide an analysis based
on protein sequence. We observe that phylogenetic relations affect
sequence similarities more than product specificity. An example of this
is explored in Chapter 3, where a case study of two synthases from
Cinnamomum camphora having high sequence similarity but different
product specificity is presented. We aim to identify residues crucial
for the sesquiterpene synthase activity by employing both domain
swapping and site-directed mutagenesis and evaluating the effects of
the mutations on product profile and product specificity. In Chapter 4
we propose the use of proton transfer reaction mass spectrometry (PTRMS) as a high throughput screening method for a library of valencene
synthase mutants. We assess the applicability of PTR-MS in a smallscale fermentation system using 96 deep-well plates. Finally, in Chapter
5 we aim to identify a candidate valencene-sensitive TR, through a
comparative expression analysis of Rhodobacter sphaeroides. RNA-seq
analysis was performed on a wild type R. sphaeroides supplemented
with a valencene synthase against a wild type R. sphaeroides harbouring
an empty vector.
Chapter 6 concludes this thesis with an overview of the achievements of
this work and an outlook on the future perspectives of HTS methods for
enzyme development. Given the exponential growth of data produced,
I emphasize the increasing need for a synergistic effort between
bioinformatics and biotechnology to optimally support biotechnological
production of valuable TSs.
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abstract

Plants exhibit a vast array of sesquiterpenes, C15 hydrocarbons
which often function as herbivore-repellents or pollinatorattractants. These in turn are produced by a diverse range
of sesquiterpene synthases. A comprehensive analysis of
these enzymes in terms of product specificity has been
hampered by the lack of a centralized resource of sufficient
functionally annotated sequence data. To address this, we
have gathered 262 plant sesquiterpene synthase sequences
with experimentally characterized products. The annotated
enzyme sequences allowed for an analysis of terpene synthase
motifs, leading to the extension of one motif and recognition
of a variant of another. In addition, putative terpene synthase
sequences were obtained from various resources and compared
with the annotated sesquiterpene synthases. This analysis
indicated regions of terpene synthase sequence space which
so far are unexplored experimentally. Finally, we present a
case describing mutational studies on residues altering product
specificity, for which we analysed conservation in our database.
This demonstrates an application of our database in choosing
likely-functional residues for mutagenesis studies aimed at
understanding or changing sesquiterpene synthase product
specificity.

An analysis of characterized plant sesquiterpene synthases

2.1 Introduction
The terpenome represents a huge, ancient and diverse family of natural
products. In addition to terpenes, it also encompasses steroids and
carotenoids, comprising more than 60,000 members1. These compounds all
derive from the same 5-carbon precursor units, coupled together linearly
and then cyclized, rearranged, and modified in various ways. Terpenes
serve many roles in plants, for example as toxins against herbivores or
pathogens, or as attractants for pollinators2. In turn, terpenes extracted from
plants are used by mankind for a range of applications - as pharmaceutical
agents, insecticides, preservatives, fragrances, and flavors3. Terpenes are
built from 5-carbon isoprenoid units and they mainly exist as monoterpenes
(C10), sesquiterpenes (C15) or diterpenes (C20), based on the number
of such units used. In each case, a linear substrate loses a diphosphate
group, usually cyclizes and then undergoes a variety of carbocation
rearrangements. Though the exact number of sesquiterpenes found in
nature is hard to determine4, estimated computationally that the number
of sesquiterpene intermediates far outnumber those of monoterpenes,
due to the increase in chain length. Interestingly, sesquiterpenes found in
nature can be divided into seven groups based on their parent cation and
the first cyclization step in their formation5. Hence the extreme diversity of
chemical compounds with desirable fragrances or medicinal properties is
based on just seven initial carbocations. This makes the enzymes catalysing
their formation both interesting and difficult to characterize functionally.
Each plant species is capable of synthesizing a number of sesquiterpenes
using a specialized class of enzymes called sesquiterpene synthases (STSs).
First, a farnesyl diphosphate synthase, produces the C15 substrate for STSs,
farnesyl diphosphate (FDP), from the C5-unit isopentenyl diphosphate
(IDP) and its isomer dimethylallyl diphosphate (DMADP)6. STSs then create
the myriad of sesquiterpenes found in nature by catalysing carbocation
formation from the linear FDP followed by a series of cyclizations and
rearrangements (Figure 2.1). Products are formed from intermediate
carbocations after deprotonation, phosphorylation, or hydration4. The
STSs themselves represent a very diverse set of enzymes with a wide range
of sequence similarities, despite having a common structural fold shared
by plant, animal, fungal, and bacterial terpene synthases (TPSs)7. Hence,
prediction of enzyme function from sequence is highly challenging in the
case of STSs. Moreover, sequence diversity in STSs is not dependent on the
products formed. This problem has been addressed so far by inspection
of TPS structures7 and by mutational analyses that attempt to change the
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product of a synthase with the smallest number of residue changes8. The
former, though an attractive approach, is limited especially in plants due to
the sparsity of experimentally determined structures, while the latter often
leads to unnatural enzymes with lower catalytic activity than their wildtype parents. Characterization of multiple TPSs from the same species by
the same study has allowed for some small-scale sequence comparison
of those synthases9,10. However, no previous attempts have been made to
compare all experimentally characterized plant STS sequences according
to the products that they form. We have collated a curated database of
plant STSs with characterized products from literature. This database can
be accessed at www.bioinformatics.nl/sesquiterpene/synthasedb.

2

With this database and aforementioned product grouping scheme, the
active domain sequences of 262 plant STSs were analysed in terms of the
precursor carbocations of their products. These were also compared with the
many yet-uncharacterized putative TPS enzymes. Residues from previous
product-changing mutational studies were mapped on our database of
enzymes, indicating conservation of the corresponding positions across
groups of sequences forming different product cations. This demonstrates
the usefulness of our database in finding residues involved in STS product
specificity.

2.2 Methods

2.2.1 Literature search for characterized STSs
To find potentially characterized STSs, an HMM search was performed
using hmmer (version 3.1b2)11 on the UniProt database12 using the HMM
of the C-terminal domain of TPSs from Pfam13 (Pfam ID: PF03936).
Protein sequences with a hit having an E-value < 1010 and a total protein
length between 350 and 650 residues were selected. The Uniprot IDs of
these sequences were then linked to Pubmed IDs, either directly through
programmatic access of Uniprot if the Pubmed ID was present, or through
a programmatic text search of the title and authors given in Uniprot, using
the Pubmed API14. The Pubmed articles thus obtained were searched
manually for evidence of experimental characterization of sesquiterpenes
through in-vivo or in-vitro GC-MS studies, and the corresponding Uniprot
IDs were collected. For each UniProt ID found, the major product described
in the corresponding paper was stored. Minor products with GC-MS peaks
at least quarter the height of the major product peak were stored as well.
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Figure 2.1 The reaction mechanism of sesquiterpene production starts with farnesyl
diphosphate (FDP). Loss of the diphosphate moiety (OPP) leads to farnesyl cation
formation. The farnesyl cation can subsequently be converted to the nerolidyl cation.
Possible cyclizations for both cations are indicated in the figure. The subsequently formed
cyclic cations undergo further modifications and rearrangements to form sesquiterpenes.
An alternative route is to form acyclic sesquiterpenes from either the farnesyl or the nerolidyl
cation as indicated in the box. These different product precursors are used to classify the
different sesquiterpenes and their synthases.
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2.2.2 Measuring chemical similarities
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The diagram of the sesquiterpene grouping scheme was made using
ChemDoodle (version 9)15. The InChI strings for 165 sesquiterpenes were
obtained from PubChem16 using the python wrapper for the PubChem
REST API17, PubChemPy (version 1.0.4). To measure the similarity
between different sesquiterpenes, rdkit (Release 2017.09.3) was used18. A
circular chemical fingerprint, called the Morgan fingerprint, with a radius
of 2 angstroms, as explained by Rogers and Hahn was obtained for each
sesquiterpene19. The similarity between every pair of fingerprints was then
calculated using Dice similarity20. The distance was given as 1 similarity.
The distance matrix of all sesquiterpenes was then used to create a multidimensional scaling (MDS) plot using the Python scikit-learn library
(version 0.19.1)21, and then plotted using matplotlib (version 2.1.2)22.

2.2.3 Aligning sequences
For characterized spermatophyte plant STS sequences, the C-terminal
catalytically active portion and the N-terminal portion of the enzyme
were found with hmmer HMM searches (version 3.1b2)11 using the TPS
C-terminal Pfam domain (Pfam ID: PF03936) and the TPS N-terminal
Pfam domain (Pfam ID: PF01397) respectively. These were then separately
aligned using Clustal Omega (version 1.2.4)23, with all heuristic features
off and the respective Pfam domains as a guide for alignment. From these
separate alignments, a concatenated N+C alignment was formed, covering
both domains.
For some of the nonseed plant STS sequences however, a C-terminal
Pfam domain search returned < 200 residues instead of the usual 250-270.
Aligning the full nonseed sequences using the spermatophyte C-terminal
sub-sequence alignment as a profile showed the position of the C-terminal
portion for these sequences, so this was used to extract the required
C-terminal sub-sequences for nonseed plants. An alignment consisting
of both seed and nonseed characterized C-terminal sub-sequences was
constructed using Clustal Omega with the same parameters as above.

2.2.4 Phylogenetic tree construction
A phylogenetic tree was built and visualized for the characterized
spermatophyte and nonseed plant enzymes in the database using the ete
toolkit (version 3.1.1)24. The previously explained alignment of all C-terminal
sub-sequences was used, with columns having > 50% gaps removed using
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trimAL25. The best protein model from JTT, WAG, VT, LG and MtREV was
chosen using ProtTest26, and finally a RaxML maximum likelihood tree was
built27. Similarly, a phylogenetic tree for the spermatophyte sequences was
built with the same approach using the concatenated N+C alignment.

2.2.5 Finding mono-, di-, and uncharacterized TPSs
Characterized plant mono- and diterpene synthases were obtained from
SwissProt28 using a C-terminal TPS Pfam domain hmmer (verson 3.1b2)11
HMM search followed by collecting the sequences from plant species for
which the catalytic activity was mentioned. These were not manually
checked. Uncharacterized TPS C-terminal sub-sequences were then
obtained from plant species in TremBl28, Ensembl Plants (release 38)29,
and the 1000 Plants Transcriptome Project30 again using a Pfam domain
search. Only those sequences where the search returned a sub-sequence
having both DDXX(D,E) and (N,D)DXX(S,T,G)XXXE or two DDXX(D,E)
motifs within it, and whose sub-sequence length was within two standard
deviations of the mean C-terminal sub-sequence length of characterized
STS enzymes were retained. In both sets, sequences from nonseed plant
species were discarded.

2.2.6 Measuring sequence similarities
A distance matrix of all spermatophyte TPS C-terminal sub-sequences:
characterized mono-, di- and sesquiterpene synthases as well as
uncharacterized enzymes, was constructed using the pairwise sequence
k-tuple measure described by Wilbur et al.(1983)31, implemented in Clustal
Omega (version 1.2.4)23. This distance matrix was then used to construct an
MDS plot using scikit-learn (version 0.19.1)21 and plotted using matplotlib
(version 2.1.2)22. A cluster-map of sequence identities between characterized
STS enzymes was made using the distance matrix of just these enzymes and
complete hierarchical clustering using scipy (version 1.0.0)32 and seaborn
(version 0.8.1)33.

2.2.7 Visualizing an STS structure
The 5EAT tobacco 5-epi-aristolochene synthase structure from the Protein
Data Bank (PDB)34 was used to visualize known TPS motifs, along with
Mg2+ ions and farnesyl hydroxyphosphonate (FHP) substrate analog.
Visualization was done in Pymol 2.135.
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2.3 Results and discussion

2.3.1 Database of characterized STSs
To obtain a comprehensive set of annotated STSs, our starting point was the
SwissProt database, a subset of UniProt28 in which a curated and annotated
set of proteins is available. This provided a set of 104 STSs. In addition,
we manually reviewed literature linked to enzymes with the characteristic
TPS domain in TremBl, the uncurated subset of UniProt. In this way, the
number of curated plant STS sequences with experimentally characterized
product data in the database was more than doubled.

2

We present a database of 262 manually curated characterized plant STSs,
shown in Table 2.1. The enzymes originate from a hundred different
plant species and collectively account for the production of 117 different
sesquiterpenes. Such a large number of possible products makes it difficult
to find enough enzymes with the same product for a meaningful analysis
of product specificity. To solve this, the sequences were divided into seven
groups, making use of the sesquiterpene precursor carbocation scheme as
specified by Degenhardt et al. (2009)5, described in Figure 2.1. The reaction
cascade of an STS is initiated by metal-mediated removal of the diphosphate
anion in the FDP substrate, leading to the formation of a transoid (2E,
6E)-farnesyl cation (farnesyl cation) which can undergo cyclization either
via 10-exo-trig or 11-endo-trig cyclizations on the C10-C11 double bond to
the resulting cations 1 or 2 respectively However, the farnesyl cation can
also isomerize to form a cisoid (2Z, 6E)-farnesyl cation (nerolidyl cation).
The nerolidyl cation, in addition to a C1-attack (either via 10-exo-trig or
11-endo-trig) on the C10-C11 double bond to form cations 3 or 4, can also
undergo cyclization at its C6-C7 double bond either via 6-exo-trig or 7-endotrig, forming cations 5 or 6. These carbocations undergo multiple further
skeletal rearrangements, cyclizations, hydride or methyl shifts, and other
modifications to form the end products of the enzyme5 Along with this
myriad of cyclic products, acyclic sesquiterpenes can also be formed from
either the farnesyl or the nerolidyl cation through proton loss or addition
of water5,36,37. This schematic of carbocations derived from FDP can be used
to divide sesquiterpenes produced by plants into seven groups both based
on their parent cation (farnesyl or nerolidyl) and the first cyclization that
occurs (by attack of the carbocation on the 10,1-; 11,1-; 6,1-; or 7,1- double
bond; or acyclic). For an STS enzyme, the carbocation of its major product
is then used to determine its group in Table 2.1.
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This division of STSs is in general straightforward even when multiple
products are formed by one enzyme. Specifically, of the 98 sequences
which also have minor products (Table S2.1), only 17 have minor products
whose precursor carbocation differs from the major product’s. Nine
of these produce acyclic products in addition to their major product.
This could be the result of incomplete cyclization caused by premature
termination of intermediates38. Eight enzymes in the database either
produce (-)-germacrene D or they produce germacrene D and the chirality
was not determined during the enzyme’s characterization. (-)-germacrene
D can be formed via a 10,1- or a 11,1- cyclization of the farnesyl cation
(cation 1 or 2).
Though each enzyme is likely to only follow one cyclization route to form
its product, this route has so far not been determined, so these sequences
are shown separately in Table 2.1 and in the remainder of the text. The
existence of other sesquiterpenes which can be formed via different
cyclization routes cannot be ruled out, however in our analysis we stick
to the cyclization routes provided by IUBMB’s Enzyme Nomenclature
Supplement 24 (2018)39 in order to determine the precursor carbocation for
a given sesquiterpene.
The database contains 233 angiosperm STSs, 16 gymnosperm enzymes from
coniferous species and 13 enzymes from nonseed plants such as mosses
and ferns. As described by Jia et al. (2018)40, the latter species have TPSs
which are more related to microbial TPSs than those from spermatophytes.
Information on each of the 262 enzymes, including the sequence, species,
Uniprot ID, products (major and minor), product type, and Pubmed ID of
the paper detailing its experimental characterization, is available as a web
service at www.bioinformatics.nl/sesquiterpene/synthasedb. The service
supports searching, sorting and downloading of all or subsets of the data.
On average, the enzymes comprise of 553 ± 56 residues. The tertiary structure
of STS enzymes usually comprises of two alpha-helical domains41. The
N-terminal domain is considered relictual in plant STSs and is not present
at all in nonseed plant STSs40, while the C-terminal domain, consisting of
an α-helical bundle, is catalytically active7,42. The hydrophobic active site
pocket in this domain is formed by six α-helices, closed by two loops. Table
S2.2 gives a list of plant STS structures from the Protein Data Bank (PDB)34.
The C-terminal sub-sequences containing the active site are obtained from
each enzyme in the database using information from Pfam13, and consist
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of 266 ± 7 residues. N-terminal sub-sequences were extracted only from
the spermatophyte enzymes in the database, again using information from
Pfam, and consist of 173 ± 12 residues. In spermatophyte STSs, residues
distal to the active site have been shown to contribute to product specificity
potentially by influencing active site geometry43. These residues may
reside in the extremities of the C-terminal domain, or in the N-terminal
domain. Figure S2.1 shows the pairwise sequence identity scores for each
pair of C-terminal domain sub-sequences for the enzymes in the database,
hierarchically clustered and coloured by product cation type. It can be
seen that many pairs of sequences have less than 40% sequence identity.
Similarly, Figure S2.2 shows the hierarchical clustering of concatenated
N-terminal and C-terminal sub-sequences for spermatophyte enzymes.
Both clusterings appear very comparable.
Major
Product
Group
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
(−)
Total

Cation/
Cyclization
10,1/farnesyl
11,1/farnesyl
10,1/nerolidyl
11,1 nerolidyl
6,1/nerolidyl
7,1/nerolidyl
acyclic
(−)-germacrene
D

No. of Sequences
A

77
42
19
0
44
0
43

G
1
3
1
4
3
0
4

N
3
3
1
0
2
1
3

No. of Species
Total
81
48
21
4
49
1
50

A

G

N

44
32
16
0
23
0
23

1
3
1
4
3
0
4

3
3
1
0
2
1
3

No. of
Products
Total
48
38
18
4
28
1
30

43
11
20
3
32
1
6

8

0

0

8

6

0

0

6

1

233

16

13

262

84

8

9

101

117

Table 2.1 Number of characterized plant STS sequences, species, and products covered in
each product group. (−)-germacrene D synthases are shown separately as discussed in the
text. A=Angiosperms, G=Gymnosperms, N=Nonseed.

The phylogenetic tree of C-terminal sub-sequences of all 262 enzymes
(Figure 2.2) shows some grouping of spermatophyte enzymes based on
their product precursor. In general, the neighbor of an enzyme is from the
same or related species, and if there are enough examples from the same
species then some product-based grouping is seen. For example, the clades
containing mostly enzymes from Zea mays on the right are separated based
on the product carbocation of the enzyme even while being grouped by
the species. However, this is not a consistent trend; enzymes from Vitis and
Santalum at the top of the tree group mainly by species and not by product
type. In fact, the three Santalum synthase sequences marked in Figure 2.2,
making products derived from three different cyclic carbocations, have
more than 90% in common.
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Figure 2.2 Phylogenetic tree of C-terminal sub-sequences for characterized plant STSs,
coloured according to the major product’s initial carbocation (see Figure 2.1). Nonseed
and gymnosperm clades are indicated separately. Red and brown asterisks mark cases
discussed in the text: red - two β-caryophyllene synthases from Arabidopsis lyrata and Zea
perennis which have less than 30% pairwise sequence identity; brown - three synthases
from Santalum with higher than 90% sequence identity.
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Figure 2.3 (A). MDS plot of 165 sesquiterpenes found in nature, based on chemical fingerprint similarities. Each square represents a
sesquiterpene and the more chemically similar two sesquiterpenes are, the closer they are placed in the plot. Colours are based on the
sesquiterpene's precursor carbocation. (B). MDS plot of TPS C-terminal domain sub-sequences with colouring based on STS major
product carbocation. Unknown proteins which are likely to be TPSs are shown in gray. The more similar two sequences are, the closer
they are in the plot.
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In any case, the product group of an enzyme from a species not present in
the tree is nearly impossible to predict, while enzymes from species which
are less represented in the tree can also be difficult to classify. In addition,
clades forming predominantly one product carbocation are seen in many
different parts of the tree, showing that strongly varying sequences can
catalyse the same cyclization reaction and even produce the same product,
such as the two marked β-caryophyllene synthases from Arabidposis lyrate
and Zea perennis which have a sequence identity less than 30%. Hence
phylogenetic analysis is biased and cannot be an accurate predictor of
TPS product specificity. Figure S2.3, shows a similar tree considering
both N-terminal and C-terminal sub-sequences concatenated together,
for spermatophyte STS sequences only. N-terminal domain information
again does not seem to effect the structure of the tree. Even though this
does not rule out the possibility that residues in the N-terminal domain
influence product specificity, it indicates that including the N-terminal
domain in the large-scale sequence analysis that we perform does not add
information compared to using only the C-terminal domain. Since product
and intermediate formation occur in the active site pocket, it may be easier
to find sequence-function determinants in the C-terminal domain. Hence,
from this point on we concentrate on the C-terminal sub-sequences of TPSs.
The clade containing all the nonseed plant STSs in Figure 2.2 is clearly
separate from the spermatophyte sequences. The enzyme from Anthoceros
punctatus, a bryophyte, is the only sequence in the database producing a 7,1/
nerolidyl-derived product (β-acoradiene) and is hence an out-group both in
terms of species as well as product carbocation. Comparing nonseed plant
sequences to the more typical plant TPS sequences would be futile, both
due to their homology with microbial enzymes and their low numbers in
the database, hence they are excluded from the remainder of the analysis.

2.3.2 Chemical similarities between sesquiterpenes
Each of the seven possible sesquiterpene precursors (Figure 2.1) usually
undergoes a wide range of further rearrangements, cyclizations, and
modifications, catalysed by the STS enzyme, to finally result in a
sesquiterpene product. To start exploring the enzyme grouping scheme, we
initially investigated whether similarities between the final sesquiterpene
chemical structures would reflect the parent carbocations involved in their
production. To this end, chemical similarities between sesquiterpenes
with the same parent cation were compared to similarities between those
without. Chemical similarities were measured using Dice similarity20
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between extended connectivity fingerprints, as described by Rogers and
Hahn19. Similarities between 165 sesquiterpenes are plotted using multidimensional scaling (MDS), in Figure 2.3A with the colour representative
of the precursor cation. These 165 compounds collectively represent every
enantiomer of the 117 sesquiterpenes produced by the enzymes in our
database, since many of the experimental characterization studies used to
build the database did not resolve the chirality of the STS’s product. MDS
is a technique used to visualize the level of similarity of individual objects
in a dataset using a distance matrix, such that the between-object distances
are preserved as well as possible. Therefore, two objects appearing close
to each other in the MDS plot represent sesquiterpenes which likely
have a high chemical similarity, while those further away have lower
similarity. Acyclic sesquiterpenes are clearly distinguishable in the plot,
as they are linear in nature. Interestingly, many products derived from the
6,1-cyclized cation (cation 5) are also distinct from those derived from 10,1or 11,1-cyclized cations despite further cyclizations and rearrangements
after this first step. They cluster midway between the acyclic and other
cyclic products, which makes sense given the presence of an acyclic tail
portion in cation 5. The sesquiterpenes formed from the other cyclic cations
seem less distinguishable.

2.3.3 Characterized sequence space
Though a manual literature search gave us access to more functionally
characterized TPS sequences, there is a large and steadily growing number
of protein sequences present in various databases which have not been
characterized at all. Many of these proteins are potential TPSs which contain
the characteristic, catalytic site containing, C-terminal domain. Comparing
uncharacterized and characterized enzymes may give indications of the
nature of an uncharacterized enzyme, in particular about the cyclization
route it is likely to take, thereby assisting in the setup of experiments for
functional characterization.
To explore this, an MDS plot was made of C-terminal sub-sequences
of the 249 spermatophyte enzymes in our database with those of 6278
other spermatophyte TPS-like sequences, obtained from sequenced
genomes and transcriptomes. These 6278 sequences are, to the best of
our knowledge, uncharacterized. Figure 2.3B shows this plot where the
colours represent the product precursor carbocation of characterized STSs
and the uncharacterized sequences are shown in grey. Similar sequences
are depicted closer together in the plot.
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Figure 2.3B has a few commonalities with the MDS plot of chemical
similarities between sesquiterpenes, Figure 2.3A. Many sequences
catalysing acyclic products as well as those derived from cation 5 cluster
separately from the others. In fact, the enzymes making nerolidol, an
acyclic sesquiterpene, cluster separately at the bottom right of the plot
(light blue), leading us to hypothesize that perhaps many of the other
uncharacterized STSs in this area also catalyse the formation of nerolidol.
A second similarity is that enzymes forming products derived from 10,1and 11,1- cyclized cations are difficult to distinguish. This again confirms,
as was seen in the phylogenetic tree (Figure 2.2), that overall sequence
similarity by itself cannot be an accurate guide to product specificity.
The uncharacterized sequences depicted in Figure 2.3B could be mono-, di-,
or sesquiterpene synthases. Figure S2.4 shows 57 monoterpene synthases
and 20 diterpene synthases from SwissProt, along with the 249 STSs in our
database. Despite the skewed numbers, a separation between mono- and
sesquiterpene synthases can be seen, indicating areas of the sequence space
where more STSs are likely to be found.
Product specificity is even harder to identify in the case of gymnosperm
synthases, as insufficient data is available to separate enzymes with
different product cations. It has been noted before that gymnosperm TPSs
resemble each other more than they do their angiosperm counterparts,
regardless of catalytic activity44,45. The enzymes from these species may
be more informative if analysed separately but this would require more
gymnosperm sequences to be functionally annotated.

2.3.4 Comparing known TPS motif across sequences
A database such as ours allows for a comparison of residues in previously
studied structural elements across many STS sequences. A thorough study
of TPS structures has led to the identification of several motifs important
for catalytic activity7. In the case of STSs, the hydrophobic moiety of the
STS substrate, FDP, is directed into the active site cavity, to undergo the
cyclizations and rearrangements described in Figure 2.1. Studies on STS
structures have proposed that the diphosphate moiety is captured by the
motif RxR and divalent metal ions like Mg2+ or Mn2+ which are themselves
bound by motifs DDXXD and NSE/DTE, at the entrance of the active
site46. Here, we compare these three motifs across the sequences in our
database. Figure 2.4A shows the motifs discussed below on a tobacco
aristolochene synthase structure46. Figure 2.4B shows each motif on a
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schematic representation of the alignment of all C-terminal sub-sequences
in the database.

2.3.4.1 Aspartate-rich DDXXD motif conserved in plant STSs

2

The most conserved motif of TPSs is the metal binding aspartate-rich motif
found both in plant and microbial TPSs as well as in isoprenyl diphosphate
(IDP) synthases. Numerous studies performed on this motif, both sitedirected mutagenesis and X-ray crystallography analysis, show that it is
involved in binding the divalent metal ions in the active site entrance47.
The canonical form of the motif, DDXX(D,E), where bold-faced residues
indicate those proposed to bind Mg2+ or Mn2+ is found in 247 of the 249
spermatophyte enzymes. Of the remaining two, one is a (+)-germacrene-D
synthase from Solidago canadensis with an Asn replacing the first A48. The
other is a bicyclogermacrene synthase from Matricaria chamomilla with an
Asn replacing the second Asp49. These examples indicate that either one of
the first two Aspartates may be sufficient for maintaining catalytic activity.

2.3.4.2 Expanded NSE/DTE motif found in most sequences
The opposite site of the active site entry is also involved in metal-binding,
due to the presence of a second, less-defined motif, termed the NSE/
DTE motif50. An early form of this motif, as detailed by Christianson et al.
(2006)50 had a consensus of (L,V)(V,L,A)(N,D)D(L,I,V)X(S,T)XXXE, where
the residues in bold coordinate Mg2+ ions. However, searching for a motif
with this consensus only captured 38 of the 249 spermatophyte sequences
in our database, indicating that it may be too restrictive given the current
knowledge of sequences.
When only the metal-binding portion of the motif is considered, the
consensus sequence (N,D)DXX(S,T,G)XXXE covers 219 spermatophyte
sequences in the database. The possibility of Gly in the second metalbinding position is justified by Zhou and Peters (2009)51, with the proposal
that Gly may allow a water molecule to substitute for the hydroxyl group
of Ser/Thr. Some TPSs however, are known to have a second, catalytically
active, aspartate rich motif instead of the NSE/DTE motif52–54 with the same
consensus as the first, DDXX(D,E). This occurs in 20 sequences. Table
2.2 shows the distribution of the sequences over the different versions of
the second motif. A highly conserved Arg is found 3 residues upstream
of all versions of the NSE/DTE motif or second aspartate-rich motif, in all
of the spermatophyte sequences in the database. All 6278 uncharacterized
spermatophyte TPS sequences also have an arginine in this position.
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Figure 2.4 A. Known TPS motifs RXR (red), DDXXD (purple) and NSE/DTE (green) shown
on the structure of tobacco 5-epi-aristolochene synthase (PDB ID: 5EAT). The C- terminal
domain is in gray while the N-terminal domain is in brown. Pink spheres represent Mg+2
ions. A substrate analogue, farnesylhydroxyphosphonate (FHP) is in blue. The A-C loop is
coloured in orange. The two conserved Arginines in the RXR motif are shown along with
the metal-binding residues in the DDXXD(DDXX(D,E)) and NSE/DTE motifs (RXX(N,D)
DXX(S,T,G)XXXE). The Arginine in the expanded NSE/DTE motif is also shown and is found
to be very conserved in spermatophyte TPSs. B. The same motifs shown on a schematic of
the alignment of all spermatophyte C-terminal sub-sequences from the database. Each bar
represents the percentage conservation of the consensus amino acid in the corresponding
position of the alignment. Lighter coloured bars represent positions where the consensus
amino acid is < 50% conserved.
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Hence, an extended form of the motif may be more relevant for
spermatophyte STSs, with the consensus RXX(N,D)DXX(S,T,G)XXXE or
RXXDDXX(D,E).
Motif

DDXXTXXXE

No. of sequences
57

DDXXSXXXE

55

NDXXSXXXE

44

DDXXGXXXE

25

NDXXTXXXE

2

22

NDXXGXXXE

16

DDXX(D,E)

20

Other

11

Table 2.2 Division of the different versions of the second metal-binding motif among
characterized spermatophyte STS sequences. Sequences with motifs not covered by either
motif consensus sequence (N,D)DXX(S,T,G)XXXE or DDXX(D,E) are classified as “Other”.

2.3.4.3 RXR motif not conserved in nerolidol synthase
The RxR motif is found about 35 amino acids upstream of the DDXXD
motif, located on a flexible loop in the structure, termed the A-C loop. This
loop has been shown to become ordered upon FDP binding46. The two Arg
residues in the motif were proposed to be involved in the complexation
of diphosphate after ionization of the substrate, thereby preventing
nucleophilic attack on any of the carbocationic intermediates46. 215 of
the 249 spermatophyte plant sequences have the canonical RXR motif
while 18 of the remaining have an altered RXQ motif in the same region.
Interestingly, these 18 enzymes all catalyze the formation of nerolidol, an
acyclic sesquiterpene. This indicates that RXQ may be unable to capture
diphosphate to the same extent as RXR, causing a premature quenching
of an intermediate carbocation by water before cyclization has occurred5.

2.3.4.4 Comparing residues involved in product specificity across
sequences
Many studies have addressed the importance of specific residues located
in the active site of TPSs via mutational analyses. Some of the best
characterized TPSs derive from Artemisia annua, which is the source of
many medicinal terpenes. Some of the STSs from A. annua have served as
examples to identify residues involved in critical steps in the cyclization
cascade. In this section three examples of A. annua STSs are described,
for which residues involved in product specificity were experimentally
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investigated. We use these as a case-study to illustrate how the large set of
characterized STSs that we make available can potentially be used to guide
such experimental investigations. These examples are:
1. Salmon et al. (2015)55 tested a wide library of mutants for the
β-farnesene synthase (UniProt: Q9FXY7) from A. annua, an STS
catalyzing the formation of an acyclic product. They discovered
that a single substitution, Tyr402Leu, confers to the synthase a
cyclase activity, resulting in zingiberene and β-bisabolene as the
most abundant products. Both these sesquiterpenes derive from
cation 5. In sequences catalysing the formation of 10,1 and 11,1
cyclized products (cations 1, 2, 3 and 4), this position is highly
conserved (88-100%) in the database as a Tyr, and Leu does not
occur. However, STSs producing cation 5 and those producing
acyclic products have relatively lower conservation in this position
(70% Tyr and 53% Phe respectively) and Leu is found 14% of the
time in cation 5. Thus, conservation patterns in this position are
indicative of the corresponding residue’s contribution to product
specificity.
2. In another study, Li et al. (2013)8 studied the effect of mutations
on the cyclization reaction of the bisabolol synthase from A. annua
(UniProt: M4HZ33). A possible reaction mechanism involves
formation of a nerolidyl cation, followed by the formation of cation 5
by a 1,6 ring closure, and deprotonation to produce the final product
bisabolol56. The authors identified a mutation that interfered with
this 1,6 ring closure and showed that the substitution Leu399Thr
changed the product specificity, to γ-humulene, derived from
cation 2, a 11,1 cyclization of the farnesyl cation8. Interestingly, a
Leu at this position is quite rare; it is present in only four sequences
in the database, all four of which belong to the group of sequences
producing cation 5. Instead, this position is highly conserved ( >
95%) as either a Ser or a Thr in the database.
3. Amorpha-4,11-diene is a bicyclic sesquiterpene produced from the
6,1-cyclized bisabolyl cation, cation 5 in Table 2.1. The cyclization
reaction of the amorpha-4,11-diene synthase (ADS) involves the
formation of a nerolidyl cation, followed by a bisabolyl cation, then
by a 1,3-hydride shift, a 1,10-ring closure and finally deprotonation
to produce the final product amorpha-4,11-diene57,58. Li et al. (2016)59
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did a mutational analysis of the amorpha-4,11-diene synthase from
A. annua (UniProt: Q9AR04), and showed that the residue Thr296
can cause a loss of cyclization activity when mutated. This residue
is 82% conserved as either a Ser or a Thr in cyclic STSs. Importantly,
in acyclic STSs the most common amino acid is a Tyr, with a
conservation of 38%. Acyclic STSs even have amino acids such as
Gln, Gly and Ile in this position, never seen in the cyclic STSs in the
database. The variability and low conservation score indicates that
changing this position in cyclic STSs away from a Ser or Thr could
result in the formation of acyclic products, as shown by Li et al.
(2016)59.

2

In summary, analysis of these A. annua examples of residues involved in
the first cyclization step in STSs indicates that conservation patterns across
all the annotated enzymes are consistent with the functional roles of these
residues. This suggests it would be possible to obtain residues potentially
involved in product specificity from this database. Such a data-driven
approach is in contrast to how these mutational studies have traditionally
been guided, i.e. by comparison of two or three sequences from the same
or related species. Therefore, a potential application of our database is in
guiding site-directed mutagenesis studies in a way which avoids species bias
and hence may reveal additional residues involved in product specificity.
One such residue position obtained by studying conservation patterns
has been discussed above in Section 2.3.4.3, namely the second arginine in
the RXR motif. This position was found to be glutamine in most nerolidol
synthases, something not seen in any of the cyclic synthases. Mutating this
residue in cyclic synthases and monitoring for acyclic products, and vice
versa, could confirm the residue’s role in the cyclization of sesquiterpene
products.

2.4 Conclusions
We compiled a manually curated set of experimentally characterized plant
STSs along with their major products. This database is the largest centralized
resource of annotated plant STSs to date and allows for thorough sequencebased analysis of these diverse enzymes. The enzymes in the database
are grouped according to the carbocationic origin and cyclization of their
major product. Such a division alleviates the task of functional analysis
and comparison between the enzymes. Using the database we were able
to extend and find variants of existing STS motifs. In addition, residues
from previous mutational studies, when mapped onto the enzymes in the
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database, were found to have detectable conservation patterns that differed
from group to group. Such properties of residues can be extrapolated and
used to guide further mutational studies. The database as a whole helps to
understand the current state of STS sequence space characterization, and
provides a starting point for future efforts to predict product specificity.
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CHAPTER 3

abstract

3

Plant terpene synthases (TSs) can mediate formation of a
large variety of terpenes, and their diversification contributes
to the specific chemical profiles of different plant species and
chemotypes. Plant genomes often encode a number of related
terpene synthases, which can produce very different terpenes.
The relationship between TS sequence and resulting terpene
product is not completely understood. In this work we describe
two TSs from the Camphor tree Cinnamomum camphora (L.)
Presl. One of these, CiCaMS, acts as a monoterpene synthase
(MTS), and mediates the production of myrcene, while the
other, CiCaSSy, acts as a sesquiterpene synthase (STS), and
catalyses the production of α-santalene, β-santalene and transα-bergamotene. Interestingly, these enzymes share 97% DNA
sequence identity, and differ only in 22 amino acid residues
out of 553. To understand which residues are essential for the
catalysis of monoterpenes resp. sesquiterpenes, a number of
hybrid synthases were prepared, and supplemented by a set
of single-residue variants. These were tested for their ability
to produce monoterpenes and sesquiterpenes by in vivo
production of sesquiterpenes in E. coli, and by in vitro enzyme
assays. This analysis pinpointed three residues in the sequence
which could mediate the change in product specificity from a
monoterpene synthase to a sesquiterpene synthase. Another
set of three residues defined the sesquiterpene product profile,
including the ratios between sesquiterpene products.
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3.1 Introduction
Plant species have highly specific chemical profiles, which are often
determined by the presence of different terpenes and other secondary
metabolites. These profiles serve the plant to function in its ecological
niche, but have also been widely employed in human applications,
including pharmaceuticals, nutraceuticals, food, and cosmetics1. In some
cases, such applications lead to a high demand for the natural source of the
metabolites and put increasing pressure on the conservation of the plant
species from which they are derived2–4. An example of such an endangered
species, which has been over-exploited for the extraction of their essential
oils, is the Sandalwood tree. Its heartwood oil is predominantly composed
of sesquiterpenes with desirable odour characteristics, and has been used
for fragrances and perfumes.
Terpenes, such as found in sandalwood oil, belong to a large class of
metabolites and can be distinguished by their number of carbon atoms.
Monoterpenes (C10 compounds) and sesquiterpenes (C15) are synthesized
by the condensation of two or three isoprene units respectively. Plants
produce monoterpenes in plastids, while sesquiterpenes are generally
synthesised in the cytosol. These two cellular compartments have different
pathways responsible for the production of isoprene units. In the cytosol
of plants, the mevalonate (MVA) pathway is active, while the 2-C-methylD-erythriol-4-phosphate (MEP) pathway operates in plant plastids5–7. Both
these pathways produce isopentenyl diphosphate (IDP) and dimethylallyl
diphosphate (DMADP), which are further condensed into allylic
diphosphate substrates such as geranyl diphosphate (GDP) and farnesyl
diphosphate (FDP)8,9. Subsequently, terpene synthases (TSs) convert these
substrates to monoterpenes or sesquiterpenes, respectively. Precursors for
terpenes such as IDP, DMADP, FDP and GDP can be efficiently produced
in industrial microorganisms, using similar pathways10. Formation of
terpenoids from these precursors can also be achieved in microbes, and
relies on TSs, often derived from plants11,12.
A wide variety of synthases have been described for mono- and
sesquiterpenes6,13. Plant genomes often encode 10-50 different synthases,
which determine the terpene profile in the essential oil of the species, and
often different chemotypes arise by diversification of terpene synthases.
However, it is still challenging to predict the specific terpene produced
by a synthase, and the roles of the residues present in the catalytic pocket
of the synthase and their involvement in determining the product profile.
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Overall sequence identity is higher between enzymes with different product
specificity, belonging to the same species, compared to enzymes from
different species producing the same compound1. A better understanding
of the relationship between individual residues the primary sequence of
a terpene synthase and its product profile will facilitate a prediction of
uncharacterized synthases14.

3

In this study, we set out to isolate a santalene synthase. Sandalwood oil has
high value for perfumery and is traditionally extracted by steam distillation
of Santalum album trees older than 15 years15. S. album has been listed as a
vulnerable species in the IUCN Red list of Threatened species16 and the
use of this tree for sandalwood oil extraction has been strictly regulated.
The four main compounds present in sandalwood oil are α-, β-, and epiβ-santalol and α-bergamotol, which are the hydroxylated analogues of α-,
β-, and epi-β-santalene and α-bergamotene respectively. Hydroxylation
of these compounds to their alcohols is mediated by cytochrome
P450s17. The terpene synthase enzymes responsible for the production of
santalenes have been identified in two Santalum species: S. album and in
S. spicatum18–20. In the current work we isolate a santalene synthase from a
completely unrelated tree, Cinnamomum camphora. One of the chemotypes
of this tree also produces santalenes in its essential oil21. The gene encoding
the santalene synthase was isolated together with a highly related gene
encoding a monoterpene synthase. These two enzymes, displaying
different substrate and product specificity despite their high sequence
identity, were used to study the role of individual residues in determining
substrate and product specificity.
We demonstrate how few residue positions are responsible for substrate
specificity, allowing a MTS to acquire STS activity, without losing its
original function. With the results, new insights on functional residues
were obtained, contributing to the larger framework of TS substrate and
product specificity prediction.

3.2 Methods

3.2.1 Identification of santalenes in C. camphora
A C. camphora plant of the cineole type was purchased from Planfor
(France). Leaves, stems and roots were dissected, and 0.5 g of plant
material was weighted in a pre-cooled glass tube and suspended in 2 mL
dichloromethane. The samples were vortexed for 1 min, sonicated for 5
min in an ultrasonic bath and centrifuged at 1500 g at room temperature
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to separate the plant material from the supernatant. 1 g Na2SO4 columns
were used to dry the obtained supernatant. About 2 µL was analysed by
gas chromatography mass spectrometry (GC-MS) as previously described
22,23
. All compounds were identified using the mass spectra deposited in the
NIST library and confirmed using their retention index, or by comparison
to an original standard, when available (Figure 3.1). Santalenes were
further confirmed by comparison of retention times and mass spectra of a
sandalwood oil standard (Merck, Germany).

3.2.2 RNA extraction from root tissue
To extract RNA from the root material of C. camphora, an extraction
buffer was prepared (2% hexadecyl-trimethylammonium bromide. 2%
polyvinylpyrrolidinone K 30, 100 mM Tris-HCl (pH 8.0), 25 mM EDTA, 2.0
M NaCl, 0.5 g/L spermidine and 2% β-mercaptoethanol). 3 g of ground tissue
was mixed to 15 mL of pre-warmed (65°C) extraction buffer. The mixture
was extracted twice with an equal volume of chloroform:isoamylalcohol
(1:24), and ¼ volume of 10 M LiCl was mixed to the supernatant. The RNA
was precipitated overnight at 4 °C and harvested by centrifugation at 10000
g for 20 min. The pellet was dissolved in 500 µL of STE buffer [1.0 M NaCl,
0.5% SDS, 10 mM Tris-HCl (pH 8.0), 1 mM EDTA (pH 8.0)] and extracted
once with an equal volume of chloroform: isoamylalcohol. Two volumes
of ethanol were added to the supernatant, incubated for at least 2 h at -20
°C, centrifuged at 13000 rpm and the supernatant removed. The pellet was
air-dried and resuspended in water. Total RNA (60 μg) was shIpped to
Vertis Biotechnology AG (Freising, Germany). PolyA+ RNA was isolated,
and cDNA was synthesized using a randomized N6 adapter primer and
M-MLV H-reverse transcriptase (Sigma). TS sequences were identified by
a cDNA sequencing approach, as described in detail by Beekwilder et al.
(2014)14.

3.2.3 Isolation of CiCaMS and CiCaSSy
Full length open reading frames of putative TSs were amplified from the
cDNA of C. camphora. Specific primers (CCH_TS23_fw and CCH_TS23_re,
see Table S3.1) were designed to amplify total ORFs with a 6-His tag fused
at the N-terminus in the plasmid pCDF-Duet1 (Novagen, Merck Chemicals
B.V., Amsterdam, the Netherlands). Two variants, namely pCDF-CiCaMS
or pCDF-CiCaSSy, were cloned using the same primer pair using BamHI
and NotI restriction enzymes. Amplification of cDNA ends (5’ RACE;
Clontech cDNA RACE kit) experiments were performed to isolate longer
versions of both genes, but no cDNA ends with more upstream start codons
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could be identified. Sequences were deposited in Genbank under accession
numbers MN756611 (CiCaMS) and MN756612 (CiCaSSy).

3.2.4 Cloning of CiCaMS/CiCaSSy hybrids and single mutants

3

To obtain the hybrid proteins of the parental enzymes CiCaMS and CiCaSSy,
a library of fragments was designed. When possible, separate fragments were
amplified using pCDF-CiCaMS or pCDF-CiCaSSy as template (minimum
fragment length was 150bp). Each region was designed to contain 3-6 amino
acid substitutions. In Figure 3.3A a schematic representation of the design
is shown. Table S3.2 reports the fragment composition of each hybrid,
while the primer used for amplification and sequencing are listed in Table
S3.1A. All primers were supplied by IDT (Leuven, Belgium). For fragment
amplification, including the vector backbone (derived from Novagen
commercial plasmid pACYC-Duet1), Q5 High Fidelity polymerase by NEB
was used, following the protocol provided by the supplier. For hybrids
assembly, the Circular Polymerase Extension Cloning (CPEC) method
was used24. For fragments smaller than 150bp and for single mutants,
the QuickChange site-directed mutagenesis protocol described by Xia
et al.25 was adapted for the use of Q5 HiFi polymerase, as described in
the NEB protocol (Q5 site-directed mutagenesis kit protocol, E0554). All
single mutants are listed in Table S3.3, including the primers used. Before
transformation in DH5a, the products obtained from QuickChange were
digested with DpNI to eliminate the traces of template. All constructs were
confirmed by sequencing from Macrogen. All plasmids used in this study
are listed in Table S3.1B.

3.2.5 Heterologous expression of CiCaMS and CiCaSSy in E.
coli BL21DE3
To analyse the sesquiterpene product profile of the enzymes, an E. coli
expression strain BL21DE3 containing an additional plasmid expressing
all genes necessary for the synthesis of FDP (pBbA5c-MevT-MBIS-NPtll)
was used. This plasmid is a variant of plasmid pBbA5c-MevT(CO)MBIS(CO, IspA)10,26 in which the chloramphenicol resistance marker
has been exchanged for a kanamycin resistance marker (Nptll). Another
variant, with a different origin of replication (colE1) was also used in
the experiments (pBbE5k-MevT(CO)-MBIS(CO)). Fermentations were
performed using 20 mL of 2xYT medium (16 g/L tryptone, 10 g/L NaCl, 10
g/L yeast extract) in 100 mL glass flasks. Overnight cultures were diluted
to an OD600 of 0.150 and incubated at 37°C 250 rpm until an OD600 of
0.4-0.5 was reached, then IPTG 1 mM and 2 mL dodecane were added,
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followed by 24 hours incubation at 28°C 250 rmp. A concentration of 50
µg/ml kanamycin and 50 µg/ml chloramphenicol was used to maintain the
plasmids in the system. The 2 mL dodecane was then recovered for GCMS
analysis by centrifugation at 3600 rpm for 15 min. For the GC-MS analysis,
20-80 mg dodecane were weighted and diluted in 2 mL ethyl acetate. This
solution was dried over a Na2SO4 column before analysis.
To confirm the results obtained with the fermentation analysis and to
assess the monoterpene activity of the enzymes, in vitro enzyme assays
were also performed. The BL21DE3 E. coli expression strain was used for
protein production. Overnight cultures were diluted to an OD600 of 0.150 in
20 mL 2xYT and incubated for at 37°C 250 rpm until an OD600 of 0.6-0.8
was reached. A concentration of 1 mM IPTG was added, and the cultures
were grown at 18°C 250 rpm overnight. Cells were then harvested by
centrifugation (10 min 3600 rpm), medium was removed, and cells were
resuspended in 1 mL Resuspension buffer (50 mM Tris-HCl pH = 7.5, 1.4
mM β-mercaptoethanol; 4°C). Cells were disrupted by shaking 2 times for
10 seconds with 0.2 g zirconium sand in a Fastprep machine at speed 6.5.
Insoluble particles were subsequently removed by centrifugation (10 min
13000 rpm, 4°C). Soluble protein was immediately used for enzyme assays
or stored in a 12.5% glycerol solution.
For enzyme assays, both farnesyl diphosphate and geranyl diphosphate
(10 mM, Sigma FDP dry-evaporated and dissolved in 50% ethanol) were
used as substrates. In a glass tube, a mix was made of 800 μL of MOPSO
buffer (15 mM MOPSO (3-[N-morpholino]-2-hydroxypropane sulphonic
acid) pH = 7.0, 12.5% glycerol, 1 mM MgC12, 0.1% tween 20, 1 mM ascorbic
acid, 1 mM dithiothreitol). 100 μL of crude enzyme extract and 5 μL of FDP
or GDP and 20 μL Na-orthovanadate 250 mM. 1 mL pentane was added to
the mix to extract the terpenes. This mix was incubated at 30°C with mild
agitation for 2-4 hours. Subsequently, the mix was centrifuged at 1200 xg to
recover the pentane, which was dried over a Na2SO4 column and analysed
by GC-MS.

3.2.6 GCMS analysis
The GC-MS analysis was performed on an Agilent Technologies system,
comprising a 7980A GC system, a 597C inert MSD detector (70 eV), a 7683
auto-sampler and injector and a Phenomenex Zebron ZB-5ms column of
30m length x 0.25 mm internal diameter and 0.25 μιη stationary phase,
with a Guardian precolumn (5 m). In this system, 1 μL of the sample was
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injected. The injection chamber was at 250°C, the injection was splitless,
and the ZB5 column was maintained at 45°C for 2 minutes after which a
gradient of 10°C per minute was started, until 300°C. Peaks were detected
in chromatograms of the total ion count. Compounds were identified by
their retention index and by their mass spectrum in combination with
comparison of the mass spectrum to libraries (NIST and in-house). The
data obtained with the GCMS analysis were processed in order to obtain
the average relative concentration of products produced, with the summed
area of all peaks representing 100%, and the function “st.dev.s.” of Excel was
used to calculate the standard deviation. Average relative concentrations
and standard deviation are reported in Table S3.4.

3

For concentrations, dodecane samples from three independent cultures
were diluted 1:10 in acetone, and analysed by GCMS, using split 10
injection. Concentrations were calculated by comparison of peak areas
of selected ions (m/z 69, 93, 94, 119, 122, 204) in samples and in standard
curves of santalene oil ingredients (kindly provided by Celina Vossen). For
total sesquiterpene concentrations, values for α santalene, β santalene and
trans α bergamotene were added.

3.2.7 Expression of CiCaMS and CiCaSSy in plants
Transient expression in Nicotiana benthamiana was employed to determine
the product spectrum of the enzymes in a plant heterologous system.
CiCaSSy and CiCaMS coding regions were amplified from the pACYCconstructs, using primers CCHattB1-FW and CCHattb2-RE (Table S3.1).
The genes were then cloned using Gateway technique27, into pBINplus 28.
pBINplus was taken along as a negative control. The obtained plasmids
were confirmed by sequencing and transformed to A. tumefaciens AGL0
via electroporation. For agroinfiltration, the transformed A. tumefaciens
AGL0 cultures were grown overnight in LB medium at 28°C, 300 rpm.
200 µL of O/N culture was transferred in 10 mL LB + 10 mM MES + 40
µM acetosyringone and grew again for 16 hours 28°C, 300 rpm. The
cultures were then centrifuged at 4000 rpm for 10 minutes, and the
pellets were resuspended in a 10 mM MgCl2 solution, at a final OD600
of 1.5. Acetosyringone was added at a final concentration of 200 µM. The
suspension was left at room temperature with no shaking for at least 3
hours before performing the agroinfiltration. Young leaves from 3-4 weeks
old N. benthamiana were selected for agroinfiltration.
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The experiment was performed using biological and technical replicates.
Each leaf was infiltrated with about 1mL A. tumefaciens suspension.
Trapping of headspace volatiles was performed as described23 with
following modifications: headspace sampling was performed in a climate
room (20±2°C, 56% RH) with LED lighting (adjusted at 100% white, 10%
deep red, 100% far red and 5% blue light). Volatiles were trapped by sucking
air out of the jar at a rate of 100 mln/min (inlet flow at 150 mln/min) for
4h.Trapped headspace volatiles were analysed using a Thermo TraceGC
Ultra connected to a Thermo TraceDSQ quadrupole mass spectrometer
(Thermo Fisher Scientific, Waltham, USA). Settings as described22, with the
following modification: volatiles were injected on the analytical column at
split ratio 300. Products were identified using original standards (myrcene
standard and sandalwood oil, Sigma, Amsterdam, Netherlands), according
to their retention time and mass spectra.

3.2.8 SDS-PAGE gel preparation
SDS-Polyacrylamide Gel Electrophoresis was used for protein visualization.
The protocol was adapted from Sambrook and Russell, (2006)29. 10%
resolving SDS gels were prepared using 4 mL water, 3 mL 30% acrylamide
mix (Bio-Rad), 2.5 mL Tris-HCl (1.5 M, pH 8.8), 0.1 mL 10% SDS, 0.1 10%
ammonium persulfate and 4 µL TEMED (Bio-Rad) for a total of 10 mL
solution. Stacking gels were prepared as 5% SDS, using 0.68 mL water, 0.17
mL 30% acrylamide mix, 0.13 mL Tris-HCl (1 M, pH 6.8), 10 µL 10% SDS,
10 µL 10% ammonium persulfate and 1 µL TEMED (Bio-Rad) for a total of
1 mL solution. The protein content in the crude extracts were quantified
using Bradford reagent and loaded in equal amount in 5X SDS-gel loading
buffer. Precision Plus Protein (Bio-Rad) marker was used and the gels were
stained in a 30% ethanol, 8% acetic acid and 0.05% (w/v) coomassie brillant
blue for 2-6 hours. Destaining was performed in water overnight.

3.2.9 Modelling of a 3D structure for CiCaSSy
A homology model of CiCaSSy was created using multi-template modelling.
The templates used were the Hyoscyamus muticus premnaspirodiene
synthase (PDB ID: 5JO7), Mentha spicata limonene synthase (PDB ID:
2ONH), and Citrus sinensis limonene synthase (PDB ID: 5UV2); these were
selected based on their high sequence similarity with the two Cinnamonum
synthases. MODELLER30 was used to create 500 models using the default
automodel approach, and the model with the best N-DOPE score was
chosen for further analysis. Furthermore, the position of an analogue of
FDP, trifluorofarnesyl diphosphate (FFF) in the model was obtained by
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superposing the 5-epi-aristolochene synthase from Nicotiana tabacum (PBD
ID: 5EAU), using the align command of PyMOL Molecular Graphics
System, Version 2.0 Schrödinger, LLC. Residues differing between the
two Cinnamonum synthases were visualized using PyMOL. To address the
quality of the model, the same command was also used to align the crystal
structure of Santalum album santalene synthase (SaSSy, PDB ID:5ZZJ) to the
modelled CiCaSSy. The structure alignment of CiCaSSy with SaSSy reveals
a high structure similarity between the two enzymes, despite their low
sequence identity. The CiCaSSy model can be superposed to SaSSy with
a root-mean-square deviation (RMSD) of 1.09 angstrom over 420 residues.

3.2.10 Phylogenetic tree construction

3

A phylogenetic tree was constructed to identify the TS subfamily in which
CiCaMS and CiCaSSy belong. 268 STSs from our previously assembled
database13, along with 59 MTSs, and 27 diTSs from SwissPROT31, were
clustered into groups of up to 70% sequence identity using CD-HIT32.
Representative sequences were taken from each cluster and aligned
along with CiCaMS and CiCaSSy using Clustal Omega33 with the Pfam34
domains Terpene synth (Pfam ID: PF01397) and Terpene_synth_C (Pfam
ID: PF03936) as guides for the alignment. The alignment was preprocessed
with trimAl35 such that columns with over 50% gaps were discarded. The
tree was constructed using the ETE3 python library36 with the pmodeltestultrafast and RAxML37 options, and visualized using iTOL38. The TS
subfamily assignment was done as in Chen et al.39. The phylogenetic tree is
represented in Figure S3.4.
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3.3 Results

3.3.1 Isolation and characterization of CiCaMS and CiCaSSy
The cineole chemotype of C. camphora has been observed to contain
santalenes 40,41, while other chemotypes (camphor, linalool) have not
been reported to contain santalenes21,42,43. Extracts from different parts
of a plant from the cineole chemotype were analyzed by GC-MS. Roots,
leaves and stem of C. camphora appeared to contain compounds that
correspond to α-santalene, trans-α-bergamotene, and β-santalene, among
other compounds, as shown in Figure 3.1. The concentration of santalenes
was highest in the roots, therefore this tissue was further selected for
RNA extraction and cDNA sequencing. Among the root cDNAs found
to correspond to TSs, one sequence was identified as a putative santalene
synthase. When this synthase-encoding sequence was amplified from root
cDNA, two different sequences were cloned, which were 97% identical at
the DNA level, and encoded proteins which differed in 22 out of 553 amino
acids (95% identity).
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Figure 3.1 GC-MS analysis of pentane extract of Cinnamomum camphora root tissue. The
compounds were identified by their mass spectra using the NIST library and confirmed
comparing their retention indexes with the reference list provided by Adams (1995). The
y-axis reports the GC-MS response units, while the x-axis reports the retention times. The
compounds identified for each peak are listed. 1. α-pinene; 2. camphene; 3. sabinene; 4.
β-pinene; 5. myrcene; 6. α-pinene; 7. limonene; 8. cineole; 9. cis-β-terpineol; 10. camphor;
11. borneol; 12. α-terpineol; 13. bornyl acetate; 14. safrene; 5. α-cubebene; 16. β-elemene;
17. α-santalene; 18. trans-β-caryophyllene; 19. trans-α-bergamotene; 20. α-guaiene; 21.
guaia-6,9-diene ; 22. β-santalene; 23. germacrene D; 24. β-selinene; 25. α-bulnesene.
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Figure 3.2 (A) Conversion of GDP into 1. myrcene and 2. linalool by CiCaMS and (B)
conversion of FDP into 3. α-santalene, 4. trans-α-bergamotene and 5. β-santalene by
CiCaSSy. (C) Chromatograms of in vitro enzyme assay GC-MS analysis. The graphic on
the left shows the production using GDP as substrate for CiCaMS and CiCaSSy. Products
were identified as 1. myrcene (K.I. 991) and 2. linalool (K.I. 1098). The graphic on the right
shows the production using FDP as substrate for CiCaMS and CiCaSSy. No sesquiterpene
activity was detected for CiCaMS, while products of CiCaSSy were identified as 3.
α-santalene (K.I. 1420); 4. trans-α-bergamotene (K.I. 1436) and 5. β-santalene (K.I. 1462).
The chromatograms are obtained by extracting ion 93 from the total ion count.
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The enzyme activity of both variants was investigated in vitro, by testing
product formation using GDP or FDP as substrate. One variant converted
FDP to santalenes and was referred to as Cinnamomum camphora Santalene
Synthase (CiCaSSy). Products were identified as α-santalene, trans-αbergamotene, and β-santalene, by their mass spectra and by comparison
to a sandalwood oil standard. The other variant produced a monoterpene
when GDP was used as a substrate and was referred to as CiCaMS. The
product of CiCaMS was identified as myrcene, by comparison to a myrcene
standard and using the retention time and the retention index44 (Figure 3.2).
The product profile of the two synthases was confirmed by overexpression
in a plant system. For expression in Nicotiana benthamiana, both CiCaSSy
and CiCaMS full length coding regions were cloned into binary vectors and
the effect of their transient expression on the headspace of N. benthamiana
was investigated (Figure S3.1). Expression of CiCaSSy led to the presence
of α-santalene, trans-α-bergamotene, and β-santalene in the headspace,
while no monoterpene formation was observed (Figure S3.2E). Transient
expression of CiCaMS led to emission of myrcene (Figure S3.2C), while
no sesquiterpene formation could be observed. Standards were used for
identification of the compounds (Figure S3.2B and D) Therefore, CiCaSSy
was identified as a santalene synthase, while CiCaMS was identified as a
myrcene synthase.
A BLAST analysis in the non-redundant database45 revealed that CiCaSSy
was very closely related (92% identical) to a predicted (-)-α-terpineol
synthase from Cinnamomum micranthum46. The closest characterized
synthases include an (-)-α-terpineol synthase from Magnolia grandiflora47,
with 46% identity, and an (-)-α-terpineol synthases from Vitis viniferae 48
with 43%. Sequence identity to STSs such as Santalum album and Santalum
spicatum santalene synthase (SaSSy and SspSSy) was low (37.8% and 38%;
20
) (Figure S3.3). Thus, it appeared that CiCaSSy was most closely related
to MTSs, rather than STSs. An alignment of 175 synthases was generated
to construct a phylogenetic tree (Figure S3.4). By following the clades
proposed by Chen39 we identified CiCaMS and CiCaSSy to belong to the
TS-g clade.

3.3.2 Activity of CiCaMS/CiCaSSy hybrids for production of
sesquiterpenes in E. coli
Mono- and STSs in plants have a common structural fold. They consist
of two domains, an N-terminal domain, which is not part of the catalytic
site, and a C-terminal domain forming the hydrophobic active site cavity12.
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The C-terminal domain region contains two Mg2+ coordination sites at
its opening (labelled DDxxD and NSE/DTE in Figure 3.3B) and a loop
containing the diphosphate binding site for the substrate (labelled RxR in
Figure 3.3B). A structure model for CiCaSSy was generated using existing
TS crystal structures as templates. Figure 3.3 highlights the regions which
display variation between CiCaSSy and CiCaMS. The genes encoding
CiCaMS and CiCaSSy were divided into 6 regions based on the position
of the substitutions in the linear protein sequence. Regions R1, R2 and R3
are located in the N-terminal domain of the protein. In our 3D model of
CiCaSSy (Figure 3.3B), these three regions are coloured green, purple,
and light blue respectively. The residue substitutions in these regions are
distant from the substrate binding cavity, and are therefore unlikely to
affect product formation. Regions R4 and R5, and to a lesser extent R6 are
close to the active site.

3

This information was used to investigate which regions of CiCaSSy and
CiCaMS play a role in substrate- and/or product specificity. Hybrids
exchanging one or two regions between both enzymes were generated
(Figure 3.3A). Initially, hybrids were tested by in vitro enzyme assays,
using cell-free extracts, and FDP or GDP as a substrate (Figure S3.6A-B,
Figure 3.2A-B). Wild type CiCaMS hardly produces sesquiterpenes when
FDP is supplied as a substrate. CiCaSSy produces some linalool when GDP
is supplied as a substrate. Interestingly, we did not observe any linalool
formation by CiCaSSy when expressed in N. benthamiana (Figure S3.1 B-C).
As a first step, substrate specificity of hybrids was investigated, by
determining the ratio between monoterpene and sesquiterpene products
(Figure 3.4). While exchanging regions R1, R2, R3 or R6 did not have a
strong effect on the ratio between monoterpenes and sesquiterpenes
produced, exchange of region R4 or R5 appeared to have a profound
effect on both sesquiterpene and monoterpene synthase, as it completely
reversed the substrate specificity of the enzyme: MS_R4 and MS_R5
produce sesquiterpenes, while SSy_R4 and SSy_R5 do not. Apart from
having a strong effect on substrate preference (as observed for R4 and R5
in Figure 3.4), exchange of these regions also had an effect on the product
profile. Monoterpene profiles of hybrid enzymes were derived from in
vitro assays supplying GDP as a substrate (Figure 3.5A-B). All CiCaSSyderived hybrids behaved like CiCaSSy, and showed linalool formation,
with traces of myrcene.
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Figure 3.3 (A) Schematic representation of hybrid design. The MTS (CiCaMS) is represented
in grey, while the STS is represented in black. The region swaps are highlighted and depicted
as for the parental enzyme (from R1 to R6, respectively: green, purple, light blue, orange,
red, ocean blue). The asterisks indicate the regions where single residue exchanges were
made. (B) 3D model of CiCaSSy, including Mg2+ ions [pink] FDP analogue, trifluorofarnesyl
diphosphate (FFF) [sticks]. The model was generated with Modeller [29], using three
templates, of which: one STS (5JO7) and two MTSs (2ONH and 5UV2). The different
regions are highlighted in different colours as described in (A). (C) Zoom in into the active
site of CiCaSSy. R4, R5 and R6 are visible. In the picture, all amino acid substitutions of the
three regions are named, from CiCaMS to CiCaSSy. The asterisks point out the residues
essential for the evolution of CiCaMS into a santalene synthase.
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Figure 3.4 Calculated ratio for monoterpene vs. sesquiterpene production in CiCaMS
and CiCaMS-derived single hybrids (A) and sesquiterpene vs. monoterpene production in
CiCaSSy and CiCaSSy-derived single-hybrids (B). Data from in vitro enzyme assays were
used. Each enzyme was tested in duplicate. For the ratios, the sum of the areas of the
principal compounds was calculated and converted in logarithmic scale. Note that, as all
enzymes showed monoterpene activity in vitro, graphic (A) displays an overall higher ratio
compared to graphic (B). The trend shows consistency between the two graphics.

While quantification based on enzyme assays was difficult, in general
linalool peaks in CiCaSSy-derived hybrids were very low, compared to
myrcene production in CiCaMS-derived hybrids (see chromatogram in
Figure 3.2C). All CiCaMS-derived hybrids showed a predominance of
myrcene production, as reported for CiCaMS. An exception was observed
when both region R4 and R5 were exchanged: MS_R4R5 and SSy_R4R5
showed product profiles more similar to CiCaSSy and CiCaMS respectively
(Figure 3.5A-B). Apparently, these regions define the identity of the formed
monoterpene.
To exclude that the absence of STS activity of some of the hybrids (e.g.
SSy_R5) was related to poor solubility of the hybrid proteins, an SDS PAGE
protein gel analysis was performed of the cell free extracts. This did not
reveal obvious differences in the amount of soluble TS protein between
active and inactive synthases (Figure S3.8). This supports the hypothesis
that hybrids were not compromised in their protein folding, and that
the lack of sesquiterpene production in some of the hybrids is due to the
changes in the structure of the active site of the enzyme.
The sesquiterpene profile of different hybrids was more diverse, and
was eventually addressed using an in vivo production method. To this
end, the WT parent enzymes and the hybrids were expressed in E. coli, in
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combination with a plasmid which supplies FDP, and their performance
was tested in a flask fermentation, using a dodecane overlay for products
collection. After fermentation, the dodecane layer was analysed by GCMS, and the sesquiterpene profile was extracted. In the in vivo system, all
hybrids displayed sesquiterpene product profiles similar to those observed
in the in vitro experiments (Figures 5-7; Figure S3.6A-B). No change in
sesquiterpene profile was observed for hybrids covering regions R1, R2
and R3. Hybrids covering regions R4, R5 and R6 displayed marked changes
in sesquiterpene profiles.
Region R4 localizes in the C-terminal domain (yellow in Figure 3.3C).
It contains three substitutions located in the active site and two in its
proximity, suggesting that its exchange could have an impact on the
resultant terpene profiles. When the R4 region of CiCaSSy was introduced
in MTS CiCaMS, the hybrid protein (MS_R4) displayed STS activity,
producing predominantly trans-α-bergamotene, with some β-santalene
(Figure 3.5C). Conversely, when the R4 region of CiCaMS was introduced
into CiCaSSy (SSy_R4), all sesquiterpene production was lost (Figure 3.5D).
Region R5 (represented in red in Figure 3.3C) is only 12 amino acids long
but contains five substitutions, three of which are located very close to the
substrate in the 3D model. Again, the exchange of R5 caused the complete
loss of sesquiterpene synthase activity in CiCaSSy (SSy_R5, Figure 3.5D).
On the other hand, introducing region R5 from CiCaSSy into CiCaMS (MS_
R5), resulted in production of trans-α-bergamotene, as was also observed
for MS_R4 (Figure 3.5C).
Region R6 (represented in blue in Figure 3.3C) is located at the C-terminus
of the protein. It comprises three substitutions between CiCaMS and
CiCaSSy. Replacing region R6 from CiCaSSy by R6 from CiCaMS (SSy_R6)
resulted in the production of all wild type sesquiterpene products, but
with a relatively higher production of trans-α-bergamotene compared to
CiCaSSy (Figure 3.5D). Introduction of R6 from CiCaSSy into CiCaMS did
not result in any sesquiterpene production (MS_R6) (Figure 3.5C).
A set of double hybrids was generated for CiCaMS and CiCaSSy (Figure
3.3A), in which regions R1 to R4 were simultaneously exchanged in
combination with R5. All double hybrids carrying R1-R3 regions in
combination to R5 showed the same product profile as R5 single hybrids
(Figure S3.6C), indicating that none of these regions contribute to product
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Figure 3.5 (A-B) Monoterpene activity of relevant hybrids derived from CiCaMS (A) and
CiCaSSy (B). Activity was tested in an in vitro system using cell-free extracts and GDP
as substrate. Production of myrcene and linalool was observed for all enzymes. (C-D)
Profile of produced sesquiterpenes by enzyme hybrids in an E. coli fermentation system.
(C) Sesquiterpene production profiles mediated by CaCaMS and its derived hybrids;
(D) sesquiterpene production profiles mediated by CiCaSSy and its derived hybrids. (AD) Values on the Y axis express the relative ratio of each compound, relative to the total
sesquiterpenes. Each variant was tested in three independent experiments. Error bars
indicate the standard deviation.
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specificity. However, the double hybrid carrying R4 and R5 from CiCaSSy
in the mainframe of CiCaMS (MS_R4R5) restored the production of all three
main products of CiCaSSy. The relative peak ratio of the products of MS_
R4R5 was comparable to the profile produced by SSy_R6, confirming that
the residues essential for restoring CiCaSSy product profiles in CiCaMS
are located in R4, R5 and R6 (Figure 3.5C-D)

3.3.3 Single-residue mutants identify critical residues for
sesquiterpene synthase activity
As a next step, the roles of 10 individual positions in the amino acid
sequence for producing santalenes were investigated by exchanging them
between CiCaSSy and CiCaMS (TableS3.3). In addition to the profile, total
sesquiterpene production in dodecane was analysed for the most relevant
mutants.
The residues were grouped, based on their position in respect to the active
site cavity. From R4, residues 267, 291 and 294 appear to belong to the
active site (Figure 3.3C). These residues were substituted in CiCaMS and
CiCaSSy, obtaining MS_S267N, MS_L291I, MS_F294M from CiCaMS and
SSy_N267S, SSy_I291L and SSy_M294F from CiCaSSy. When testing the
product profile of these mutant enzymes only one residue appeared to
be responsible for STS activity. Mutant MS_F294M showed low but well
detectable production of trans-α-bergamotene. Conversely, complementary
mutant SSy_M294F had lost the ability to produce sesquiterpenes in this
system. Mutation of residues N267 and I291 each resulted in a change
of the product ratio in CiCaSSy (Figure 3.6 A-B), but no major change in
total sesquiterpene production was observed. The more distant residues
in R4, 273 and 308, were also probed for their role in terpene synthesis, by
testing mutants MS_G273A and MS_E308D for CiCaMS and SSy_A273G
and SSy_D308E for CiCaSSy. Among these, mutant SSy_A273G displayed
an altered sesquiterpene profile and lower productivity, compared to
CiCaSSy. SSy_D308E showed a product profile which was comparable to
the wild type CiCaSSy.
The same approach was used for region R5, where positions 401, 403 and
404 participate in the active site, and positions 415 and 419 appear to be
located further away, near the bottom of the cavity (Figure 3.3C). Among
the CiCaMS mutants, production of trans-α-bergamotene was observed for
both MS_L403F and MS_L404V (Figure 3.6C). Apparently, either of these
mutations in CiCaMS is sufficient to confer STS activity, albeit that the
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product accumulation was lower than observed for CiCaSSy and hybrid
MS_R5. Conversely, substitution V404L in CiCaSSy resulted in a complete
loss of STS activity. CiCaSSy mutants A401V and F403L displayed altered
product ratios compared to wildtype CiCaSSy, with trans-α-bergamotene
being the dominant product (Figure 3.6D). Mutations in the two residues
further away from the active site did not alter the product spectrum of
CiCaSSy (SSy_Q415H, SSy_E419A), nor did they confer STS activity on
CiCaMS (MS_H415Q, MS_A419E). Figure 3.6 reports the quantification
data calculated for MS_R4, MS_R5 and the most relevant single mutants,
providing an overview of the efficiency of the different variants. Thus,
the substitution analysis of region R4 and R5 indicates that three single
amino acid positions are crucial to introduce STS activity in CiCaMS:
substitutions F294M, L403F and L404V each result in STS activity of the
MTS. In CiCaSSy, substitutions M294F and V404L result in a complete loss
of STS activity in CiCaSSy.

3

Although R6 was not observed to be crucial for sesquiterpene production,
its exchange resulted in a significant variation in product ratio (Figure
3.7). Among the R6 variant residues, residue D442 maps close to the active
site of CiCaSSy and is part of its NSE/DTE motif (Figure 3.3B-C). Two
mutations, MS_N442D and SSy_D442N, were tested in variant MS_R4R5
and in CiCaSSy, respectively. As shown in Figure 3.7A, hybrid MS_R4R5
with the additional single mutation N442D recovers the product ratio and
the activity of the wild type CiCaSSy. Conversely, SSy_D442N results in the
same product ratio as SSy_R6 and MS_R4R5 (Figure 3.7B). This confirms
residue 442 as a major determinant of product ratio in CiCaSSy. With these
results, we hypothesised that the combination of the six residues identified
above (267, 294, 401, 403, 404, 442) would be sufficient to effectively
establish the CiCaSSy STS profile in CiCaMS.
To prove this, we generated a CiCaMS-derived mutant carrying all these
six amino acid substitutions. The obtained variant, referred to as MS_6S,
was at least as active as CiCaSSy in producing sesquiterpenes and showed
a product profile very similar to wild type CiCaSSy (Figure S3.9), with the
presence of all three compounds and α-santalene as major peaks (Figure
3.7B).
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Figure 3.6 Profile of produced sesquiterpenes by amino-acid mutants in an E. coli
fermentation system. (A) sesquiterpene production profiles mediated by CiCaMS R4 hybrid
and single mutants; (B) sesquiterpene production profiles mediated by CiCaSSy R4 hybrid
and single mutants. (C) sesquiterpene production profiles mediated by CiCaMS R5 hybrid
and single mutants; (D) sesquiterpene production profiles mediated by CiCaSSy R5 hybrid
single mutants. Activity of WT enzymes has been included for comparison. Values on the
Y axis express the relative ratio of each compound, relative to the total sesquiterpenes
produced. Each variant was tested in three independent experiments. Error bars indicate
the standard deviation, tables report the calculated mg/L of total sesquiterpenes produced.
In the tables, N.D. stands for “not detected” while N.A. for “not analysed”.
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Figure 3.7 Profile of produced sesquiterpenes by CiCaMS (A) and CiCaSSy (B) variants in
an E. coli fermentation system. (A) sesquiterpene production profiles mediated by CiCaMS
double hybrid MS_R4R5 in comparison with the single mutant MS_R4R5_N44D. (B)
sesquiterpene production profiles mediated by SSy_R6 hybrid and R6 single mutant (SSy_
D442N). In graphic (A) is also reported MS_6S, in comparison with SSy_I291L in (B). Error
bars indicate standard deviation, tables report the calculated mg/L of total sesquiterpene
produced. In the tables, N.D. stands for “not detected” while N.A. for “not analysed”.
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3.4 Discussion
In our study we characterized a novel santalene synthase from C. camphora
(CiCaSSy) which shows low similarity with the previously characterized
santalene synthases from Santalum spp. (~38% identity 20). We also identified
a closely related MTS (CiCaMS) which does not show any sesquiterpene
activity despite differing from CiCaSSy in only 22 out of 553 (95%) amino
acids. Among these, three residue changes (M294F, L403F and V404L) were
each able to convert the MTS into a STS. Three more substitutions (S267N,
V401A and N442D) appear to be involved in defining the product profile
of CiCaSSy. Thus, six residues define the specific product properties of
CiCaSSy, relative to its MTS counterpart. To examine the amino acid
differences between these two enzymes in a functional context, we used a
structural model of CiCaSSy, depicted in Figure 3.3B.
Two of the most important residues addressed in this study are at position
294 and 404. Both in CiCaSSy and in CiCaMS, the identity of the residues
in these positions determine STS activity. In the structure model, the
sidechains of these residues point into the active site cavity, although the
precise topology of the side chain cannot be accurately inferred from the
structure model. For residue 294, the size properties of the Phe side chain
as found in CiCaMS may hinder entry of FDP into the active site pocket,
thus preventing STS activity. The role of this region in TS function has
been earlier addressed by Kampranis et al., (2007)49, who showed that in
the 1,8-cineole MTS from Salvia fruticosa, a mutation of an Asn to Ala, in
a position corresponding to 291 in CiCaSSy, allowed for the enlargement
of the active site cavity to accommodate the bulkier FDP substrate and
induce sesquiterpene production. Both position 291 and 294 have differing
amino acids in the two Cinnamonum synthases, but only 294 appears to
affect sesquiterpene production. An alignment of relevant synthases,
highlighting the residues of interest, is presented in Figure S3.7.
Residue 404, together with residues 401 and 403, lies around the kink in
the G2 helix, which has been studied in many different contexts as being
crucial for product specificity in TSs49–52. These previous studies reveal that
mutations in these positions can lead to changes in the product specificity,
consistent with our observations that substitutions in positions 401 and
403 have a strong impact on the product profile of CiCaSSy. However, a
stronger effect is observed for position 404, which induces STS activity
in CiCaMS (MS_L404V) and disrupts completely the STS activity in
CiCaSSy (SSy_V404L). The results presented here indicate that conversion
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of CiCaMS into a bergamotene synthase can be mediated by a variety of
mutations which affect the shape of the active site cavity.

3

More subtle changes result from mutations in positions 267, 291 and 442,
which predominantly have an effect on the product profile of the STS,
leading to altered ratios of trans-α-bergamotene, α- and β-santalene. Position
267 (Ser in CiCaMS and Asn in CiCaSSy; Figure 3.6B) has been implicated
in the second cyclization required to produce bicyclic monoterpenes such
as α-pinene53, corresponding to the third cyclization for the production
of tricyclic sesquiterpenes. Thus, this functional activity may explain
the difference in product ratio of the bicyclic sesquiterpenes (trans-αbergamotene and β-santalene) compared to the tricyclic α-santalene seen
in SSy_N267S (Figure 3.6B). Residue 442 in R6 forms part of the catalytic
NSE/DTE motif, which acts as the second Mg2+ binding motif in TSs54. Our
previous research13 showed that this position is predominantly (65%) an
Asp among 250 characterized plant STSs. Possibly, the prominent role of
this residue in determining the product profile of CiCaSSy is related to its
involvement in orienting the magnesium ion.
The fact that CiCaSSy and CiCaMS are so closely related raises the question
whether the common ancestor enzyme was a STS or a MTS. Our results do
not provide clear answers to this question. The highest sequence similarity
of both enzymes was found with a terpineol synthase, suggesting that the
santalene synthase CiCaSSy could have evolved from a more common
MTS present in Cinnamomum spp. On the other hand, the ability of
CiCaSSy to produce a suite of bicyclic and tricyclic sesquiterpenes, which
require a complex cascade of proton migrations in the sesquiterpene,
as opposed to the presumed more simple linear monoterpene myrcene,
which requires hardly any proton transfer, could lead to consider CiCaMS
as a sort of loss-of-function mutant of CiCaSSy39,55,56. This view would
also be in agreement with the absence of a clear plastid transit peptide in
both CiCaMS and CiCaSSy. However, it should be noted that CiCaMS is a
functional monoterpene synthase, since it does mediate myrcene formation
when expressed in N. benthamiana. Moreover, the chromatogram of the
root tissue (Figure 3.1) shows a myrcene peak consistent with the activity
observed for CiCaMS. Thus, different hypotheses into the evolutionary
order of myrcene and santalene evolution find support.
TSs with a mixed mono/sesquiterpene product profile have been described
before. Several studies describe the ability of few STS to also behave as
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MTSs in the presence of GDP57. The santalene synthases and the bisabolene
synthases from Santalum spp. have also been observed to produce linalool,
geraniol and terpineol when supplied with GDP20. Other examples are
the trans-α-bergamotene synthase from Lavandula angustifolia58 and the
α-bisabolene synthase from Abies grandis59. Interestingly, all these enzymes
result in products which are part of a specific subclass of sesquiterpenes,
which derive from the bisabolyl cation60. One could hypothesize that
sesquiterpenes derived from the bisabolyl cation, which present a cyclised
“head” and a uncyclized “tail”, can be produced by synthases which are
closely related to MTSs, and may have evolved from them. From this
perspective, santalenes, bergamotenes and bisabolenes can also be seen
as cyclized monoterpenes with an isopentenyl extension. As mentioned
above, a change in residue 294, 403, or 404 seems to be sufficient to
change the shape of the active site pocket of CiCaMS and to allow the
accommodation of the larger FDP substrate. Thus, this hypothesis is
sustained both by the ability of CiCaSSy to produce monoterpenes in vitro
and, more importantly, by the demonstration that several single residue
substitutions in the active site of MTS CiCaMS each are sufficient to trigger
the production of sesquiterpene trans-α-bergamotene.

3.5 Conclusions
With this study we characterized two novel TSs, one MTSs and one STS
from C. camphora. Residues essential for the conversion of the MTS into a
STS were identified and we effectively succeeded into converting CiCaMS
in a santalene synthase showing the same product profile as CiCaSSy,
by substituting only six residues. This work provides new insights into
the function of specific residues and their role in the catalytic site of TSs,
contributing to a better understanding of this class of enzymes.
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abstract

In this work, we introduce the novel application of Proton TransferReaction Mass Spectrometry (PTR-MS) for the selection of
improved terpene synthase mutants as an alternative to the
use of Gas Chromatography-Mass Spectrometry (GC-MS).
The advantages of using PTR-MS include reduction of sample
preparation steps and analysis time, providing a promising
platform for the high throughput screening (HTS) of large
enzyme mutant libraries. To investigate the feasibility of the
method, we selected a small library of Callitropsis nootkatensis
valencene synthase (CnVS) mutants. We investigated the
robustness of the method by comparing data obtained through
PTR-MS analysis and data obtained with GC-MS analysis.
Here, we propose the use of 96 deep well plates for bacterial
growth as a miniaturized set-up for real time, in vivo HTS. We
hereby demonstrate the feasibility for future application of PTRMS as in vivo HTS method for the rapid and reliable selection of
highly productive terpene synthases.

PTR-MS as HTS for terpene synthases

4.1 Introduction
Many Volatile Organic Compounds (VOCs) produced in plants are valuable
compounds for the flavour and fragrance industry. In the last decade, great
effort has been invested in the development of microbial platforms able
to fermentatively produce plant-derived VOCs, resulting in the successful
implementation of terpene synthases for the commercial production of
terpenes1,2. To improve such microbial-based production systems and to
select the best performing enzymes, reliable screening methods are needed.
Currently, the most widely used method is the Gas Chromatography Mass
Spectrometry (GC-MS). This technique is considered reliable and allows
both qualitative and quantitative analysis of VOCs. A disadvantage is that
this method is time consuming as it requires sample preparation and long
analysis times, since the chromatography takes at least a few minutes per
sample3. Therefore, when screening for improved enzyme mutants, GCMS can only be employed as a medium throughput screening method.
Proton-Transfer Reaction Mass Spectrometry (PTR-MS) is a widely used
technique for the analysis of VOCs4. This technique has been developed to
have high sensitivity, being able to detect VOCs in mixing ratios in the range
of parts per trillion. The PTR-MS uses positively ionized small molecules,
normally H3O+, as proton donors for VOC ionization. This proton transfer
takes place inside a drift tube with a fixed length, which provides a fixed
reaction time that allows the determination of the ion residence time.
Thus, a kinetic analysis of the (proton donor)/(proton acceptor) ion signal
ratio allows the calculation of the absolute concentration of the acceptor
molecule5. Several types of mass spectrometers can be employed for the
detection of the ionized VOCs, as mass-to-charge ratio (m/z)6. A recent
development in PTR-MS technology is the time-of-flight mass spectrometer
(ToF-MS)7, which has an increased dynamic range and sensitivity, in
comparison to other PTR-MS formats and reaches higher performance
when coupled with a Quadrupole ion guide (Qi)8,9.
The PTR-MS technique has found application in a variety of fields, from air
quality control monitoring10, food technology11 and medical research12. The
most compelling feature of the PTR-MS technique is the possibility to detect
VOCs in real time, allowing a significant reduction in sample preparation
time when compared to other analytical techniques, thereby introducing
a potential for high throughput screening (HTS) of a large number of
samples. In food research, several studies report the application of PTRMS for monitoring the shelf life and storage effects on milk products13,14
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and their volatile profiling for quality control15, as well as monitoring the
effects of different bacterial contaminants on the VOCs profile16.

4

In plant metabolomic analysis, PTR-Qi-ToF-MS has been recently employed
to analyse emission of isoprenoids, with a throughput of over 700 samples
per day17. This work revealed that PTR-MS analysis allows a much
faster throughput of samples when compared to different GC-MS-based
techniques18,19. Among its advantages, the PTR-MS method does not need
sample preparation, nor a chromatography step, and is only limited by the
MS analysis time. Sesquiterpenes belong to the isoprenoid family and are
synthesized by plants as part of their essential oils, playing an important
role in plant communication20. Being VOCs, sesquiterpenes can be detected
by PTR-MS in different types of samples. A reliable quantification of total
sesquiterpene signal can be obtained by monitoring emissions of m/z 205
from freshly harvested plant samples21. Real time measurements permit
to monitor changes in VOCs emission over a period of time, for example
in changing physiological conditions, which has been employed for noninvasive analysis of plant metabolites22. Valencene is a sesquiterpene that
has been of interest for the flavour and fragrance industry. It is a component
of citrus essential oils and the precursor of nootkatone, the main grapefruit
flavor23.
In this work, we investigate the potential application of PTR-Qi-ToF-MS
for screening of sesquiterpene synthase mutants, using a previously tested
valencene synthase mutant library, including variants showing different
efficiency. By comparing these results with those obtained by using GCMS analysis, we were able to demonstrate that PTR-Qi-ToF-MS offers a
promising alternative as a HTS method to identify improved sesquiterpene
synthase mutants.

4.2 Materials and methods
4.2.1 Bacterial strains

An Escherichia coli strain derived from BL21DE3, harbouring a plasmid
expressing all genes necessary for the synthesis of farnesyl diphosphate
(FDP) (pBbE5k-MevT(CO)-MBIS (CO))24 was used for the production of
valencene. Callitropsis nootkatensis valencene synthase (CnVS)25 was chosen
as target for this experiment, together with a small library of single mutants
(plasmids were kindly provided by Isobionics BV) (Table 4.1). Synthases
were expressed using the inducible plasmid pACYC-Duet-1, as previously
described24.
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4.2.2 In vitro enzyme assay of CnVS mutants
Single colonies of each individual transformant were inoculated in
5 mL of LB medium (10 g/L tryptone, 10 g/L NaCl, 5 g/L yeast extract)
with 1% glucose and 50 µg/mL chloramphenicol as antibiotic and grown
overnight at 37°C. 200 µL of each culture were then diluted in 20 mL 2xYT
medium (16 g/L tryptone, 10 g/L NaCl, 10 g/L yeast extract) with 50 µg/
mL chloramphenicol in a 100 mL Erlenmeyer flask closed with RotiLabo
Cultuur Stoppen (Größe 29; Brunschwig) and incubated at 37°C and 250
rpm until an OD600 of 0.6 to 0.8 was reached. Then, 1 mM IPTG was added
for plasmid induction, and incubation was continued overnight at 250 rpm
and 18°C. The next day, cultures were harvested by centrifugation in 50
mL tubes at 3400 rpm for 15 minutes. Pellets were resuspended in 1 mL 50
mM Tris-HCl pH 7.5. About 0.2 g zirconium/silica beads 0.1 mm (Biospec
products) were added. Then lysis was done by shaking for 10 seconds in
a FastPrep (FP120 Bio101 Savant) at speed 6.5, then transfer of the tubes
to ice for 2 minutes, and another round of shaking 10 seconds speed 6.5.
Subsequently, lysates were centrifuged for 10 minutes at 13000 rpm and
4°C, and supernatants were immediately used for enzyme assays.
Enzyme assays were performed by mixing 65 µL Tris-HCl (50 mM, pH=7.5),
800 µL Assay buffer (15 mM MOPSO (pH=7.0), 12.5% glycerol (v/v), 1 mM
ascorbic acid, 0.1% Tween 20, 1 mM MgCl2 and 2 mM Dithiothreitol), 35 µL
crude enzyme extract, 5 µL FDP (10 mM) and 20 µL sodium orthovanadate
(250 mM). The glass tubes were incubated at 30°C with mild agitation for
2 hours. The sesquiterpenes produced in the enzyme assay were extracted
with 2 mL ethyl acetate ≥99.5% (Alfa Aesar). The ethyl acetate was
centrifuged for 10 min at 1200 x g, dried over a sodium sulphate column
and used for GC-MS analysis.

4.2.3 Cultivation conditions
For the experimental set up, different conditions were chosen,
consistently with the analysis technique to apply.
4.2.3.1 For GC-MS analysis
Fermentations were performed as previously described24. In short: precultures were grown in 5 mL LB medium supplemented with 50 μg/
mL kanamycin and 50 μg/mL chloramphenicol in 50 mL Greiner tubes.
Subsequently, the pre-cultures were diluted to an OD600 of 0.150 in 20
mL 2xYT medium with antibiotics in 100 mL glass flasks and incubated at
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37°C 250 rpm until an OD600 of 0.4–0.5 was reached. Then, IPTG 1 mM and
10% v/v n-dodecane 99% (Alfa Aesar) were added to the fermentations,
following a 24 h incubation at 28°C 250 rpm. The 2 mL dodecane was added
as organic phase to trap the produced sesquiterpenes, then recovered for
GC-MS analysis by centrifugation at 4600 rpm for 15 min. All selected
CnVS mutants were grown in duplicates for GC-MS analysis.

4.2.3.2 For PTR-Qi-ToF-MS analysis
Fermentations were performed using alternatively 30mL of 2xYT medium
with antibiotics in 250 mL bluecap glass bottles, or 20 mL of 2xYT medium
with antibiotics in 100 mL bluecap glass bottles (Greiner). The same
growth conditions were applied as described for the GC-MS analysis. As
no extraction of the sesquiterpenes in organic phase is necessary for PTRQi-ToF-MS analysis, no dodecane layer was added to the cultures.

4

In a smaller scale set up, reusable 24-square deep-well polypropylene
(17x17 mm, depth 40 mm, total volume 10 mL, Applikon Biotechnology,
Netherlands) and single-use 96-square deep-well polypropylene (8x8 mm,
depth 40 mm, total volume 2 mL, VWR Netherlands)) plates were used. 800
µL and 200 µL of 2xYT medium with antibiotics were inoculated for the 24well plates respectively and the 96-well-plates respectively. At an OD600
of 0.1, 1 mM IPTG was immediately added. 96-well plates were covered by
silicon Axygen AxyMat 96 Square Well Sealing Mat for Deep Well Plates
(VWR, Netherlands), while for 24 wells plates, Air-O-seal hydrophobic
gas permeable adhesive seals (Bioké, Netherlands) were used. The plates
were incubated using the MicroFlask shaker clamp system (Applikon
Biotechnology, Netherlands) at 28°C and 300 rpm for 24 hours.
After 24 hours growth, the OD600 was measured using Ultrospec 10 Cell
Density Meter portable Spectrophotometer (Amersham Biosciences, UK)
for each sample to determine the growth. The growth in flasks was used as
a benchmark and performed in duplicate for each experiment. The same
pre-culture of each strain was used for all cultivation conditions. Two plates
per type were measured as biological replicates. 96 wells plates set up was
designed to contain 5 biological replicates of each strain, while 24 wells
plates set up was designed to contain 3 biological replicates of each strain.
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4.2.4 GC-MS measurements and data analysis
The GC-MS analysis was performed as described before24. In brief, a 7980A
GC system combined with a 597C inert MSD detector (70eV) (Agilent
Technologies, Netherlands) was used. The system is equipped with a 7683
auto-sampler and injector and a Phenomenex Zebron ZB-5ms column of
30 m length x 0.25 mm internal diameter and 0.25 μm stationary phase,
with a Guardian precolumn (5 m). For each sample, 1 µL of sample was
injected. The injection chamber was at 250°C, the injection was splitless,
and the ZB5 column was maintained at 55°C for 2 min after which a
gradient of 10°C per minute was started, until 300°C. Peaks were detected
in chromatograms of the total ion count. Valencene was identified and
quantified by comparing the sample peak with a valencene standard
(80% purity, Isobionics, Netherlands). The obtained data was analysed
as corrected area/units. Average and standard deviation of replicates was
calculated using Microsoft Excel. GC-MS results were used as benchmark
for the validation of PTR-Qi-ToF-MS measurements.

4.2.5 PTR-Qi-ToF-MS measurements
For the measurements of bottles and plates, a PTR-Qi-ToF-MS (Ionicon
Analytik GmbH, Innsbruck, Austria) operating in V mode (standard
configuration) was used to measure the headspace of the samples. The
following ionization conditions were set in the drift tube [900 V, 60°C,
and 3.80 mBar corresponding to an E/N value of 134 Townsend (1 Td =
10−21Vm2)]. The mass resolution (m/Δm) was higher than 3800. A Polyetheretherketone (PEEK) capillary tube (inner diameter, 0.50 mm), heated
at 60 °C was used as inlet. The inlet tube was connected to a standard ISO
polypropylene screw cap GL45 (max temperature 140°C), supplemented
with two fitting valves. The second valve being necessary for the air flow
in entrance. The flow rate was of 52 sccm, with an acquisition rate of one
spectrum per second (m/z range: 20-510). The reagent ion used in this system
is H3O+. Two sampling approaches were taken for the different sample
typology. For bottles, discrete 60 seconds measurements were performed.
Before each measurement, the samples were heated at 30°C for 30 min to
allow gases equilibration. After 10 seconds of sampling laboratory air, each
sample was measured for 40 seconds. For the measurements of 96 and 24
wells plates, the probe was attached to a sterile Henke-Ject® 0.90x25 mm
needle (Henke Sass Wolf, Germany). Another needle of the same type was
used to guarantee the airflow in the wells during the measurements. In this
case, a continuous measurement was performed, and samples in different
wells were measured without interruption. Each sample was measured for
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10 seconds, with a recovery time (airflow) of 40 to 60 seconds between
each sample to avoid memory effects. All measurements were performed
manually. All m/z values in this study are reported as integers mass
accuracy approximated for consistency. The parent ion for sesquiterpenes
(C15H24)+ is m/z 205.19526 and is indicated in this work as m/z 205.

4.2.6 PTR-Qi-ToF-MS data processing and analysis
All the PTR-MS data were processed through the PTR-MS Viewer software
v.3.4.2.1 (Ionicon Analytik GmbH, Austria). Firstly, an internal mass axis
calibration was performed by using the following calibration mass peaks:
21.0226 (H3O+), 29.9974 (NO+), 59.0497 (C3H6OH+) and 203.9430 (fragment
of 1,3-Diodobenzene used as internal gas standard). The final mass
accuracy of the processing was sufficient for determining the sum formula
of volatile compounds (≈0.001) and therefore the experimental m/z values
are reported up to the third decimal digits. Then a mass peaks integration
was conducted to extract peak intensities in counts per seconds (CPS) and
in normalized CPS (NCPS) using the formula:

4

where [MH+]: m/z 205 cps; [H3O+]: m/z 21 cps; [cluster H2O H+]: m/z 37 cps.
For bottles, an average of the NCPS from second 15 to second 45 after
insertion of the probe was calculated, while for plates an average of the
NCPS from the moment of insertion of the probe start until 30 seconds after
insertion of the probe was used. The baseline was calculated as an average
of all the blank samples (culture medium) and subtracted from the average
NCPS. For statistical analysis, IBM SPSS was used. To assess homogeneity
of variance, Levene’s Test for Equality of Variances of the one-way ANOVA
analysis was performed. For p-values higher than 0.05, the assumption of
homogeneity of variance is met and the one-way ANOVA was performed,
using Tuckey and Scheffe post-hoc tests. For p-values lower than 0.05, the
assumption of homogeneity of variance is violated and a non-parametric
Kruskal-Wallis test was used to conduct the analysis.
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Quantification
(mg valencene/L)*

Reference

Wild Type

69.4 ± 5.2

Beekwilder
et al. 201427

Higher production

Lower production

57.5 ± 0.4

Isobionics BV

L444F

Loss of function

Loss of function

N.D.

Isobionics BV

L566S

Higher production

Higher production

90.9 ± 2.1

Isobionics BV

pACYC
Duet1

Empty plasmid:
negative control

Empty plasmid

CnVS
library

Enzyme Assay

In vivo
Fermentations

CnVS

Wild type

F300Y

Laboratory
stock
*Quantification performed on n-dodecane extracted from in vivo fermentations using GC-MS.
N.D.

Table 4.1 Library of selected sesquiterpene synthases, comparative observations of in vitro
enzyme assay and in vivo fermentations. The column on the right reports the quantification
data obtained for the in vivo fermentation of CnVS mutants and their standard deviation.

4.3 Results

4.3.1 Mutants of CnVS show different enzyme activity in vivo
and in vitro
C. nootkatensis valencene synthase (CnVS) has previously been shown to
produce mainly valencene, with around 10% of germacrene A27 (Figure
4.1A). A small library, consisting of the empty vector (pACYC-Duet-1),
CnVS and three CnVS mutants were tested, where amino-acid positions
300 (F300Y), 444 (L444F) and 566 (L566F) were altered (Table 4.1). These
enzymes were produced in E. coli, and cell free extracts were prepared for
testing with FDP as a substrate. A comparison of the amount of valencene
and β-elemene produced, indicated the L444F mutant as a loss-of-function
variant, while L566S and F300Y displayed a higher activity in the enzyme
assay compared to CnVS wild type (Figure 4.1B).
To determine sesquiterpene production by the CnVS mutants in vivo,
and to create a benchmark, the same strains were grown in flask in 20
mL cultures, with an organic phase of n-dodecane, to trap the produced
sesquiterpenes. We observed that valencene production in mutant L566S
in vivo was higher than that detected in CnVS, while as expected in L444F
the valencene was not detected (Figure 4.1C). Interestingly, variant F300Y
performed less well than CnVS in the in vivo assay, compared to the in vitro
enzyme assay (Figure 4.1B vs C).

4.3.2 PTR-Qi-ToF-MS analysis of cultures in bottles
The CnVS mutants described above were grown in glass bottles of 250
mL (with 30 mL of culture) and 100 mL (with 20 mL of culture). In the
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bottles, no n-dodecane was added since no extraction is necessary for the
analysis of the produced sesquiterpene. Moreover, we observed that the
presence of 10% n-dodecane interferes with detection of sesquiterpenes
as the high concentration saturates the detector causing ion suppression.
In parallel, starting from the same pre-cultures, flasks with 20 mL culture
and n-dodecane layer were used as benchmark for growth and production
of sesquiterpenes. The growth in flasks was comparable with the growth
in bottles, with no major difference for different bottle sizes, as shown in
Figure 4.2A. After 24 hours fermentation, the headspace of the bottles was
analysed with PTR-Qi-ToF-MS using 60 seconds discrete measurements
(Figure 4.2 B).

4

For both bottle sizes, the PTR-Qi-ToF-MS signals of the different CnVS
mutants were consistent with the GS-MS based quantifications of the flask
cultivations. In all three set ups, no signal was detected for sesquiterpenes
in L444F, as expected, while F330Y, CnVS and L566S, showed increasing
sesquiterpenes signals, respectively (Figure 4.3A, B and C). To further
corroborate the similarity of the analytical methods, a correlation analysis
was performed (Figure 4.3D, E), showing a good correlation between
the flasks (R2 > 0.95) both bottle types. These experiments indicate the
applicability of PTR-Qi-ToF-MS as a screening method for differences in
terpene synthase efficiency, showing a good correlation to the accepted
GC-MS methodology, but with advantage of a shorter measurement time.
A larger difference between the ratio of L566S/F300Y was observed in
bottles compared to flasks, especially for the 100 mL bottles set up (Table
4.2), which may indicate a different sensitivity of the methods at lower
concentrations.

4.3.3 PTR-Qi-ToF-MS analysis of cultures in deep-well plates
To test the suitability of the PTR-Qi-ToF-MS as a HTS method for larger
mutant libraries, a smaller scale cultivation set-up was tested. The same
strains used in the bottles were grown in 24 deep-well plates, using 800
µL of medium, leaving 9.2 mL of headspace in every well. For each CnVS
mutant, three replicates were grown in parallel, and the experiment was
repeated twice. For this set-up, a continuous measurement approach was
used, in which each well was measured for 10 seconds and a time varying
between 30 and 90 seconds was taken between measurements as recovery
time, to eliminate any possible memory effect (Figure 4.4A).
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2.valencene

55000
50000
45000
40000
35000
30000
25000
20000
15000
10000
5000

1.β-elemene

C

In vitro enzyme assay
β-elemene

β-elemene

2.5

Au

2
1.5
1
0.5

4

valencene

8000
7000
6000
5000
4000
3000
2000
1000
0
CnVS

L566S

L444F

F300Y

0
CnVS

In vivo production

valencene

3
Peak area (millions)

14.50

L566S

B

13.00
14.00
Time(min)

L444F

12.50

F300Y

Abundance

A

Figure 4.1 Characterization of valencene synthase from Callitropsis nootkatensis
(CnVS) mutants. (A) GC-MS chromatogram of wild type CnVS, peaks for 1. β-elemene
and 2. valencene are reported. (B) In vitro enzyme assay and (C) in vivo production of
sesquiterpenes by CnVS mutants. The histograms report the peak area for the in vitro
enzyme assay (B) of the sesquiterpene produced, and the corrected area units (Au) for
the in vivo fermentation (C). In both cases, the sesquiterpenes produced are analysed
using GC-MS, showing valencene as the main product detected, with traces of β-elemene
(germacrene A). Standard deviation is calculated for in vivo fermentations.
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A

Growth in Flasks vs. Bottles

OD600

CnVS

B

Flasks

L444F

100 mL

L566S

250 mL

PTR-Qi-ToF-MS Bottles
3.00E+12

NCPS m/z 205

4

10
8
6
4
2
0

F300Y

2.50E+12
2.00E+12
1.50E+12
1.00E+12
5.00E+11
0.00E+00

1 6 11 16 21 26 31 36 41 46 51 56
seconds

pAC-Duet1

CnVS

L444F

F300Y

L566S

Figure 4.2 (A) Growth comparison of selected CnVS mutants between cultures in flasks
and in bottles. Cultures were grown in triplicates for 24 hours and OD600 was measured.
Growth in flasks and in bottles showed no significant difference. (B) Summary graph of
PTR-Qi-ToF-MS analysis of cultures grown in bottles. The graph reports the measurement
of the headspace of cultures grown in 30 mL medium. L566S shows the highest signal.
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Figure 4.3 Comparison of GC-MS and PTR-Qi-ToF-MS signals. (A) GC-MS analysis
of fermentations in flasks using n-dodecane as overlay. The graph reports the total
sesquiterpenes calculated as corrected area units (Au). (B-C) PTR-Qi-ToF-MS analysis of
fermentation in (B) 100mL and (C) 250mL glass bottles. (D-E) Correlation between corrected
area units (Au, x-axis) and NCPS in 100mL bottles (D) and 250mL bottles (E).

GC-MS
Ratios

PTR-Qi-ToF-MS
Bottles

Flasks

100mL

250mL

L566S / CnVS

2.1

2.9

1.9

L566S / F300Y

3.1

8.6

4.7

CnVS / F300Y

1.5

3.0

2.6

Table 4.2 Calculated ratio for valencene production in flasks (measured with GC-MS), and
bottles (measured with PTR-Qi-ToF-MS).
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Cultures were also grown in flasks with n-dodecane overlay as benchmark,
the valencene production was analysed via GC-MS and quantified using
a valencene standard (Figure 4.4B). With the 24 deep-well plates set-up,
clear differences were observed between the cultures measured with
PTR-Qi-ToF-MS (Figure 4.4C, Table S4.1). Consistently with the previous
larger volume experiments, when comparing cultures grown in flasks
and in bottles (Figure 4.3A, B, C), the strain expressing L566S showed on
average higher valencene production than the CnVS strain. Similarly, the
signal for valencene in strain F300Y was consistently lower than CnVS,
and valencene production by L444F was hardly detectable (Figure 4.4C).
The correlation of the signal obtained from PTR-Qi-ToF-MS analysis with
the GC-MS quantification of the parallel flask experiment, showed an R2
of 0.863 (Figure 4.4D). After measuring the headspace of the 24 deepwell plates, bacterial growth was measured as OD600, showing no major
differences from the cultures grown in flasks (Figure 4.4E).

4

A further miniaturization of the cultivation was introduced by growing
strains in a 96 deep-well plate format. In this case, the well volume is 2 mL,
and the cultures were grown in 200 µL medium, leaving 1.8 mL of headspace
volume. The same PTR-Qi-ToF-MS analysis time and set up as for the 24
deep-well plates were used (Figure 4.5A), and experiments were repeated
twice, on different days. Each strain was cultivated in five replicates per
plate. In this experiment, the difference between strain L566S and CnVS
was less pronounced (Figure 4.5B) and did not qualify as significant in the
ANOVA analysis, although the mean value for the L566S strain was higher
than the value for CnVS. It must be noted that the GC-MS results for the
flask cultivations ran in parallel also showed a less pronounced difference
between the production of valencene in CnVS and variant L566S (Figure
4.4B). The correlation between the PTR-Qi-ToF-MS values for the 96-well
plates and the GC-MS values for the parallel flask experiments gave an R2
value of 0.894 (Figure 4.5C). Mean, standard deviation, and standard error
for 24-well and 96-well plates were calculated (Table S4.1). Finally, the
OD600 was measured to assess the bacteria growth, showing a consistent
growth for all mutants in the 96 deep-well plates, comparable to that of
the cultures in flasks. The ratio of sesquiterpene produced between the
different cultures showed again, for both 24 and 96 deep-well plates setups, a larger difference between the ratio L566S/F300Y (Table 4.3).
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Figure 4.4 (A) Raw signal obtained for continuous measurements of 24 deep-well (dw)
plates measured with PTR-Qi-ToF-MS. Triplicates can be recognized in the varying peak
heights. (B) Quantification of valencene produced in flasks by CnVS mutants using GC-MS.
(C) Calculated average of triplicates in 24 dw plates. The asterisk indicates a significant
difference compared with the wild type CnVS (p < 0.05). F300Y and L566S show significant
difference compared to CnVS. (D) Correlation between valencene produced, quantified
by GC-MS (mg/L of dodecane, x-axis) and signal obtained with PTR-Qi-ToF-MS. (E)
Comparison of bacterial growth in flasks and in 24 dw plates. The growth was comparable
among the two different set-ups.
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Figure 4.5 (A) Raw signal obtained for continuous measurements of 96 deep-well (dw)
plates measured with PTR-Qi-ToF-MS. The 5 replicates can be recognized in the varying
peak heights. (B) Calculated average of replicates in 96 dw plates. The asterisk indicates
a significant difference compared with the wild type CnVS (p < 0.05). Only F300Y shows
significant difference compared to CnVS, however L566S shows the highest signal on
average (Table S4.1). (C) Correlation between valencene produced, quantified by GC-MS
(mg/L of dodecane, x-axis) and signal obtained with PTR-Qi-ToF-MS. (D) Comparison of
bacterial growth in flasks and in 96 dw plates. The growth was comparable among the two
different set-ups.
GC-MS
Ratios

Flasks

PTR-Qi-ToF-MS
Plates
24 dw

96 dw

L566S / CnVS

1.3

1.6

1.2

L566S / F300Y

1.6

6.2

5.5

CnVS / F300Y

1.2

4.6

5.0

Table 4.3 Calculated ratio for valencene production in flasks (measured with GC-MS) and
deep-well (dw) plates (measured with PTR-Qi-ToF-MS).
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4.4 Discussion
So far, HTS of terpene-producing microbial strains has mainly been
developed using colorimetric methods. Reactive dyes such as Purpald28,29
or malachite green30,31 have been employed for screening of terpene
synthase activity in vitro28,30. However, the activity of synthases in vitro
cannot be directly translated to in vivo performance of strains expressing
variant synthases (Figure 4.1). A clear example of this can be observed
with the activity of variant F300Y in an in vitro setting compared with the
more reliable in vivo results. Apparently, the in vitro conditions may not
be representative for in vivo conditions, as different physical and chemical
conditions, such as pH, salinity and availability of the substrate, might
hinder or enhance the activity of the enzyme without a correspondence in
the in vivo system.
Other colorimetric approaches for HTS for in vivo activity have been
developed, such as the use of Nile Red to select E. coli strains that accumulated
higher concentrations of terpenes in their intracellular space32. Another
qualitative method reported for the screening of monoterpene synthases
(limonene) relied on the use of 2,2-diphenyl-1-picrylhydrazyl (DPPH) and
its chromatic toning in organic phase due to the mild antioxidant activity
of some monoterpenes33. These methods, while being undoubtedly faster
than GC-MS analysis, present a number of limitations related to the
selectivity of the staining agent and the subsequent detection method. For
instance, the detection of Nile Red is subject to variation due to background
noise related to the staining of lipids. DPPH is known to react with other
antioxidant compounds, and has been widely applied as an in vitro assay
for antioxidant activity34. This lack of specificity might hinder the accuracy
of the results as small variations in the presence of other, more strongly
antioxidant compounds could interfere with the detection of terpenes.
Furthermore, both these methods are indirect and require an extra step of
sample preparation that reduces the throughput of the screening.
In the current work, we evaluate real time detection of sesquiterpenes in
the headspace of the cultures as a tool for HTS. In different formats for
screening a mini library of valencene synthase mutants, the PTR-Qi-ToFMS methodology provided results which sowed high correlation with
the classical analytical method based on GC-MS. Indeed, measurements
performed by comparing cultures grown in bottles and flasks, show that
sesquiterpenes present in the headspace measured by PTR-Qi-ToF-MS
correlate well (R2 > 0.95) with sesquiterpenes present in the dodecane
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layer measured by GC-MS (Figure 4.4C, D). This indicates that PTR-QiToF-MS analysis has potential to be an accurate replacement of the time
and labour-intensive GC-MS detection method in HTS of large terpene
synthase libraries.

4

To further address the robustness of the PTR-Qi-ToF-MS method, we
tested the same library in different cultivation set ups (Figures S4.1). The
biological variation between replicates was observed when analysing deepwell plates, with a higher difference for the 96-well plate set-up (Table
S4.1). This variation might be caused by the smaller culture volume and
the potentially more dramatic impact of the biomass growth in correlation
with the production. Nevertheless, under each cultivation condition tested,
the ranking of the mutants was the same, indicating a high sensitivity of
the PTR-Qi-ToF-MS for detecting changes in terpene production, even in
the smallest scale tested. We observed that the mutant L566S consistently
produced more valencene when compared to wild type CnVS (Figures
4.3B, C; 4.4C and 4.5B), while mutant L444F was the least efficient. In all in
vivo cultivation conditions tested, F300Y was less productive than CnVS, in
contrast to the values observed in the in vitro enzyme assays (Figure 4.1B,
C). However, it should be noted that this mutant showed differences in
performance on different repeats of the flask cultivation with dodecane,
suggesting that it might be more sensitive to small changes in the cultivation
conditions. In both 24 and 96 deep-well plates, the production of valencene
of F300Y was significantly lower than that of CnVS. Possibly, this variation
is related to the differences existing in the precultures used for inoculating
the flasks and multi-well plates. However, when applying PTR-Qi-ToF-MS
as HTS method, the focus would uniquely be on the enzymes showing
higher productivity compared to the wild type.
Although the results obtained by using the multi well plates are consistent
with the GC-MS results obtained in the flasks from the same pre-culture,
a smaller cultivation volume could influence the difference in terpene
accumulated within the 24 hours of cultivation. To our knowledge,
the impact of a relatively small headspace on terpene production and
accumulation has not yet been investigated, and this might be an important
factor to consider in the choice of the timing for the measurements. Thus,
for the development of a robust HTS culture screening method this aspect
would need further investigation.
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PTR-Qi-ToF-MS offers notable advantages in analysis time, which could
make the technique attractive for screening of larger terpene synthase
libraries. When considering the 96-well plate set up, 10-15 seconds per
measurement appears to be sufficient to determine the abundance of
valencene. Calculating an average of 50 seconds of recovery time between
samples, we can estimate that only 1 minute is required per each sample.
This translates to the possibility of measuring one 96 well plate in less than
2 hours, which, in turn, opens the possibility to measure about 12 plates in
24 hours, for a total of 1152 samples per day. Considering that the current
throughput for GC-MS allows the measurement of less than 60 samples
per day, we propose that the employment of PTR-Qi-ToF-MS as a HTS
could bring considerable benefits (Figure 4.6). For this to be feasible, it is
essential to implement the PTR-Qi-ToF-MS with an ad-hoc autosampler to
reduce human error and optimize the timing for the measurements.
Despite the advantages presented by the use of PTR-Qi-ToF-MS, it is
important to make some remarks. First, as mentioned above, it is crucial
to establish an automated system for the successful application of this
technique as a HTS for large mutant libraries, as it has been proposed and
applied in food research35. The system should be able to optimize both
the measurement and the recovery time and guarantee consistency in the
measuring process. Ideally, an automated liquid handler should also be
implemented for the preparation of the deep-well plates, as described by
Leferink et al. (2019)3. Second, the variation observed between the replicates
must be kept into consideration when designing the sampling scheme. As
shown in Figure S4.1, the design includes 5 replicates per sample. To make
the design efficient for HTS applications the number of replicates must be
lowered. While an autosampler might help minimize this variation, our
observations suggest that, to have confidence over the results, the design
should include at least three replicates per mutant, as tested for the 24
deep-well plates. Furthermore, to reduce the memory effect and keep the
contamination under control, a blank sample should be included between
each set of replicates. A 96 deep-well plate design appears to have good
potential for HTS application. In fact, no major reduction in growth was
detected in comparison to the other conditions (Figure 4.4E, 4.5D) and no
issues were encountered with the measurements of the different wells in
comparison with the 24 deep-well plates.
Finally, we must consider that as per most of the HTS methods, the PTRQi-ToF-MS technique can only be used to identify preliminary candidates.
In fact, while GC-MS analysis allows the identification of different isoforms
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of ions with the same mass by detecting their fragmentation pattern, PTRQi-ToF-MS only provides a quantification of the total signal for each
specific mass. While in literature it is shown that differentiation between
compounds with the same mass as isoforms is possible36,37, it is difficult
to obtain a reliable quantification for each compound. Therefore, the
analysis can only be quantitative but not accurately qualitative. Following
the complementarity principle introduced by Majchrzak and colleagues38,
where it is stated that “for analytical techniques to be complementary, they
should meet at least one condition concerning their complementarity, namely that
their application enables the qualitative and quantitative analysis to be carried
out in a much less time-consuming way than in the case of using one analytical
technique”, a GC-MS analysis of selected mutant strains will be necessary to
obtain the full characterization of the mutants of interest, however saving
time over the full characterization of those mutants that did not pass the
initial selection.

4.5 Conclusions
In this study, we propose the application of the PTR-Qi-ToF-MS as a HTS
method for the identification of improved sesquiterpene synthases. The
successful miniaturization to a 96-well plate set up for bacterial cultures
provides a promising starting point for the implementation of this
technique for the screening of large libraries of mutants. While optimization
is still necessary to employ PTR-Qi-ToF-MS for the screening of large
mutant libraries, and HTS application depends on efficient automation,
the versatility of the method clearly allows for further application to other
volatile compounds produced in microbial hosts and could be extended
not only for enzyme but also for strain engineering.
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Appendix
Figure S4.1 Design for 24 deep-well plates and 96 deep-well plates.

4

24

deepwell*

96 deepwell**

Mean NCPS

Std.dev

Std. Error

Mean NCPS

Std.dev

Std. Error

CnVS

2070.8

510.4

208.4

2449.6

494.0

137.0

F300Y

372.1

214.9

87.7

525.5

65.7

19.0

L444F

-12.9

15.4

7.7

22.2

43.9

12.7

L566S

3270.4

940.7

384.1

2913.9

830.9

230.4

*Calculated baseline = 195 **Calculated baseline = 137

Table S4.1 Calculated mean, standard deviation and standard error for 24 and 96-well
plates. The NCPS were calculated using formula (1) and the calculated baseline was
subtracted from the average NCPS for each sample.
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abstract

5

Rhodobacter sphaeroides is an alpha proteobacterium
well-known for its versatile metabolism. While some of its
regulatory circuits have been widely studied, it is still unclear
if the production of exogenous sesquiterpenes is affecting
gene expression regulation. In this study, we analysed RNAseq measurements on a valencene-producing R. sphaeroides
and a wild type R. sphaeroides harbouring an empty vector,
aiming to identify transcriptional regulators sensitive to the
presence of this sesquiterpene. Five different conditions were
employed, including the presence or absence of an organic
phase in the medium. We identified 98 differentially expressed
genes throughout the different growth conditions, of which 7
transcriptional regulators. Two of the transcriptional regulators,
IlvR and PstR, were chosen for further characterization and
knockouts were generated and tested for valencene production.
We observed an increased production of valencene in ΔIlvR and
a reduced production of carotenoids and bacteriochlorophylls,
while ΔPstR shows a reduced production of valencene. We
provide an initial characterization of the identified regulators,
concluding that further experiments are necessary to identify
the ligands of these regulators and their DNA binding sites.
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5.1 Introduction
Rhodobacter sphaeroides is a purple non-sulphur alpha proteobacterium
studied for its ability to grow at very high densities, in both phototrophic
and chemotrophic conditions, aerobically or anaerobically1. Being a
facultative photosynthetic organism able to naturally produce a variety of
isoprenoids, such as bacteriochlorophyll and carotenoids2,3, R. sphaeroides
is a promising candidate for biotechnological production of terpenoids4.
One of the first applications of R. sphaeroides as a cell factory aimed at
the production of native Coenzyme Q10 (CoQ10)5. It is currently also
applied for production of sesquiterpenes, such as valencene. By learning
how to improve the production of naturally occurring compounds, new
insights on the regulation of supply pathways have been obtained and
have been applied for heterologous expression of different terpenoid
synthases6. In recent years, the use of CRISPR-Cas9 technology combined
with homologous recombination has been optimized for the engineering
of R. sphaeroides, yielding an efficient and reliable genome editing tool for
molecular research7.
A number of studies have been performed on R. sphaeroides and its metabolic
pathways involved in chlorophyll8–10 and carotenoid production11–13, and on
central carbon metabolism6 and changes in gene expression in the transition
from exponential to stationary phase14. The regulation of photosynthetic
(PS) genes in R. sphaeroides has been elucidated, and the transcriptional
regulators (TRs) involved have been characterized. PpsR and AppA are the
two main players in the regulation of the expression of the light harvesting
complex II (LHII)15. AppA is inactive in the presence of oxygen and blue
light16,17, PpsR binds to the promoter regions of the PS operon (crt, puc, bch,
puf) acting as a repressor18. Under anaerobic conditions, AppA is active and
binds PpsR, releasing the promoter region and activating transcription.
In turn, the expression of appA is regulated by the PrrBA (known also as
RegBA) complex, which is sensitive to redox balance19,20. It has been shown
that the deletion of ppsR enables the transcription of the PS operon in
aerobic conditions and thus improves the production of carotenoids under
low oxygen conditions21.
However, not much is known about the response of R. sphaeroides to
production of non-native terpenes, such as valencene, or the regulatory
mechanisms behind such responses22. Considering the prevalence of
terpene synthases in bacteria23 and the well-known interactions between
plant-derived secondary metabolites and bacterial regulators24, it is logical
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to hypothesise that regulatory circuits must be in place for the recognition of
endogenous and exogenous terpenes. Valencene has generally low toxicity
to microorganisms, but it yields differential expression of specific genes in
different bacteria25,26. An example is provided by the overexpression of an
mmpL2-type efflux pump in Corynebacterium glutamicum ATCC 13032 in
the presence of valencene in the culture medium27. Transcriptional analysis
of the response of bacteria to monoterpenes has revealed that monoterpene
tolerance is related to the differential expression of membrane and flagellar
proteins, as well as transcriptional regulators (TRs) belonging to the
MarR and FabR families. These TRs are likely involved in the differential
expression of gene clusters observed in the presence of terpenes28,29. In
R. sphaeroides, transcriptome analyses have aimed mostly at the different
growth phases14,30 and the PS regulatory network31, and as part of a
comparative analysis of phototrophic growth between different species3.
However, no studies have been conducted with the aim of identifying TRs
that respond to the presence of terpenes, modulating gene expression. The
identification of TRs sensitive to valencene, or to other sesquiterpenes,
would open the possibility to implement these native regulatory circuits
into biosensors able to recognize the product of interest32.

5

In this work, we investigated regulatory circuits of R. sphaeroides by RNA
sequencing (RNA-seq) analysis of a valencene-producing strain compared
with a non-producing strain. With the analysis of the differentially
expressed genes (DEGs) we identified candidates TRs potentially involved
in the recognition of valencene. We then proceeded to generate knock out
(KO) strains of some of the identified TRs and characterized these strains
in comparison with the wild type. One of the KO obtained, ΔIlvR, behaved
very similar to wild type in the absence of a terpene synthase. However,
in combination with valencene synthase expression, the ΔIlvR showed
decreased growth and native isoprenoids produced, in combination with
an increase in valencene produced, compared to the wild type strain. This
suggests a correlation between the TR and the metabolism of isoprenoid
precursors.

5.2 Materials and Methods

5.2.1 Bacterial strains and culture media
The strains used in this study are reported in Table 5.1. In short, E. coli
DH5α was used for cloning; E. coli S17-1 served as vector donor for R.
sphaeroides in conjugation; wild type R. sphaeroides 241 (Rs241) was used as
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starting strain for all experiments.
E. coli strains were grown on LB (Luria-Bertani) medium (10 g/L tryptone,
10 g/L NaCl, 5 g/L yeast extract) with 50 µg/mL kanamycin at 37°C, 200
rpm. LB supplemented with 10% w/v agar was used for plates.
Rs241 was grown on complex medium RS102 for valencene production
as previously described33, in short per 1L of medium: 20g yeast extract,
0.5 g NaCl, 0.5 g MgSO4·7H2O, 33 g D-glucose monohydrate, 2 mL
microelements solution (80 g/L (NH4)2Fe(SO4)2·6H2O, 6 g/L ZnSO4·7H2O, 2
g/L MnSO4·H2O, 0.2 g/L NiSO4·6H2O, 2 g/L vitamin C), 2mL CaFe solution
(75g/L CaCl2·2H2O, 5g FeCl3·6H2O, 3.75mL/L HCl (37%)). 15% w/v of Micro
Agar (Duchefa Biochemie, Netherlands) was added for plates. Kanamycin
was used as antibiotic at a final concentration of 100µg/mL.
Rs241 used for conjugation was grown on RÄ minimal medium, as
previously described34. In short: 3 g/L malic acid (as only carbon source),
0.2 g/L MgSO4·7H2O, 1.2 g/L (NH4)2SO4, 0.07 g/L CaCl2·2H2O, 1.5 mL of
microelements stock solution (0.5 g/L Fe(II)-Citrate, 0.02 g/L MnCl2·4H2O,
0.005 g/L ZnCl2, 0.0025 g/L KBr, 0.0025 g/L KI, 0.0023 g/L CuSO4·5H2O,
0.041g/L Na2MoO, 0.005 g/L CoCl2·6H2O, 0.0005 g/L SnCl2·2H2O, 0.0006
g/L BaCl2·2H2O, 0.031 g/L AlCl, 0.41 g/L H3BO, 0.02 g/L EDTA), 2 mL of
vitamin stock solution (0.2 g/L nicotinic acid, 0.4 g/L thiamine HCl, 0.008
g/L biotin,0.2g/L nicotinamide) and 5 mL of phosphate buffer (0.6 g/L
KH2PO4and 0.9 g/L K2HPO4). Micro agar and antibiotics were added as per
RS102 medium.
PY plates used for conjugation contain 1% w/v Bacto-Peptone, 0.05% w/v
yeast extract, 2mM MgCl2, 2mM CaCl2, 0.04mM FeSO4, 15% w/v Micro
Agar.

5.2.2 Constructs
Plasmids used in this study are listed in Table 5.2. Two constructs were
used for the RNA-seq analysis of differential expression: pBBR-K-PcrtEtrxValCopt, containing kanamycin resistance and Callitropsis nootkatensis
valencene synthase (CnVS) and pBBR1MCS-2 (Addgene #85168) as
control33.
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Strain

Description

Reference

DH5α

Used for assembly and plasmid amplification. fhuA2
Δ(argF‑lacZ)U169 phoA glnV44 Φ80 Δ(lacZ)M15 gyrA96
recA1 relA1 endA1 thi‑1 hsdR17

Laboratory stock

S17-1

Host strain for transconjugation. thi pro recA hsdR
[RP4‑2Tc::Mu‑Km::Tn7] Tpr Smr

Laboratory stock

Escherichia coli

Rhodobacter sphaeroides
241

Wild type

Laboratory stock

ΔIlvR

241 ΔIlvR (RSP_1297)

This study

ΔPstR

241 ΔPstR (RSP_3339)

This study

Table 5.1 Strains used in this study

5.2.3 Generation of plasmids for gene knock out

5

Constructs to knock out selected TRs in Rs241 were designed to include
homologous regions for the target genes and one single guide, using as
template vector the previously described pBBR_Cas9_NT plasmid7. Two
TRs were identified for knockout, a LysR-family TR (RSP_1297, IlvR) and a
GntR-family (RSP_3339, PstR). One construct was generated for each target
gene and the spacer was selected by using the Benchling CRISPR tool35.
Primers for plasmid assembly were designed containing at least 20 bases
overhang. Primers LYS294 and LYS293 contained the spacer targeting
RSP_1297, while GNT302 and GNT301 the spacer for RSP_3339. The
homologous regions for the recombination were designed to be at least 1 kb.
Alongside the TRs, we attempted to generate a KO of RSP_1559, annotated
as NADP-dependent isocitrate dehydrogenase (icd). The assembly scheme
is reported in Table 5.2. All primers used were purchased from Integrated
DNA Technologies (IDT) and are listed in Table S5.1. Q5 High-Fidelity
DNA polymerase (NEB) was used for cloning, while DreamTaq Green
PCR Master Mix (2x) (Thermo Fisher) was used for colony PCR, following
manufacturer protocols. All PCR reactions performed on genomic DNA
from R. sphaeroides as template were supplemented with 3% v/v DMSO due
to the high GC content. PCR fragments amplified for plasmid assembly
were purified from gel using the Zymoclean Gel DNA recovery kit (Zymo
Research) and assembled using the HiFi Assembly kit (NEB). Plasmids
were isolated using QIAprep Spin Miniprep Kit (QIAgen) and sequenced
by Macrogen Europe.
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5.2.4 Growth conditions for Rs241
Glycerol stocks of Rs241 were streaked on RS102 agar plates with 100 µg/
mL kanamycin and incubated at 30°C for 24-48 hours. Single colonies were
picked and grown as precultures in 10 mL RS102 with 100 µg/mL kanamycin
in 100 ml flasks. Subsequently, cultures were diluted to an OD600 of 0.05 in
20 mL of the same medium. 10% v/v n-dodecane (≥99% purity, Alfa Aesar,
Fisher scientific, Benelux) or 10% v/v n-dodecane with valencene 0.4mM
(80% purity, Isobionics BV, Netherlands) was added to specific cultures,
while other production cultures were grown without second phase (Table
5.3). Triplicate experiments were performed for all conditions. Growth was
followed by measuring OD600 until 72 hours. Cultures were sampled after
48 hours (and 72 hours for HPLC analysis) of growth at 30°C, 180 rpm
shaking. The dodecane layer was recovered via centrifugation.

5.2.5 RNA isolation
Samples were taken at 30 hours and OD600 was measured to determine the
cell count of 0.5 mL cultures. 20-30mg of dry weight pellet was measured
for extraction. Samples were centrifuged at full speed for 30 seconds to
remove the culture medium, then an equal volume of cold MeOH (-80°C)
was added to the pellets, re-suspended and centrifuged for 1 min at full
speed. The supernatant was removed, and the pellets frozen in liquid
nitrogen. 1.5 mL of RLT buffer (QIAgen) with 15µL of β-mercaptoethanol
was added to each sample and the mix was sonicated 4 times (10s followed
by 10s break; amplitude 12). For purification, RNeasy mini kit (QIAgen)
was used, following manufacturer protocol, including a second purification
step. RNA concentration was measured with NanoDrop One (Thermo
Scientific). Finally, a DNase treatment was performed using Invitrogen
DNase I, amplification grade, using 1µL DNase I (Invitrogen) per 1µg
RNA, following the manufacturers protocol. Finally, prior to sequencing,
the NEBNext® rRNA Depletion Kit (Bacteria) (NEB) was used for rRNA
depletion, following the manufacturer protocol.
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Description

Plasmid

Reference

pBBRMCS-2

Empty vector, used as control. Kan resistance

Laboratory stock

pBBR-K-PcrtEtrxValCopt

Expression vector: CnVS. Kan resistance

Isobionics BV

pBBR_Cas9_NT

Empty vector: contains cas9 gene codon harmonized
for R. sphaeroides. Kan resistance

Mougiakos et al.
2019

Assembly scheme plasmids for KO of Rs241, based on pBBR_Cas9_NT
Plasmid

Fragment
ID

Primer ID

pBBR_Cas9_ΔIlvR

Cas9_L

LYS294 +
CAS007

4622

Kan_L

CAS006 +
LYS293

4875

HR_UP_L

LYS272 +
LYS273

1160

HR_DW_L

LYS274 +
LYS275

1157

Cas9_G

GNT302 +
CAS007

4622

Kan_G

CAS006 +
GNT301

4875

HR_UP_G

GNT276 +
GNT277

1092

HR_DW_G

GNT278 +
GNT279

1140

Cas9_D

ICD282 +
CAS007

4622

Kan_D

CAS006 +
ICD281

4875

HR_UP_D

ICD268 +
ICD269

1100

HR_DW_D

ICD270 +
ICD271

1076

pBBR_Cas9_ΔPstR

pBBR_Cas9_Δicd

5

Fragment
Spacer
size (bp)

Reference

tgacgatcaa
tctcgcgacg

This study

gagctgggc
cacgaagtcg

This study

cctctcgaga
tagcccatcg

This study

Table 5.2 Plasmids used in this study
Strain

Construct

Valencene

Dodecane

Abbreviation

Rs241

pBBR-K-PcrtE-trxValCopt

Producing

Yes

CnVS(D)

Rs241

pBBR-K-PcrtE-trxValCopt

Producing

No

CnVS

Rs241

pBBR1MCS-2

No

No

MCS

Rs241

pBBR1MCS-2

No

Yes

MCS(D)

Rs241

pBBR1MCS-2

0.4mM valencene in
dodecane

Yes

MCS(val)

Table 5.3 Growth conditions for RNA-seq experiment
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5.2.6 RNA-seq analysis and data processing
Isolated RNA was sequenced on an Illumina NextSeq 550. The reference
genome used for the RNA-seq mapping is Cereibacter sphaeroides
2.4.1 (previously annotated as Rhodobacter sphaeroides 2.4.1), assembly
GCA_000012905.2, comprising of 7 replicons (Table 5.4). Kallisto36 was used to
map reads to the genome and transcript levels were quantified as TPM values
(transcript per million) based on Kallisto pseudoalignments. Around 100
million reads per sample from RNA sequencing were mapped36. Only
5-10% of the reads in each sample mapped to genes, while the remaining
reads mapped to ribosomal RNA, indicating that the ribosomal depletion
step was not successful. Only reads which did not map to ribosomal RNA
were considered in further analysis steps, resulting in 3-10 million reads
per sample. Counts were processed in the SLEUTH37 RNA-seq differential analysis
framework to determine differential transcript expression between samples. Principal
component analysis (PCA) was performed using SLEUTH. The Galaxy web tool was

used for the generation of heatmaps and data visualization38,39. Data was
plotted using the Z-score calculated on the average TPM values per gene
for each condition using the formula:

Here, “g” represents the specific gene in analysis for each experimental
condition. STRING40 was used to predict functional interaction networks
for genes of interest; these were visualized using Cytoscape41.

5.2.7 RT-qPCR analysis of DEGs
To verify results obtained with RNA-seq analysis, primers were designed
to amplify a selected subset of genes (Table S5.2). 500ng RNA was used for
cDNA synthesis. iScript cDNA synthesis kit (Biorad), was used, following
the manufacturer protocol. For qPCR reaction, qPCRBIO SyGreen Blue
Mix Lo-Rox (Sopachem) was used. Forward and reverse primers were
used at a final concentration of 400nM, while cDNA was diluted at 1:4 or
1:8, for a final reaction volume of 10µL. Primers were tested using a cDNA
pool in dilutions 1:4, 1:8, 1:16, 1:32 and 1:64. The relative expression level
was calculated using the 2-ΔΔCt method42 and rpoD (RSP_0395) was used as
reference gene. The log10 of the 2-ΔΔCt was calculated for a clearer graphical
representation.
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5.2.8 Conjugation and plasmid curation
Wild type Rs241 was inoculated from glycerol stocks or from RS102 agar
plates in 10 mL RÄ medium and grown for 48 hours at 30°C and 200 rpm.
OD600 was measured and a volume corresponding to OD600 0.1 was
inoculated in 10 mL fresh RÄ medium. Cells were harvested after 24 hours,
at an OD600 of 3. In parallel, E. coli S17-1 harbouring the plasmid of interest
was grown overnight at 37°C, 200 rpm in LB medium supplemented with
50µg/mL kanamycin. E. coli S17-1 was then inoculated in fresh LB medium
with kanamycin and grown until the OD600 reached 1. Cultures were
washed twice with 1 mL RÄ medium, mixed with Rs241 at a ratio of 1:1
and centrifuged for 1 minute at maximum speed. 100µL RÄ was added to
the pellet and the suspension was transferred to a 0.22 µm 47 mm diameter
nitrocellulose filter disc (Sigma-Aldrich) on a PY plate and incubated at
28°C for 6 hours. The conjugation mixture was resuspended in 2 mL RÄ,
then 100µL were plated on RÄ plates supplemented with kanamycin
and incubated at 30°C for 3 days or until colonies appeared. Colonies
were picked and plated on a new RÄ plates with kanamycin for strains
harbouring pBBRMCS-2 and pBBR-K-PcrtE-trxValCopt, or on RÄ plates
without antibiotics for knockout constructs. Colonies were further plated
on RS102 medium until no E. coli was present. Colony PCR was performed
to confirm the absence of E. coli.

5

KO colonies were verified via PCR and inoculated in parallel in RS102
medium with and without antibiotics. Colonies that were only able to
grow without antibiotics were considered cured of the plasmid. A second
round of conjugation was performed on the obtained KO to introduce
pBBRMCS-2 and pBBR-K-PcrtE-trxValCopt.

5.2.9 GC-MS analysis of valencene produced
The valencene in the dodecane layer was quantified by GC-MS analysis, as
previously described43. Briefly, a 7980A GC system combined with a 597C
inert MSD detector (70eV) (Agilent Technologies, The Netherlands) was
used. The system is equipped with a 7683 auto-sampler and injector and
a Phenomenex Zebron ZB-5ms column of 30 m length x 0.25 mm internal
diameter and 0.25 μm stationary phase, with a Guardian precolumn (5 m).
For each sample, 1µL of sample was injected. The injection chamber was
set at 250 °C, injection was splitless, and the ZB5 column was held at 55 °C
for 2 minutes. A gradient of 10 °C per minute to 300 °C was then started.
Peaks were detected in the chromatograms of total ion count. Valencene
was identified and quantified by comparing the sample peak with a
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valencene standard (80% purity, Isobionics, The Netherlands). The data
obtained were expressed as corrected area units. The average and standard
deviation of the replicates were calculated using Microsoft Excel functions.

5.2.10 HPLC analysis of isoprenoids
Rs241 cultures for HPLC analysis were grown following the same growth
conditions described above. Samples were taken at 48 and 72 hours.
Cultures were centrifuged in 50 mL Greiner tubes and washed twice with
milliQ water to remove traces of culture medium. 12 mL disposable glass
tubes with screwcap (DWK life science) were weighted and used for the
extraction. The biomass was suspended in 500 µL milliQ and transferred to
the glass tubes, frozen in liquid nitrogen and lyophilized for 48 to 72 hours.
The biomass was weighted before starting the extraction.
Extraction and analysis of non-polar metabolites was performed as described
by Fraser et al. (2000)44 and Bino et al. (2005)45 with modifications. 4.5 mL
extraction solvent, methanol/chloroform 5:4 containing 0.1% butylated
hydroxytoluene (BHT), containing 0.3 µg/mL Sudan 1 as internal standard
was supplement to the freeze-dried biomass in glass vials. After 10 min
incubation on ice and 10 min sonication, 2.5 ml Tris-HCl pH7.4 was added
and incubated on ice for 10 min after vortexing. Phases were separated by
centrifugation at 1800 rcf for 10 min and 1.8 ml of the chloroform phase
transferred to a new 12 mL glass vial. The extraction was repeated twice
with 1 ml of chloroform containing 0.1% BHT and the 3.8 ml collected
chloroform evaporated in a heating block at 35 °C under a nitrogen stream.
Dried pellets were solubilized in 500 µl ethyl acetate containing 0.1% BHT
and centrifuged at max speed for 10 minutes. 2 mL amber crimp vials were
used for the HPLC analysis and 10 µl injected for HPLC-PDA analysis.
Relative and absolute quantification of isoprenoids was performed using
a E2695 Separations module (Waters) with a YMC Carotenoid column
(4.6 mm ID, S-5µm, 250 x 4.6 mm) and pre column and Waters 2996 PDA
module. The column and autosampler were maintained at 35 °C and 15 °C,
respectively. A flowrate of 1 mL/min was maintained using mobile phases
consisting of methanol (A), t-butyl-methyl-ether (B), and methanol:water
4:1 with 0.2 % ammonium acetate (C). Isocratic elution with 95% A and
5% B was maintained for 12 min where after a linear gradient was used
increasing from 80% A, 15% B, and 5% C to 30% A, 65% B, and 5% over 18
min whereafter it was maintained for 10 min and returned to 95% B and 5%
C in 1 min and maintained for 4 min. Data analysis was performed using
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Empower 3 software (Waters). Area units were corrected for biomass dry
weight used for extraction.
Corrected area units were calculated as

where y = corrected area units; A = peak area; d = dilution; z = mg dry
weight (biomass). When possible, µg of compound per mg dry weight
were calculated as:

where x = µg compound/mg dry weight and m = slope of standard curve.
The factor (y/m) is divided by 2 as the standards were diluted in 1mL
whereas the samples were diluted in 0.5 mL. Standard curves for the
different compounds were obtained using:

5

•

Coenzyme Q10 (CoQ10) (≥98%, Acros Organics), retention time ~23.4
minutes and a maximum absorbance at 270 nm;

•

β-Carotene (≥95%, Sigma Aldrich), retention time of ~28.3 minutes and
maximum absorbance between 466nm and 497 nm;

•

Bacteriochlorophyll a from Rhodopseudomonas sphaeroides (Partially
purified, Sigma Aldrich), retention time ~13.03 minutes, absorbance
peaks at 395nm, 441nm, 685 nm.

Different dilutions were used for the different compounds (Table S5.3).
Average and standard deviation were calculated for replicates. Compounds
produced in Rs241 were identified based on the standards available.
Calculation of mass produced per dry weight of biomass (µg / mg dw) was
obtained using the standard curves reported in Table S5.3 for CoQ10 and
chlorophylls. The standard for carotenoids was used for identification but
not for quantification, as the standard curve was not linear. Sphaeroidene
and sphareoidenone were identified by comparing with the compounds
described by Ashikhmin et al. (2017)46.
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5.3 Results
In this study we identified differentially expressed genes (DEGs) in wild
type Rs241 between different growth conditions. We studied variation in
gene expression between Rs241 producing valencene and Rs241 harbouring
an empty vector. Five conditions were tested: Rs241 + pBBR-K-PcrtEtrxValCopt with and without n-dodecane as second phase, indicated as
CnVS(D) and CnVS respectively; Rs241 + pBBR1MCS-2 with and without
n-dodecane, indicated as MSC(D) and MCS; and Rs241 + pBBR1MCS-2
with 0.4mM valencene in n-dodecane, MCS(val) (Table 5.3). MCS, MCS(D)
and MCS(val) were considered control conditions and the differential
expression is always intended between CnVS, CnVS(D) and all the other
conditions.
In order to assess the consistency of the growth of Rs241 in the different
conditions, the optical density at 600nm absorbance (OD600) was
measured through 72h growth. No major difference was observed between
the growth curves of strains (Figure 5.1A). The production of valencene in
the dodecane fractions was measured with GC-MS. At 48 hours growth,
the production of valencene appears to reach its plateau (Figure 5.1B),
although the OD600 measured showed biomass still increasing at 72 hours.
With these data, we decided to use the 30 hours timepoint for the sampling
of the RNA for expression analysis.
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Figure 5.1 (A) Growth curve expressed in optical density absorbance at 600nm (OD600)
and (B) valencene production of Rs241 in different growth conditions, expressed in corrected
area units (Au). The exponential growth phase is still active at 30h, while the production of
valencene reaches its plateau at 48h.
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5.3.1 Gene expression analysis
RNA-seq data were mapped to the Cereibacter sphaeroides 2.4.1 reference
genome. 3-10 million reads per sample mapped to genes (Table 5.4).
Expression was quantified and differential expression between samples
was assessed37 (Tables S5.4, S5.5). By comparing gene expression data
between CnVS samples and MCS samples, we observed that, in CnVS(D)
and CnVS, 86 genes of the 113 on plasmid D do not appear to be expressed
in the CnVS strain, as no transcript mapped to those genes (Table S5.6). To
avoid these genes dominating the Principal Component Analysis (PCA),
masking the relevant differences in other genes, we decided to not include
them in the analysis. The PCA showed that sample replicates generally
had less variation in expression compared to different sample groups,
providing confidence in the results (Figure 5.2). The main direction of
variation (PC1) related to production of valencene, as samples CnVS and
CnVS(D) can be found on the left side of the graph, separated from MCS,
MCS(D) and MCS(val). PC2 appeared to relate to the presence of dodecane,
as a separation can be observed between samples CnVS(D), MCS(D) and
MCS(val), positioning in the top half of the graph, while CnVS and MCS
positioned in the bottom half.

5

R. sphaeroides genomic
elements

RefSeq

GenBank

Chromosome 1

NC_007493.2

Chromosome 2
Plasmid A

Length (bp)

Genes

DEGs

CP000143.2

3188524

3052

54

NC_007494.2

CP000144.2

943018

849

47

NC_009007.1

DQ232586.1

114045

103

4

Plasmid B

NC_007488.2

CP000145.2

114179

104

7

Plasmid C

NC_007489.1

CP000146.1

105284

107

2

Plasmid D*

NC_007490.2

CP000147.2

100827

113

2

Plasmid E

NC_009008.1

DQ232587.1

37100

41

2

Total

4369

98

*86 not expressed in CnVS and CnVS(D)

Table 5.4 Genomic organization of R. sphaeroides, including RefSeq and GenBank
numbers, genomic length, number of genes and identified DEGs.

Gene expression was compared between all conditions and the log fold
change was calculated (Table S5.4). Genes were considered differentially
expressed between any two experimental conditions when the calculated
log fold change was higher than 1.2 or lower than -1.2, with a false discovery
rate (FDR) lower than 0.05. With this threshold, we identified 98 DEGs
(Table S5.5).
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We observed that 9 genes were differentially expressed between MCS and
MCS(D), while only 6 genes were differentially expressed between CnVS
and CnVS(D), indicating that the presence of dodecane does not strongly
impact the gene expression in Rs241 (Table S5.4). We identified four
patterns of differential expression through the different conditions: genes
upregulated in both CnVS(D) and CnVS (Figure 5.3A); downregulated
in both CnVS(D) and CnVS (Figure 5.3B); upregulated only in CnVS
(Figure 5.3C); and upregulated only in CnVS(D) (Figure 5.3D). Among
the genes upregulated in CnVS(D) and CnVS (Figure 5.3A), thioredoxin
A (trxA, RSP_1529) and the NADP-dependent isocitrate dehydrogenase
(icd, RSP_1559, EC 1.1.1.42) displayed strong regulation (Figure S5.1).
The upregulation of RSP_1442, a carbohydrate ABC transporter substratebinding protein (CUT1 family), might have a role in improving glucose
supply47.

PC2 (26.94%)

40000

Legend

CnVS(D)
CnVS
MCS(D)
MCS
MCS(val)

0

−40000

−80000

−40000

0

40000

PC1 (41.78%)

Figure 5.2 PCA plot of RNA-seq results. PC1 represents the presence of the valencene
synthase (CnVS), showing a clear separation of the stains producing valencene (CnVS
and CnVS(D)) and the non-producing controls. PC2 represents the presence of dodecane,
showing separation between the samples grown with dodecane (CnVS(D), MCS(D) and
MCS(val)) and the samples grown without dodecane (CnVS and MCS). The percentage of
variance is reported for PC1 and PC2.
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5.3.2 Identification of transcriptional regulators associated with
DEGs

5

The analysis of the DEGs was mainly focused on the identification of TRs
that may be involved in the sensing of valencene. We hypothesized that
TRs might be involved in the regulation of the neighbouring operons
containing the DEGs. Therefore, our attention was directed towards the
TRs localised in the neighbourhood of the identified DEGs We identified
7 TRs neighbouring clusters of DEGs (Table S5.7). One of the identified
transcriptional regulators, RSP_1297, is associated with an operon
downregulated in CnVS(D) and CnVS compared to all other conditions
(Figure 5.3B). RSP_1297 is annotated as a LysR-family TR, but it has not
been yet characterized. It co-localizes with four genes that are potentially
involved in the degradation of amino acids such as valine, leucine and
isoleucine and fatty acid degradation, among other metabolic pathways
(Table 5.5). RSP_1297 is localized upstream of the operon, on the
complementary strand (Figure 5.4A). Functional interactions of RSP_1297
were predicted with STRING40 (Figure 5.4B), and we observed that
RSP_1297 is predicted to interact with another LysR family TR, RSP_2965.
Any co-expression of RSP_1297 and RSP_2965 could not be observed in
our analysis: RSP_2965 was not observed to follow the same expression
pattern as RSP_1297 in CnVS and CnVS(D) (Figure S5.2). We propose for
RSP_1297 the name of IlvR for its association with genes involved in the
degradation of valine, leucine and isoleucine48.
A second transcriptional regulator, RSP_3339, co-localizes and co-expresses
with an operon showing upregulation uniquely in CnVS (Figure 5.3C).
This operon is predicted to encode for the ABC spermidine/putrescine
transporter (Figure 5.4C), while RSP_3339 is annotated as a GntR-family TR.
The interactions of RSP_3339 were predicted with STRING, which yielded
10 genes, including the 4 in its genomic neighbourhood (Figure 5.4D).
Four more GntR family TRs are indicated as co-occurring based on the
STRING network. However, in the RNA-seq analysis, we did not observe
any differential expression for any of these TRs; we therefore focused
our attention on RSP_3339. Because of its proximity to the spermidine/
putrescine ABC transporter genes, we decided to name it “putrescine/
spermidine transporter regulator”, PstR.
To confirm the expression data, we chose two genes adjacent to each of
the TRs and tested their expression by RT-qPCR. For IlvR (RSP_1297),
RSP_1294, RSP_1295 were tested, and for PstR (RSP_3339), RSP_3336 and
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A

Upregulated in CnVS and CnVS(D)

Z-score

RSP_2061

B

Downregulated in CnVS and CnVS(D)
RSP_1613
RSP_1614
RSP_1615
RSP_1631
RSP_1632
RSP_1633
RSP_1635
RSP_1636
RSP_1637
RSP_1638
RSP_1639
RSP_6012
RSP_6086
hupK (RSP_0504)
RSP_1292
RSP_1293
RSP_1294
RSP_1295
RSP_1297
dadA (RSP_3113)
RSP_3323
metH (RSP_3346)
RSP_3347
DUF982
cysP (RSP_3697)
cysW (RSP_3699)
RSP_7385
RSP_4245

Z-score

RSP_2059
RSP_2750 −1.5 0 1

−1 0 1

RSP_0947
RSP_1442
RSP_2062
RSP_2057
RSP_2058
RSP_1649
trxA (RSP_1529)
RSP_2292
RSP_6230
RSP_7661
icd (RSP_1559)
RSP_2063

C
Z-score

−1 0 1

Upregulated in CnVS

D
RSP_1643 Z-score
RSP_3334
RSP_3335
RSP_3336
RSP_3337 −1.5 0 1
RSP_3338
RSP_3339
RSP_3457
RSP_3458
RSP_3459
RSP_3460
RSP_3461
RSP_3462
RSP_3463
RSP_3464
RSP_3465
RSP_6187
RSP_7609
RSP_3648
RSP_3948
RSP_3946
RSP_3945
frlC (RSP_3944)
yurO (RSP_3941)

Upregulated in CnVS(D)
RSP_1640
RSP_1641
RSP_1651
RSP_1652
RSP_2055
RSP_2056
RSP_2064
RSP_2291
RSP_2760
RSP_6248
RSP_7542
RSP_0532
radC (RSP_1171)
flgA (RSP_1325)
RSP_3630
Rsph17029_4177
flaF (RSP_3879)
RSP_3921
RSP_6013

Figure 5.3 Heatmaps of DEGs. The heatmaps are obtained using the Z-scores calculated
for each condition compared to the others. (A) Genes upregulated in CnVS and CnVS(D).
trxA and icd can be found in this heatmap. (B) Genes downregulated in CnVS and CnVS(D).
The operon containing RSP_1297 (LysR-family TR) is found in this heatmap (black box).
(C) Genes upregulated only in CnVS. The operon containing RSP_3339 (GntR-family TR)
is found here (black box). (D) Genes upregulated only in CnVS(D).
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RSP_3337. The qPCR results confirmed that RSP_1294 and RSP_1295 were
downregulated in CnVS and CnVS(D) (Figure 5.5A-B, D-E), while RSP_3336
and RSP_3337 were selectively upregulated only in CnVS (Figure 5.6A-B,
D-E). As these transcriptional regulators appeared to be involved in the
different gene expression when valencene was produced, we decided to
investigate their role in the regulation by generating KO of RSP_1297 and
RSP_3339 in Rs241.

5

Gene ID

Gene name

Symbol

EC number

Metabolic pathways

RSP_1292

Putative Aldehyde
dehydrogenase

ALDH

EC 1.2.1.3

Glycolysis/Gluconeogenesis,
Fatty acid degradation, Amino
acid metabolism, Limonene
and pinene degradation

RSP_1293

ACP S-malonyltransferase

APC

EC 2.3.1.39

Fatty acid biosynthesis

RSP_1294

branched-chain alpha-keto
acid dehydrogenase E1
component

bkdA

EC1.2.4.4

Val, leu and ile degradation,
Propanoate metabolism

RSP_1295

Putative acyl-CoA
dehydrogenase: glutarylCoA dehydrogenase

gcdH

EC 1.3.8.6

Fatty acid degradation, Lys
degradation, Trp metabolism,
Benzoate degradation

RSP_1297

LysR family
transcriptional regulator

IlvR

RSP_3334

aspartate/glutamate
racemase family protein

hpxA

EC 5.1.99.3

Purine metabolism

RSP_3335

ABC transporter permease ABC.SP.P

RSP_3336

ABC spermidine/putrescine
ABC.
transporter, inner membrane
SP.P1
subunit

RSP_3337

extracellular solute-binding
ABC.SP.S
protein

RSP_3338

ABC transporter ATPbinding protein

ABC.SP.A

RSP_3339

GntR family
transcriptional regulator

PstR

RSP_3341

Rrf2 family transcriptional
regulator, nitric oxidesensitive transcriptional
repressor

nsrR

Table 5.5 Identified DEGs associated with TRs. Gene name, symbol, EC number (when
available) and metabolic pathways are reported.
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Figure 5.4 (A) Genomic organization of R. sphaeroides 241 RSP_1297 (IlvR) operon in comparison with the KO ΔIlvR obtained using the
CRISPR-Cas9 counter selection method; and (B) its STRING network. (C) Genomic organization of RSP_3339 (PstR) operon in comparison
with the KO ΔPstR obtained using the CRISPR-Cas9 counter selection method; and (D) its STRING network. Colours used for the genomic
organization are maintained in the STRING networks.
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Figure 5.5 RNA-seq and RT-qPCR analysis of IlvR-regulated genes (A-C) RSP_1294 and (DF) RSP_1295. (A;D) RNA-seq results for wild type Rs241 harbouring a valencene synthase
(CnVS) or an empty plasmid (MCS). (B; E) RT-qPCR results. (C; F) gene expression in wild
type Rs241 harbouring CnVS or MCS in comparison with KO strain ΔIlvR harbouring CnVS
or MCS. RNA-seq analysis revealed downregulation of (A) RSP_1294 and (D) RSP_1295
in wild type harbouring CnVS, both in presence and absence of dodecane. RT-qPCR results
(B; E) confirmed the result. For both (C) RSP_1294 and (F) RSP_1295 we observe a
further downregulation in the knockout strains compared to the wild type of both strains
harbouring CnVS and MCS. In all qPCR graphs, MCS (no dodecane) is used as control for
the calculation of the ΔΔCt, rendering its relative equal to 0.
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Figure 5.6 RNA-seq and RT-qPCR analysis of PstR-regulated genes (A-C) RSP_3336
and (D-F) RSP_3337. (A;D) RNA-seq results for wild type Rs241 harbouring a valencene
synthase (CnVS) or an empty plasmid (MCS). (B; E) RT-qPCR results. (C; F) gene
expression in wild type Rs241 harbouring CnVS or MCS in comparison with KO strain ΔPstR
harbouring CnVS or MCS. RNA-seq analysis revealed upregulation of (A) RSP_3336 and
(D) RSP_3337 in wild type harbouring CnVS only in the absence of dodecane. RT-qPCR
results (B; E) confirmed the result. For both (C) RSP_3336 and (F) RSP_3337 we observed
upregulation in the knockout strains compared to the wild type of both strains harbouring
CnVS and MCS, in the absence of dodecane. The previously observed upregulation in
wild type CnVS was not observed in the second experiment. In all qPCR graphs, MCS (no
dodecane) is used as control for the calculation of the ΔΔCt, rendering its relative equal to
0.
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5.3.3 Generation of Rs241 knock out strains
To knock out genes RSP_1297, RSP_3339 and RSP_1559 from Rs241, and
obtain KO strains ΔIlvR, ΔPstR and Δicd respectively, we employed the
Rhodobacter optimized Cas9 counter selection method7 (Figure 5.4). We
aimed to remove the entire open reading frame of each gene. The KO
strains were verified by PCR (Figure 5.7) and sequencing, confirming the
deletion of the genes as described in the Materials and Methods. While we
could obtain ΔIlvR and ΔPstR, we could not obtain a viable KO strain for
Δicd.

5.3.4 Gene expression in ΔIlvR and ΔPstR

5

Both ΔIlvR and ΔPstR strains were transformed with the pBBR-K-PcrtEtrxValCopt plasmid and with the pBBR1MCS-2 plasmid. With these
strains, the effect of valencene synthase expression on operon gene
expression was tested (Table 5.6). Strains were cultivated under the same
conditions previously applied for the RNA-seq analysis, and all six strains
were cultivated with and without n-dodecane. Samples were harvested
at 30 hours of growth, for comparison with the data obtained through
the RNA-seq analysis. For ΔIlvR, we tested expression of RSP_1294 and
RSP_1295; for ΔPstR, we tested RSP_3336 and RSP_3337, as previously
done to confirm the RNA-seq data. For the operon associated with IlvR, we
observed for both ΔIlvR:CnVS and ΔIlvR:MCS a lower expression of genes
RSP_1294 and RSP_1295, compared to the wild type strains harbouring
CnVS or MCS (Figure 5.6C). This result suggests that IlvR acts as a
transcriptional activator of these genes. For the gene associated with PstR,
we observed an upregulation in both ΔPstR:MCS and ΔPstR:CnVS (Figure
5.6F) in the absence of dodecane, indicating that this TR might act as a
repressor. However, we could not observe selective upregulation of both
RSP_3336 and RSP_3337 in wild type harbouring CnVS. Thus, these newly
grown cultures did not confirm the result obtained with the RNA-seq.
Therefore, the characterization of RSP_3339, and its role in the regulation
of the expression of the neighbouring operon requires further experiments.

5.3.5 Bacterial growth and valencene production
To characterize the KO strains and the effect of the deletions on the bacterial
growth, we performed a 72-hours fermentation experiment, measuring the
OD600 at 24, 30, 48 and 72 hours. We observed that, at 72 hours, the OD600
of ΔIlvR:CnVS was about 40% of the OD600 of Wt:MCS and Wt:CnVS.
Interestingly, ΔIlvR:MCS did not show such difference in OD600, showing
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a growth curve comparable to those of Wt:MCS and Wt:CnVS (Figure
5.8A).
The amount of valencene present in the dodecane was investigated by GCMS analysis. Despite the lower OD600, the production of valencene was
higher in ΔIlvR CnVS compared to Wt:CnVS (Figure 5.8B). By normalizing
the valencene production for the OD600, we found that production of
valencene in ΔIlvR:CnVS is about 3.4 times higher than the production
in Wt:CnVS (Figure 5.8C). In contrast, for ΔPstR:CnVS we observed no
significant differences in growth compared to Wt:CnVS, while valencene
production was about 30% lower compared to Wt:CnVS.
1kb plus

1

2

3

4

5

2000
1500
1000

Figure 5.7 PCR verification of KO strains. From left to right: (1) negative control; (2) wild
type Rs241 using primer pair LYS310 and LYS311 (Table S5.1); (3) KO ΔIlvR using same
primers as (2). (4) wild type Rs241 using primer pair GNT308 and GNT309 (Table S5.1);
(5) ΔPstR using same primers as (4). The smaller bands confirm the deletion of the genes
of interest (3 and 5).
Strain

Construct

Rs241

pBBR1MCS-2

Rs241

pBBR-K-PcrtE-trxValCopt

ΔIlvR

pBBR1MCS-2

ΔIlvR

pBBR-K-PcrtE-trxValCopt

ΔPstR

pBBR1MCS-2

ΔPstR

pBBR-K-PcrtE-trxValCopt

Valencene

Abbreviation

No

Wt:MCS

Producing

Wt:CnVS

No

ΔIlvR:MCS

Producing

ΔIlvR:CnVS

No

ΔPstR:MCS

Producing

ΔPstR:CnVS

Table 5.6 Sample table for characterization of KO strains ΔIlvR and ΔPstR.
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Growth Curves
Wt:MCS
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Figure 5.8 (A) Growth curves over 72 hours of wild type Rs241 and KO strain ΔIlvR
and ΔPstR. ΔIlvR:CnVS shows decreased growth compared to all other conditions. (B)
Valencene production in wild type Rs241 compared to ΔIlvR and ΔPstR, all harbouring
CnVS. ΔIlvR:CnVS shows increased production of valencene compared to both Wt:CnVS
and ΔPstR:CnVS, while ΔPstR:CnVS shows decreased production compared to Wt:CnVS.
(C) Normalized valencene production for the measured OD600.
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5.3.6 Isoprenoids production in ΔIlvR
A difference in colour between the pellets of Wt:CnVS, ΔIlvR:CnVS
and ΔIlvR:MCS was observed, possibly related to carotenoid and/or
chlorophyll content of the cells (Figure 5.9). To assess the production of
other isoprenoids in the different strains, we performed HPLC analysis of
samples at 48 and 72 hours (Figure 5.10). Production of CoQ10 was stable
in all samples (Figure 5.10A). Bacteriochlorophyll (BChl; retention time
~7.4 and 13.1 minutes) and bacteriopheophytin (Bphe; retention time ~16.0
and 18.4 minutes) (Figure 5.10B) showed higher abundance in Wt:MCS,
comparable abundance in Wt:CnVS and ΔIlvR:MCS, and a strongly
decreased abundance in ΔIlvR:CnVS. Carotenoids, sphaeroidenone a and
sphaeroidene b (Sph a, Sph b; retention time between 24.2 and 25.9) (Figure
5.10C) showed comparable abundance in Wt:CnVS and ΔIlvR:MCS, but
were significantly decreased in ΔIlvR:CnVS.

5.4 Discussion
R. sphaeroides is a widely studied microorganism, but the architecture
of its regulatory circuits is still largely unknown, especially with regard
to the effects of heterologous production of terpenes. In this study, we
investigated the effects of expression of a valencene synthase (CnVS)33 on
transcriptional networks with the aim of identifying TRs with potential
sensitivity to this sesquiterpene. N-dodecane is a rather commonly used
organic solvent for the extraction of hydrophobic compounds in biphasic
fermentations27,33. Nonetheless, gene expression was expected to be altered
by the presence of n-dodecane in the culture medium, and in the presence
of both n-dodecane and valencene. However, no obvious changes were
observed between wild type strains growing with or without n-dodecane,
nor between stains grown with n-dodecane and valencene.
In contrast, strong changes in transcription were observed when CnVS was
expressed in R. sphaeroides. In strains carrying CnVS, 86 genes belonging
to plasmid D appeared to be not expressed (Table S5.6). Possibly this
lack of expression is due to absence of part of this endogenous plasmid,
but this would need to be further confirmed. It is important to keep in
mind that, if pD is in fact largely absent, it might affect the transcription
or the regulation of other genes. A number of operons located on the
genome showed a different transcription pattern in the presence of CnVS.
Notably, trxA and icd were upregulated in the presence of CnVS. TrxA is
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A

Wt:CnVS

ΔIlvR:CnVS

B
ΔIlvR:CnVS

Wt:CnVS

ΔIlvR:MCS

Figure 5.9 (A) Bacterial pellets of Wt:CnVS compared to ΔIlvR:CnVS. Equal biomass
was used for the comparison. ΔIlvR:CnVS shows decreased pigmentation. (B) Isoprenoid
extraction using 100% methanol of Wt:CnVS compared to ΔIlvR:CnVS and ΔIlvR:MCS.
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Figure 5.10: HPLC analysis of isoprenoids in Rs241 strains. (A) Coenzyme Q10 (CoQ10) was
produced without major difference in both Wt and ΔIlvR strains. (B) Bacteriochlorophyll (BChl)
and Bacteriopheophytin (Bphe) were identified for all samples. Both Wt:CnVS and ΔIlvR:MCS
show a reduction in chlorophylls produced of about 50% of the Wt:MCS. ΔIlvR:CnVS shows
a production of chlorophylls reduced to about 10% of the Wt:MCS, with only traces of Bphe.
(C) Sphaeroidenone a (Sph a) and Sphaeroidene b (Sph b) were identified for all samples.
Product quantification was calculated using the standard curves (Table S5.3) for CoQ10
and chlorophylls. Graphs report the isoprenoid produced after 72 hours fermentation.
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an oxidoreductase and has an essential role in redox balance, causing a
lethal phenotype when deleted49,50. By regulating oxygen availability, it
is also responsible for the expression of the PS genes50. The upregulation
of this redox active protein in the presence of valencene suggests that the
synthesis of this sesquiterpene causes oxidative stress within the cell. Icd is
a well-known enzyme responsible for the decarboxylation of D-isocitrate to
2-oxoglutarate51. The upregulation of this enzyme might indicate a higher
metabolic pressure on the TCA cycle in the presence of CnVS. Furthermore,
upregulation of RSP_1442 supports a potentially higher intake of glucose
in the CnVS strain47. To verify this, growth and glucose consumption
should be measured over time for each strain. Previously, unsuccessful
attempts have been made to knock out trxA49, and in the current work we
did not succeed in knocking out icd. Possibly this could indicate that these
genes are essential for R . sphaeroides. However, Burger et al. (2017)52 did
observe transposon insertions in these genes, which could indicate that
the conditions they tested (aerobic growth in LB or SMM media) have a
different effect than the conditions applied by us for generating deletion
mutants by CRISPR-Cas9 technology.
In the genome of Rs241, 231 genes are annotated as TRs, of which 182 do
not belong to the sigma factor superfamily and 117 are predicted to have
a helix-turn-helix (HTH) DNA binding domain (DBD)53. Typically, these
TRs are constituted by a ligand binding domain (LBD) and the HTH DBD,
which make them good candidates for the development of biosensors,
using both the native TR32,54,55 or a chimeric TR56,57. In the current work,
5 TRs associated with differentially expressed operons were identified
(Table S5.7). Two of these TRs are annotated as LysR-family and one as
GntR-family.
IlvR (RSP_1297), which seems to be regulated by the presence of
valencene synthase, is a member of the LysR transcriptional regulatory
(LTTR) family. Members of this family have been described to act as both
transcriptional activators and repressors, and they often appear to rely on
co-inducers acting in a feedback loop for their regulatory activity58. Our
observations suggest that in Rs241, IlvR acts as a transcriptional activator
of the neighbouring operon, containing predicted ALDH (RSP_1292), ACP
(RSP_1293), bkdA (RSP_1294) and gdcH (RSP_1295) (Figure 5.11A).
Interestingly, gene annotation indicates that two out of the four genes
(bkdA and ALDH) in this cluster encode enzyme activities involved in
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degradation of isoleucine, leucine, and valine; while the other two genes
(gcdH and ACP) potentially play a role in fatty acid metabolism. In
Pseudomonas putida, the operon containing the bkd genes is regulated by
the TR bkdR59. Similar genomic organization can be found in Pseudomonas
aeruginosa PAO160 (Figure 5.11C), though bkdR is not member of the LysR
family. Phylogenetic studies of these gene operons throughout different
bacterial species would provide further insight into their roles in the
regulatory networks.

5

There is no obvious relationship between degradation of amino acids and
the production of terpenes, but downregulation of the putative Ilv operon
was observed when CnVS was present, suggesting that valencene or its
precursors might play a role in the regulation. We observed via qPCR
that both bkdA and gdcH appear to be downregulated in ΔIlvR strains
compared to the control, regardless of the presence of valencene (Figure
5.5). Furthermore, we observed that the production of valencene was
increased in strain ΔIlvR CnVS, while production of biomass was reduced
(Figure 5.8), and formation of carotenoids and chlorophylls was strongly
suppressed (Figure 5.10). These results suggest that in the absence of a
functional regulation of bkdA and gdcH, a stronger substrate competition
for the production of isoprenoids might be present. The next step to
characterize the possible interaction of IlvR with valencene would be to
express IlvR in a heterologous system in association with a reporter gene
and test its response to different ligands, as described by De Paepe et al.
(2018)54.
Since valencene is not normally produced in R. sphaeroides, the
physiological role of the operon regulated by IlvR remains elusive. Some
connection between the metabolism of terpenes and branched chain
amino acids has been observed in Pseudomonas species, which are known
to utilize monoterpenes as carbon source. Gene clusters involved in the
degradation of valine, leucine and isoleucine, such as LiuABCDE in
Pseudomonas aerigunosa PAO161, are homologous to clusters involved in
acyclic monoterpene degradation, such as AtuABCDEF62,63 (Figure 5.11DE, Table S5.8). These operons are regulated by TetR/AcrR-family TRs,
LiuR and AtuR respectively. Mutagenesis studies of the genes belonging to
these operons showed that both atu and liu are involved in the catabolism
of acyclic monoterpenes and leucine. The presence of all genes in these
operons seem to be necessary for the growth on citronellol and leucine,
indicating a concerted mechanism of degradation62. This suggests that the
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TRs may recognize citronellol or one of the degradation products as ligand,
although possibly not exclusively.
The liuE gene encodes the 3-hydroxy-3- methylglutaryl-coenzyme A lyase
(HMG-CoA lyase), which catalyses the cleavage of HMG-CoA to acetylCoA and acetoacetate and is one of the key enzymes for the utilization of
leucine and acyclic monoterpenes as carbon sources61. In R. sphaeroides the
HMG-CoA lyase hmgE gene (RSP_2510) is also present, and the genomic
organization is similar to the one of P. aeruginosa LiuABCDE. The operon
containing the LiuABCDE homologous genes (RSP_2506, RSP_2508-2511,
Figure 5.11B) in R. sphaeroides is associated with a CreA-family protein
(RSP_2505), which may be involved in the regulation of this operon. The
function of CreA-family proteins is still relatively unknown, but it has been
shown that they act as TRs in fungi such as Aspergillus nidulans64,65. However,
in our analysis the genes belonging to this operon did not show differential
expression. Therefore, a clear role of the identified IlvR-associated operon
in biochemical pathways associated to terpene metabolism cannot yet be
inferred from the identity of the genes.
One could still speculate on a role for IlvR gene regulation for terpene
metabolism. No genes encoding the enzymes for the degradation of
acyclic monoterpenes are found in R. sphaeroides. Nonetheless, the
bacterium is able to switch quickly between heterotrophic metabolism,
and photosynthesis, the latter requiring isoprenoids for chlorophyll and
carotenoid biosynthesis20. Possibly, IlvR plays a role in this switch, by a
mechanism similar to the mechanisms needed for monoterpene breakdown
in P. aeruginosa. There are substantial differences between the LiuR/AtuR
regulators and IlvR. While LiuR and AtuR are transcriptional repressors,
IlvR seems to act as a transcriptional activator. Hence, a deletion in LiuR/
AtuR would be expected to result in an increase of the expression of their
associated operons, increasing the degradation pathway. Conversely, a
deletion of IlvR would potentially result in a lack of leucine degradation,
and/or lack of degradation of the terpene biosynthesis intermediates. If
indeed the degradation of the terpene biosynthetic intermediates would
be hampered by deletion of IlvR, this could provide an explanation for the
observation that more valencene is produced by the ΔIlvR:CnVS strain. It
could also be the reason for this strain to stop growing in an earlier stage,
which could be the result of toxification of the culture by terpenes, or
by side products. Many sesquiterpene synthases are known to produce
monoterpenes and farnesol as side products5,43, which are known to be
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toxic, and could be substrates for this pathway. The role of this pathway
in the biosynthesis of carotenoids and chlorophylls is still unclear, since it
seems that the DXP pathway, delivering carbon for biosynthesis of these
molecules, is hardly affected, at least judged from the valencene titers.
More experiments need to be performed to elucidate the physiological
roles of these enzymes and their regulatory network.
The GntR family comprises TRs that control the expression of genes involved
in different metabolic processes, from amino acid metabolism to fatty acid
metabolism66–68. This TRs family takes the name from the first characterized
TR of this family, the repressor of the gluconate operon in Bacillus subtilis69.
While all TRs of this family show the characteristic N-term HTH domain,
the different sub-families have C-term LBD domains of different length,
depending on their ligand68. In this study, we identified a predicted GntRfamily transcriptional regulator (PstR, RSP_3339) associated with a gene
cluster responsible for the production of the putrescine/spermidine ABC
transporter (RSP_3335, RSP_3336, RSP_3337, RSP_3338). Polyamines such
putrescine and spermidine are essential for cell proliferation70 and have
been described to have a role in quorum sensing71 and biofilm formation72.

5

The RNA-seq results showed a selective upregulation of this gene cluster
in wild type CnVS. We hypothesized an involvement of valencene in the
regulation of this gene cluster as the selective upregulation in the absence of
n-dodecane might represent a longer dwelling of the produced valencene
in the culture environment. To test the role of RSP_3339 we generated a
KO strain, ΔPstR, and tested the expression of the gene cluster via qPCR
measurement of RSP_3336 and RSP_3337 transcripts. The results of this
experiment showed selective upregulation of both genes in the absence
of n-dodecane regardless of the presence of the valencene synthase, while
in the presence of n-dodecane we could not observe a definite pattern
(Figure 5.6). However, in this experiment, we could not reproduce the
results obtained in the RNA-seq analysis for Wt:CnVS, as we observed
no selective upregulation of either gene in Wt:CnVS. Therefore, while
the results obtained for ΔPstR strains suggest that PstR might act as a
repressor, the experiment would need to be repeated to gain confidence in
these results. Given the different behaviour of this operon in the presence
and absence of n-dodecane, we can hypothesize that PstR might not be the
only TR acting on it. The obtained results are therefore not sufficient for a
full characterization of this KO strain. We also observed that the growth of
ΔPstR strains was comparable to the Wt strains, while the production of
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Figure 5.11 Genomic organization of (A) R. sphaeroides 241 Ilv operon and (B) CreA
operon. The (C) bkdR operon from P. aeruginosa PAO1 contains homologous genes to the
bkdA in R. sphaeroides, regulated by the bkdR TR. The CreA operon in R. sphaeroides (B)
is homologous to the liu operon in P. aeruginosa PAO1 (D), which shows similarity to the atu
operon and contribute to the metabolism of acyclic monoterpenes and leucine.
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valencene was lower in ΔPstR:CnVS compared to Wt:CnVS (Figure 5.8).
As for IlvR, the heterologous expression of PstR is one of the next steps
necessary for the characterization of the TR and the identification of its
ligand. PstR might belong to the YtrA subfamily, as these TRs have been
described to be associated with ABC transporters73,74.
Since the DNA binding domain (DBD) of both TRs is only predicted, the
characterization of the TRs could be performed in two steps, by generating
chimeric proteins between a well characterized TR belonging to the
same family, and the TRs of interest, as proposed by De Paepe et al.57,75.
With this approach, it would be possible to separately the study of LBD
independently from its DBD and vice versa, tackling one problem at a
time. The identification of ligands for these TRs would open the possibility
to employ them as genetic biosensors for the compound of interest.

5.5 Conclusions

5

In this study we identified two TRs that are potentially involved in
the sensing of valencene. We generated KO strains of Rs241 and we
characterized them by following their growth and isoprene production in
the presence and absence of CnVS. Our results show an interesting change
in isoprenoids produced in the KO strain ΔIlvR that might represent a
potentially beneficial improvement for a sesquiterpene-producing strain.
It also shows how the prospects for the engineering of microbial platforms
might be hidden in unexplored regulatory networks. Understanding
the mechanisms of these networks is therefore an extremely promising
approach to follow for strain engineering. Furthermore, the identification
of TRs and their regulatory mechanisms can be the starting point for the
development of genetic biosensors based on the interaction of the TR of
choice and a reporter gene expressing an easily detectable protein, such
as the fluorescent proteins GFP or RFP. The challenge of discovering TRs
that bind the product of interest could also be bypassed by the directed
engineering of already characterized TRs and their LBD.
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Figure S5.1 RNA-seq results for trxA (A) and icd (D), confirmed by RT-qPCR analysis. Both
genes are upregulated in the presence of CnVS.
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Figure S5.2 RNA-seq results for (A) RSP_2965 and (B) RSP_1297. The histograms report
the TPMs for each gene. RSP_2965 does not show a significant expression difference
between different samples, while RSP_1297 shows downregulation in CnVS(D) and CnVS
compared to the other conditions.
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general primer for pBBR sequencing - RE downstream HR regions - can be used with all
the FW seq primers
colony PCR of pBBR_Cas9_ΔPstR constructs 3’ HR_UP_G
colony PCR of pBBR_Cas9_ΔPstR constructs
5’ - HR_DW_G

pBBR_Cas9
assembled
constructs
pBBR_Cas9
assembled
constructs
pBBR_Cas9_
ΔPstR
pBBR_Cas9_
ΔPstR
pBBR_Cas9_ΔIlvR
pBBR_Cas9_ΔIlvR

Fw

Re
Fw
Re
Fw
Re

colony PCR of pBBR_Cas9_ΔIlvR constructs 5’ HR_DW_L

colony PCR of pBBR_Cas9_ΔIlvR constructs 3’ HR_UP_L

Amplify homologous region DOWN for icd

Rs241

Re

50

Amplify homologous region DOWN for icd

Rs241

Fw

51

Amplify homologous region UP for icd

Rs241

Re

52

Amplify homologous region UP for icd

Rs241

Fw

50

Amplify homologous region DOWN for PstR

Rs241

Re

50

Amplify homologous region DOWN for PstR

Rs241

Fw

50

Amplify homologous region UP for PstR

Rs241

Re

50
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CAACCATTCGGGAGCCTCTC

CCGTCGCGTCGCTAGTGGTC

TCCGCGCCTTCTGTGCCGAC

GCGAGGTGCACGGACTCGC

GCGCTCATCTCGGTCAACTG

GTGCCCTCGTAGGTGTTCAC

AGGAGATCCGATGTCTCTCG

ICD307

ICD312

ICD313

GNT314

GNT315

LYS316

LYS317

20

20

20

19

20

20

20

20

Re

Fw

Re

Fw

Re

Fw

Re

Fw

ΔIlvR

ΔIlvR

ΔPstR

ΔPstR

Δicd

Δicd

pBBR_Cas9_Δicd

pBBR_Cas9_Δicd

Primer
Fw ID

FW348

FW325

FW340

FW337

FW333

FW319

FW365

RSP number

RSP_0395

144

RSP_1294

RSP_1295

RSP_3337

RSP_3338

RSP_1559

RSP_1529

GATTTCTGGGCCGAATGGTG

TGCGATCAAGCAGTATGGCG

CTCGGTGCTTGCCGTGATGA

AGCTATCGCGTGGCGCTCGA

TGAGGCCGTAGGAGACGTAG

CGGCGATGGAATTGTCGTTG

CGGTGGACAAGTTCGAATACC

Sequence

RE366

FW320

RE334

RE338

RE341

RE326

RE349

Primer Re
ID

GTTCTCGTCGACATTGACCTTC

CGTTCGGGCTCTTCCACATG

CGCCGTCCATGAACACGACC

CGCCGCATCGACCGTCATCT

CCGCGAGGAACAGACCGATC

CCCTGCCCTTCTTCTCGAAC

upregulated in CnVS and CnVS(D)

upregulated in CnVS and CnVS(D)

upregulated in CnVS

upregulated in CnVS

downregulated in CnVS and CnVS(D)

downregulated in CnVS and CnVS(D)

reference gene

Regulation

genomic primer ΔIlvR - 3’ of HR_DW_L

genomic primer ΔIlvR - 5’ of HR_UP_L

genomic primer ΔPstR - 3’ of HR_DW_G

genomic primer ΔPstR - 5’ of HR_UP_G

RE genomic primer icd - 3’ of HR.DW_D

FW genomic primer icd - 5’ of HR_UP_D

colony PCR of pBBR_Cas9_Δicd constructs - 3’
HR_UP_D
colony PCR of pBBR_Cas9_ΔicdR constructs 5’ HR_DW_D

GATCCACCAGGTCGCATAGG

Sequence

Table S5.2 Primer pairs used for RT-qPCR, include gene name and regulation observed in RNA-seq.

CTTCGCTCAGGCGCCGAGCG

5

ICD306
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6624109
3116832
1737040
1537763
630760
213256
36019

0.6

0.4

0.24

0.2

0.103

0.04

0.008
10157260.5

7868603 (CoQ10)

9570035 Coenzyme Q10

0.8

1

Area units

4310039
2293901
1225763
424219
88325
18329

0.4
0.2
0.1
0.04
0.008
0.0016
9837052.0

6356651

0.6

9624446 β-Carotene
8156247 (Ctr)

1

Area units
0.8

mg/mL

mg/mL

0.08

0.4

1

2

4

6

8

10

50

61291.4*

8751

36408.5

89467

162458

275274

373735

436392

498986

903001

Area units

Function

Transcriptional regulator, CRP/FNR family

Transcriptional regulator, TetR family

RSP number

RSP_1953

RSP_2853

Function
Cold-shock DNA-binding protein family
Multidrug (Bicyclomycin) efflux pump
Putative polyketide biosynthesis associated protein
Cation/multidrug efflux pump

Associated genes
RSP_1952
RSP_2851
RSP_2852
RSP_2854

Table S5.7 Transcriptional regulators associated with the DEGs. For each transcriptional regulator, the neighbouring operon is reported.

slope

(BChl a)

Bacteriochlorophyll a

mg/mL

Table S5.3 Standard curves used in HPLC product quantification. B-carotene slope was not used for quantification as it results to be non linear.
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LysR family transcriptional regulator

GntR family transcriptional regulator

RSP_3339

RSP_3464

Transcriptional regulator, LysR family

RSP_1297

5

146

ABC transporter related
Polar amino acid ABC transporter, inner membrane subunit ABC
transporter permease subunit Amino acid ABC transporter membrane
protein 1, PAAT family
Amino acid ABC transporter membrane protein 2, PAAT family

RSP_3459
RSP_3460

ABC transporter ATP-binding protein

RSP_3338

RSP_3458

extracellular solute-binding protein

RSP_3337

Amino acid ABC transporter substrate-binding protein, PAAT family

ABC transporter permease Binding-protein-dependent transport
systems inner membrane component ABC spermidine/putrescine
transporter, inner membrane subunit

RSP_3336

RSP_3457

ABC transporter permease

Putative acyl-CoA dehydrogenase E.C. 1.3.8.6)

RSP_1295

RSP_3335

branched-chain alpha-keto acid dehydrogenase E1 component
(E.C.1.2.4.4)

RSP_1294

aspartate/glutamate racemase family protein

Putative acyl-carrier protein

RSP_1293

RSP_3334

Putative Aldehyde dehydrogenase E.C. 1.2.1.3)

Cation/multidrug efflux pump

RSP_1292

RSP_2855

CHAPTER 5

Asp/Glu/hydantoin racemase Putative hydantoin racemase
Flavin_Reduct domain-containing protein

RSP_3463
RSP_3465

Gene name

147

ACP S-malonyltransferase

branched-chain alpha-keto acid dehydrogenase
E1 component

Putative acyl-CoA dehydrogenase: glutaryl-CoA
dehydrogenase

Transcriptional regulator, LysR family

RSP_1293

RSP_1294

RSP_1295

RSP_1297

Phosphoglycolate phosphatase

Putative CreA family protein

Isovaleryl-CoA dehydrogenase

RSP_2504

RSP_2505

RSP_2506

CreA operon Rhodobacter sphaeroides 2.4.1

Putative Aldehyde dehydrogenase

RSP_1292

IlvR operon Rhodobacter sphaeroides 2.4.1

Gene ID

EC:2.3.1.39
EC:1.2.4.4
EC:1.3.8.6

ACP
bkdA
gcdH

ivdH

CreA

gph

EC:1.3.8.4

EC:3.1.3.18

EC:1.2.1.3

ALDH

IlvR

EC number

Symbol

Val, leu and ile degradation, Propanoate
metabolism

Glyoxylate and dicarboxylate metabolism

Fatty acid degradation, Lys degradation,
Trp metabolism, Benzoate degradation

Val, leu and ile degradation, Propanoate
metabolism

fatty acid biosynthesis

Glycolysis/Gluconeogenesis, Fatty acid
degradation, Amino acid metabolism,
Limonene and pinene degradation

Metabolic pathway (KEGG)

Dihydropyrimidinase E.C. 3.5.2.2)

RSP_3462

Table S5.8 Comparison of homologous operons in R. sphaeroides 2.4.1 and P. aeruginosa PAO1

Predicted amidohydrolase Nitrilase/cyanide hydratase and
apolipoprotein N-acyltransferase N-carbamyl-D-amino acid
amidohydrolase N-carbamoyl-D-amino-acid hydrolase

RSP_3461
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Hydroxymethylglutaryl-CoA lyase

Methylglutaconyl-CoA hydratase

RSP_2510

RSP_2511

148

hypothetical protein

Citronellol/citronellal dehydrogenase

geranyl-CoA carboxylase subunit beta

citronellyl-CoA dehydrogenase

isohexenylglutaconyl-CoA hydratase

geranyl-CoA carboxylase subunit alpha

Short chain citronellol/citronellal dehydrogenase

citronellyl-CoA synthetase

PA2886

PA2887

PA2888

PA2889

PA2890

PA2891

PA2892

PA2893

hydroxymethylglutaryl-CoA lyase

3-methylcrotonyl-CoA carboxylase alpha subunit

methylglutaconyl-CoA hydratase

3-methylcrotonyl-CoA carboxylase beta subunit

isovaleryl-CoA dehydrogenase

LiuR transcriptional regulator

PA2011

PA2012

PA2013

PA2014

PA2015

PA2016

LiuR operon Pseudomonas putida PAO1

AtuR, TetR-family transcriptional regulator

PA2885

AtuR operon Pseudomonas putida PAO1

mccA

3-methylcrotonoyl-CoA carboxylase, alpha
subunit

RSP_2509

liuR

liuA

liuB

liuC

liuD

liuE

atuH

atuG

atuF

atuE

atuD

atuC

atuB

atuA

atuR

liuC

hmgL

mccB

Methylcrotonyl-CoA carboxylase beta chain

RSP_2508

OmpW

Putative outer membrane protein

5

RSP_2507

EC:1.3.8.4

EC:6.4.1.4

EC:4.2.1.18

EC:6.4.1.4

EC:4.1.3.4

EC:6.2.1.-

EC:6.4.1.5

EC:4.2.1.57

EC:1.3.99.-

EC:6.4.1.5

EC:4.2.1.17 / EC:4.2.1.18

EC:4.1.3.4

EC:6.4.1.4

EC:6.4.1.3 / EC:6.4.1.4

Val, leu and ile degradation

Val, leu and ile degradation

Val, leu and ile degradation

Val, leu and ile degradation

Valine, leucine and isoleucine
degradation; geraniol degradation;
butanoate metabolism

Geraniol degradation

Geraniol degradation

Geraniol degradation

Geraniol degradation

Geraniol degradation

Geraniol degradation

Geraniol degradation

Geraniol degradation

Geraniol degradation

Val, leu and ile degradation, Propanoate
metabolism

Val, leu and ile degradation; geraniol
degradation; butanoate metabolism

Val, leu and ile degradation, Propanoate
metabolism

Val, leu and ile degradation, Propanoate
metabolism

CHAPTER 5

Lrp/AsnC family transcriptional regulator,
leucine-responsive regulatory protein

2-oxoisovalerate dehydrogenase E1 component
alpha subunit

2-oxoisovalerate dehydrogenase E1 component
beta subunit

2-oxoisovalerate dehydrogenase E2 component
(dihydrolipoyl transacylase)

dihydrolipoamide dehydrogenase

PA2246

PA2247

PA2248

PA2249

PA2250

BkdR operon in Pseudomonas putida PAO1

EC:1.2.4.4
EC:1.2.4.4
EC:2.3.1.168

EC:1.8.1.4

bkdA1
bkdA2
bkdB

lpdV

bkdR

Glycolysis / Gluconeogenesis; Citrate
cycle (TCA cycle); Glycine, serine and
threonine metabolism; Valine, leucine
and isoleucine degradation; Lysine
degradation; Tryptophan metabolism;
Pyruvate metabolism; Glyoxylate and
dicarboxylate metabolism; Propanoate
metabolism

Val, leu and ile degradation, Propanoate
metabolism

Val, leu and ile degradation, Propanoate
metabolism

Val, leu and ile degradation, Propanoate
metabolism
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CHAPTER 6

I opened this thesis presenting two major challenges in the biotechnological
development of novel terpene synthases (TSs) for flavours and fragrances.
Efforts to characterize the enzyme responsible for terpene production date
back to the mid-1980s. In 1984, an extract of Salvia officinalis was obtained
for the first time that could convert farnesyl diphosphate (FDP) to the
sesquiterpenes humulene and caryophyllene1. This study led, in 1988, to the
purification, albeit partial, of two of the first plant sesquiterpene synthases
(STSs)2. In 1989, a trichodiene synthase from the pathogenic fungus Fusarium
sporotrichioides was characterized3 and expressed in E. coli4, yielding the first
sesquiterpene produced in a heterologous system. Production of terpenes
using microbial platforms provides an alternative to the exploitation of
natural resources to obtain plant specialized metabolites. Native plant
synthases often need optimization before being successfully implemented
in the microbial system and might require several rounds of mutagenesis
before reaching competitive amounts of compounds produced.
If on the one hand the need for highly efficient synthases requires the
generation of large libraries of mutant enzymes, on the other hand it is
crucial to implement reliable high-throughput screening (HTS) methods.
Due to a lack of efficient screening methods, the generation of smart
libraries by directed mutagenesis has often been preferred over large
libraries by random mutagenesis. The various approaches that have been
undertaken to tackle these challenges have been described in detail, and it
is clear that several methods have contributed extensively to progress in
the field. In the following sections I will discuss the results of this thesis
and how they contribute to current and future developments in the field.

6

6.1 Improving characterized enzymes by direct
mutagenesis
The first step to approach the challenge presented by the vast number of
uncharacterized sesquiterpene synthases (STSs) was to gather in a public
database all the relevant information available on the characterized plant
STSs. Although in the last 35 years numerous studies focused on the
characterization of natural STSs, there is still a large gap in the knowledge
of these enzymes. In Chapter 2 we describe the generation of a manually
curated database of characterized plant STS5 and report an initial number
of 262 characterized STSs, producing 117 different compounds in total.
By gathering these STSs, we observed that the sequence similarity is,
in most cases, driven by the phylogenetic relationship rather than the
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compound specificity. Considering the relatively small number of
characterized synthases available, we suggest that finding common
structural characteristics within the C-term domain is a promising starting
point for the prediction of the uncharacterized synthases. To date, the
database counts 307 enzymes covering 113 species and 117 sesquiterpene
produced6. The database presented in Chapter 2 can be easily extended to
other TS families or used as scaffold for other classes of enzymes producing
specialized metabolites.
Public databases of natural compounds such as COCONUT7,8 report over
350 compounds having the general formula for sesquiterpenes C15H24.
This infers that a large number of STSs remain uncharacterized, and their
products can only be obtained by extraction from the natural source or via
chemical synthesis, when possible. Characterizing such STSs is therefore
still relevant to expand the number of compounds available for microbial
production. Next to the inclusion of newly characterized synthases, a
useful addition to the database could be data on the mutagenesis studies,
including the change in product specificity and product profile obtained
in the mutants. Evidently, the characterization of natural synthases
represents the prelude for improving our knowledge of these enzymes,
offering opportunities for specific case studies. The case studies are
essential fragments of knowledge necessary to build accurate prediction
tools9. Several studies aim to contribute to the development of accurate
predictive tools based on machine learning9,10 and feature extraction11,12.
These tools, once trained on a reliable dataset, offer an initial screening
approach for the uncharacterized TSs and allow a preliminary selection
of native enzymes that might be of interest for characterization. The scope
of this thesis was however not to develop such tools, but to contribute to
build the fragments of knowledge.
As mentioned, a general study of structure-function relationships is bound
by the amount of information available on the characterized synthases.
Given that sequence similarity is high for synthases with different
product specificity in the same species, it is crucial to investigate the
effect of mutations in such synthases. The information obtained by these
mutagenesis studies not only provides insights on the function of the
specific residues in the cyclization cascade but can represent a starting point
for evolutionary studies as well. In Chapter 3 we performed mutagenesis
studies of two TSs from Cinnamomum camphora13. The characterization of
these TSs showed different product specificity despite the high sequence
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similarity. In particular, CiCaMS showed monoterpene synthase (MTS)
activity, producing myrcene, while CiCaSSy showed sesquiterpene
synthase (STS) activity, producing a blend of santalenes and bergamotenes.
We first addressed the 22 amino acid differences between these two TSs by
grouping them in discrete regions. Three of the regions were located in the
N-terminal end of the protein, while three more were in the C-terminal end.
After determining the regions crucial for sesquiterpene synthase activity by
generating hybrids between the two enzymes, we substituted each residue
in the region to assess its function. We showed that only six substitutions
were necessary to change the product profile and the synthase activity
of CiCaMS from monoterpene to sesquiterpene. No major changes were
observed when substituting the residues in the N-terminus, but profound
effects were obtained by substituting the residues in the C-terminus.

6

While the work performed elucidated the residues crucial for the function,
questions remain about the evolution of the synthases. It is known that,
in plants, MTSs are localized in plastids14,15 while STSs are normally
localized in the cytoplasm16. This different localization is related to two
aspects: the substrate production14,17 and the presence of a transit peptide18.
Although examples are known of STSs that also localize in the plastids19
and vice versa20, it is still widely recognized that the presence of a transit
peptide in the amino acid sequence is necessary for the plastid localization.
Furthermore, cleavage of the transit peptide is necessary for the correct
folding and functionality of the mature protein18,21,22. In fact, due to the
presence of the transit peptide, MTS genes encode usually for 600 to
650 amino acids, while STS genes encode for 530 to 600 amino acids23.
Interestingly, both CiCaMS and CiCaSSy encode for 553 amino acids,
suggesting that no transit peptide is present in these enzymes. The fact
that both enzymes were functional with no need to remove the first 5070 amino acid corroborates this hypothesis. In our work, we performed
transient expression of both CiCaMS and CiCaSSy in Nicotiana benthamiana
to characterize the production in plant. To assess the cellular localization
of the synthases, fusion enzymes containing GFP could be cloned and
transformed in N. benthamiana, and the transformed leaves analysed for
fluorescence by confocal microscopy.
We observed that CiCaMS and CiCaSSy have a higher sequence similarity
to other MTSs, such as the (-)-α-terpineol synthases from Cinnamomum
micranthum24 and Magnolia grandiflora25, than to other santalene synthases26.
This suggests that these enzymes might be phylogenetically more closely
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related to MTSs than STSs. These enzymes could in fact be MTSs that
permanently lost their transit peptide27. While retaining MTS activity, the
new cytosolic environment might have provided the conditions for the
establishment of STS activity. Understanding how these enzymes evolve
in nature contributes to direct enzyme engineering towards more strategic
approaches. In this framework, it would be valuable to perform directed
mutagenesis studies using the closely related (-)-α-terpineol synthases,
aiming to change substrate specificity by few directed substitutions, as
obtained for CiCaMS. A similar approach has been taken in the past to
investigate the phylogenetic relationships between synthases, yielding
relevant information on the structure-function relationships between the
catalytic site and the substrate28–30. Our results could provide a starting
point for determining the residues to address for mutagenesis in the
(-)-α-terpineol synthases. If the substrate specificity would indeed change
from GDP to FDP by few substitutions in the key residues identified in
the catalytic site, we would have further indication of the phylogenetic
relation of our enzymes to MTSs. Moreover, such results would contribute
to strengthen the knowledge on the residues crucial for STS activity and
would represent valuable information to integrate in a prediction tool.
When studying the properties of catalytic pockets, computational tools such
as Caretta11, Geometricus12 and CASTp31 can support protein engineering
by providing structural information.
By performing in vitro enzyme assays, we observed that both parental
enzymes and all hybrids were able to produce MTs (myrcene and
linalool) when supplied with GDP as substrate. Thus, unlike the STS
activity, no substitutions were detrimental for MTS activity. Several
promiscuous synthases have been identified to produce both mono- and
sesquiterpenes32–35. CiCaSSy could then be considered a promiscuous
synthase, although no linalool was detected when assayed in N. benthamiana.
This might be due to the overall higher abundance of FDP in the cytosol
or to the higher affinity of CiCaSSy for FDP. An analysis of the enzyme
kinetics in the presence of the two different substrates could help elucidate
this aspect28. The obtained hybrid would also provide useful insights on
substrate affinity when transformed in a plant system. The in vitro system
presents some advantages, such as being able to test the same samples with
different substrates and accurate quantification of the substrate used in the
reaction. However, it is important to remember that discrepancies could
be observed with the in vivo system due to the artificial conditions of the
assay. In these cases, the results validated in vivo should rather be preferred
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over the ones obtained in vitro, as they will be more representative of the
production system.

6.2 High throughput screening methods
If on the one hand directed mutagenesis is often a preferred approach for
changes in substrate and product specificity, the improvement of enzyme
activity is still bound to the generation of larger libraries of mutants. By
employing approaches such as site saturation mutagenesis36,37, the numbers
of enzyme mutants obtained often exceed the throughput capacity of the
methods available.

6.2.1 The challenge of implementing analytical techniques

6

While gas chromatography mass spectrometry (GC-MS) is still the preferred
technique for the characterization of the product profile of synthases, the
laborious sample preparation and the time required for analysis renders
the method low-to-medium throughput. Recent work by Leferink et
al. (2019)38 describes the development of an automated pipeline for GCMS-based analysis of MTS libraries. With this method, fully automated
screening was achieved by combining a miniaturized system using 96
deep-well plates for biphasic growth handled by a robotic platform, a GCMS compatible autosampler and automated data extraction scripts for
data analysis. The complexity of this system makes this a very specialized
approach, combining high-end analytical hardware with ad-hoc analytical
scripts. In Chapter 1 I provided an overview of the numerous studies aimed
to develop less complex, generalised HTS methods. These studies present
different approaches, from chemical-based enzyme assays using malachite
green (MG)39 or 2,2-diphenyl-1-picrylhydrazyl (DPPH)40 to synthetic
substrates such as vinyl methyl ether in combination with Purpald41.
While these methods have relatively broad applicability, they have limited
throughput because crude extracts or purified enzymes must be obtained
for the assays. As mentioned earlier, methods that rely heavily on in vitro
assays may produce results that are only partially representative of enzyme
performance in vivo. Therefore, it is important to develop downscaling
methods that are representative of industrial conditions in order to assess
the performance of synthases in vivo.
In Chapter 4 we explored the applicability of Proton Transfer Reaction
Mass Spectrometry (PTR-MS) as a HTS method for sesquiterpene synthase
mutants. PTR-MS has been widely employed for the detection of volatile
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organic compounds (VOCs) in very diverse fields, from air quality
control42–44 to food technology45–47 and medical diagnosis48–50. Another crucial
advantage of PTR-MS systems is the possibility to measure headspace in
real time, without disturbing the sample analysed51 and without the need
for an organic phase for extraction. This entails that the production of
VOCs can be tracked over a longer period of time for the same samples52,
allowing to collect time series data. Real-time analysis of the VOCs by PTRMS can be a powerful tool to understand enzyme kinetics and potentially
optimize the production conditions and the harvesting time.
In our work, we aimed to test the reliability of PTR-MS measurements in
a miniaturized fermentation system, employing 96 deep-well plates and
a small library of Callitropsis nootkatensis valencene synthase53 (CnVS)
mutants. We could demonstrate a good correlation between the valencene
produced by the control cultures grown in 20mL medium in flasks,
measured with GC-MS, and the samples grown in 96 deep-well plates,
measured with PTR-MS. The use of PTR-MS has proven valuable for the
detection of sesquiterpenes54 and it has been shown that it is possible to
identify different isomers based on different fragmentation patterns55,56,
as is usually the case for GC-MS analysis. However, the PTR-MS system
presents different challenges in this respect. First, because PTR-MS
measures in real time, and all compounds in the samples are measured at
the same time, it is not possible to determine a specific retention time for
the different compounds in a mixture. The principal component analysis
in PTR-MS is in fact based on the detection of compounds with different
masses45,57. Therefore, the presence of isomers will make identification
and accurate quantification in the presence of complex mixtures, such as
bacterial cultures, very challenging. Although extraction scripts could be
employed to attempt isomer quantification55, for the application of PTRMS as HTS method for STSs it is sufficient to obtain the total sesquiterpene
produced to identify the enzyme(s) with the highest activity, and
further proceed with characterization and validation using GC-MS as
complementary method58. A preliminary experimental validation of the
method with a second small library was performed using two mutants
of CiCaSSy described in Chapter 3. From our previous characterization,
we chose SSy_R2 as a higher performing enzyme and SSy_N267S for
its altered product profile. In Figure 6.1 we show a comparison of the
measurements of total sesquiterpenes obtained with GC-MS (Figure 6.1A)
and with PTR-MS (Figure 6.1B). While the correlation between GC-MS
and PTR-MS results was not as high as observed for CnVS mutants, it was
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Figure 6.1 Preliminary analysis using PTR-MS of a small mutant library derived from
CiCaSSy compared with GC-MS analysis. (A) The GC-MS analysis reveals the different
product profiles of mutant SSy_N267S compared to wild type CiCaSSy, while SSy_R2
shows overall higher activity. (B) The PTR-MS analysis shows similar profiles for the
different enzymes. Compared to GC-MS, a higher variation can be observed resulting
in a discrepancy between the production of sesquiterpenes detected in the 24-well plate
compared to the 96-well plate, especially for mutant SSy_N267S. However, PTR-MS is also
in this case useful to determine the higher performing enzyme.
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still possible to identify SSy_R2 as the best performing enzyme. Based on
the observations, SSy_N267S does not outperform CiCaSSy, although its
altered product profile might be of interest. This example is relevant as it
shows that it is possible to miss unexpected but desirable mutants. In such
cases, it could be advisable to include enzymes showing similar activity to
the wild type.
As pointed out above, using PTR-MS as a HTS method is preferable
when selecting for higher production, rather than for a different product
profile. This shortcoming can be overcome when purified standards of the
single compounds are available. As described by Misztal et al. (2012)55 for
monoterpenes, it is then possible to have a precise ratio of each protonated
ion associated with sesquiterpenes for each compound of interest.
Having these ratios, an extraction script could be employed to determine
the relative abundance of each different sesquiterpene in the samples.
However, as we suggest using GC-MS as complementary method after the
initial screening with PTR-MS, the assessment of the product profile might
be delayed to this second characterization. What is nevertheless essential
for the application of PTR-MS as a real HTS method is the implementation
of a dedicated autosampler and, to improve on precision and reduce the
chance of cross-contamination, the availability of a robotic liquid handling
platform to prepare the plates for screening, as described by Leferink et
al. (2019)38. Hence, our study provides a feasibility account and a starting
point for the implementation of PTR-MS as a novel method for HTS of STS
mutant libraries.
The development of HTS methods is a multidisciplinary endeavour. The
need to innovate and adapt available systems to answer new questions
requires open communication and collaboration between experts in
biology, analytical chemistry, and mechanical engineering. Once such
technologies are established, it would be beneficial to promote access for
external researchers to avoid wasting resources.

6.2.2 The study of regulatory circuits for high throughput
screening application
While the adaptation of available analytical techniques represents a
valuable resource for the development of novel generalized HTS methods,
the possibility to use genetic regulatory circuits to build compound-specific
biosensors is just as attractive. Unlike the analytical techniques described
above, that require a complex infrastructure of high-tech hardware and ad163
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hoc software, transcriptional biosensors can be developed and employed
with far less equipment. While final characterization of the identified
synthase would necessarily be performed with GC-MS, the selection
would require only the time necessary for the organism of choice to grow,
allowing a much higher throughput compared to any analytical technique.
In Chapter 4 we suggest that with an automated, fully optimized system,
the throughput of PTR-MS analysis could reach about 1,000 samples per
day. A biosensor based on individual colonies on agar plates could allow
for higher throughput, considering that each plate could contain 100 to 300
colonies and the plates could be measured for the fluorescence59. The only
limitation would then be the time needed to analyse the images obtained
with an on-plate reader. Systems have also been developed to select
colonies for fluorescence directly on-plate60, so that the most promising
ones can directly be isolated and characterization can continue. Libraries
of mutants transformed in biosensor cells can also be screened using
fluorescence activated cell sorting (FACS)61,62. This method virtually allows
the sorting of libraries containing millions of different clones per day,
based on the fluorescence emitted and has been widely applied for enzyme
development63–66. The development of a biosensor for sesquiterpenes
would therefore open the possibility to screen large libraries of mutants
using FACS.

6

The development of biosensors has however different complexities
compared to analytical methods. One of the main challenges is to obtain a
circuit that is specific and sensitive enough to concentration variations of
the ligand. This often requires several steps of fine-tuning the system itself,
followed by validation tests for the specific enzyme in analysis67. An elegant
example of development of a transcriptional biosensor, for naringenin, is
described by De Paepe et al. (2018)68. Naringenin is a trihydroxy flavanone
belonging to the flavonoid family and is found in a wide variety of plants.
The key element to develop such a biosensor is evidently the identification
of a native regulatory circuit containing the transcriptional regulator (TR)
sensitive to the compound of interest. To our knowledge, no TRs of the
helix-turn-helix (HTH) type have been identified in bacteria for being
sensitive to sesquiterpenes. A promising candidate was identified in
Corynebacterium glutamicum in a TetR-like TR associated with a putative
mmpL2 multidrug efflux pump69.
We investigated the function of this TR in a heterologous system, modelled
on the design proposed by De Paepe et al. (2018)68. Two complementary
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plasmids were generated following the detector/effector module system
(Figure 6.2A). By transforming the effector module in Escherichia coli alone,
we first tested the functionality of the Transcriptional Regulator Binding
Site (TRBS) in the absence of the regulator. Second, by combining the
two modules we attempted to test the interaction of the TRBS and the
TR (Figure 6.2C). With the native Corynebacterium glutamicum predicted
TRBS (Figure 6.2B) we could not obtain a functional construct in the E.
coli system, as no RFP was produced in the absence of the TR. A possible
explanation might be the lack of recognition of the exogenous TRBS by E.
coli. Recognition might be facilitated by adding extra ribosomal binding
sites in the proximity of the TRBS. Another approach could be to generate
chimeric TRs. Several studies have shown the possibility of engineering
the DNA-binding domains (DBDs) from a well characterized TR and
ligand binding domains (LBDs) from an uncharacterized TR70,71, with the
aim of identifying the ligand specificity of the uncharacterized TR72. This
approach may be supported by dedicated algorithms trained to predict
the most promising residues to use for the fusion of the two domains71.
We designed a chimeric TR using the DBDs from TetR (PDB ID: 3ZQI) and
CprB73 (PDB ID: 4PXI) and the LBD of Cg1053 in the attempt of identifying
the Cg1053 ligand.
In a preliminary experiment, the chimeric TR CprB-Cg1053 appeared
to be able to bind CprB TRBS, but we could not identify a ligand able to
release the TR and activate the transcription of RFP. Similarly, we tested
the design using the repressor of acyclic terpene utilization, AtuR from
Pseudomonas aeruginosa described by Förster-Fromme and Jendrossek
(2010)74. The expression of the atu gene cluster in P. aeruginosa is dependent
on the presence of acyclic monoterpenes in the medium, suggesting that
AtuR plays a role in the sensing of these compounds. When AtuR and its
TRBS were implemented in our biosensor constructs, we could observe
repressed expression of RFP. However, we could not induce the TR by
adding different acyclic monoterpenes to the medium. One explanation
could be the inability of the E. coli heterologous system to take up the
acyclic monoterpenes. Evidently, if the ligand is not transported inside of
the bacterial cell, the TR will not be able to bind it and release the TRBS. To
overcome this, it would be useful to test the biosensor construct in an E. coli
system producing acyclic monoterpenes.
These experiments represented a first approach to the development of a
biosensor for sesquiterpenes and require further work to be conclusive.
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Figure 6.2 Schematic overview of a genetic biosensor. (A) The general biosensor design
consists of two separate modules: the effector module, carrying the TRBS and the reporter
gene (RFP), and the detector module, carrying the TR under a constitutive promoter. To
test the functionality of the designed system, the E. coli TetR was used70 (PDB: 3ZQI). (B)
The biosensor design was used to test two candidates from literature: the Cg1053 TetR-like
regulator from C. glutamicum69 with its predicted TRBS and the AtuR monoterpene utilization
regulator from P. putida74 with its TRBS. TetR and CprB (PDB: 4PXI) from S. coelicolor73
were used for the generation of chimeric TRs, using their DNA binding domains (DBD)
in combination with the ligand binding domain (LDB) of Cg1053, to identify the ligand for
Cg1053. Models of the TRs structure were obtained using SWISS-MODEL108. (C) Graphic
representation of the functional mechanism of the genetic biosensor. In the studied cases,
the TRs act as repressors, and no reporter gene is expressed in the absence of ligand.
Conversely, in the presence of ligand, the reporter gene is expressed. When the ligand is
produced endogenously, the response of the biosensor is expected to be concentrationdependent, resulting in colonies of different colours depending on the efficiency of the
enzyme producing the ligand.
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However, both Cg1053 and AtuR do not seem to be able to bind
sesquiterpenes as ligands. We therefore approached this challenge from
a different perspective, aiming to identify sesquiterpene-specific TRs, we
explored the differential expression of genes in Rhodobacter sphaeroides in
the presence of endogenous valencene.
Investigating the regulatory activity of TRs in their native microorganism
under different conditions is one of the best approaches to identify candidate
TRs to be implemented in a biosensor construct. Since the effects observed
in regulation could be due to secondary effects such as solvent sensitivity,
ligand modifications or ligand availability, it is crucial to consider these
aspects when design the experiment. In Chapter 5 we report the differentially
expressed genes (DEGs) in a R. sphaeroides strain supplemented with CnVS
compared to the same strain harbouring an empty vector as control. With
our RNA-seq analysis we identified two TRs, associated with DEGs. As the
identified TRs were not previously characterized, we proposed two new
names, based on the genomic cluster they are associated with. RSP_1297
was annotated as a LysR family TR and is localized in the neighbourhood
of genes involved in the metabolism of valine, leucine and isoleucine. For
this reason, we named it IlvR75. The second TR, RSP_3339, was annotated as
a GntR family TR. For its association with the spermidine/putrescine ABC
transporter gene cluster, we proposed the name “putrescine/spermidine
transporter regulator”, PstR. To characterize these TRs and study their
function in R. sphaeroides we generated knock-out (KO) strains for each TR.
By obtaining ΔIlvR and ΔPstR strains, we were able to compare the
production of valencene and the production of other isoprenoids naturally
produced by R. sphaeroides, namely bacteriochlorophylls and carotenoids.
While no major differences from the wild type were observed for ΔPstR,
of particular interest were the results obtained for ΔIlvR. This knockout
showed a higher production of valencene compared to the wild type and
a lower production of other isoprenoids, although bacterial growth was
consistently lower than the wild type. The regulation of R. sphaeroides
has been studied using different integrated approaches76–78. However,
the role of many TRs remains to be elucidated. Metabolic plasticity has
been studied for model microorganisms such as E. coli79, and it is clear that
altering regulatory circuits by deleting TRs causes a general rearrangement
of gene expression.
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Our results suggest that IlvR acts as a transcriptional activator of the adjacent
operon. This is, however, only a partial representation of the role of IlvR
and does not yet answer the question whether this TR uses valencene as a
ligand. Further experiments are still necessary to characterize the binding
properties of IlvR and PstR. First, the TRBS should be identified for both
TRs. By performing electromobility shift assays (EMSA) using the predicted
binding motifs, as described for AtuR74, it will be possible to identify the
minimum sequence necessary for the TRs to bind and activate or repress
transcription. Computational methods have also been developed to predict
TRBS80,81 and regulatory motifs82,83 and could aid the identification in the
R. sphaeroides genome. Second, the TRs must be tested for their affinity
for the ligand of interest. There are several experimental approaches to
investigate the binding properties of TRs, from in vitro ligand binding
assays84–86 to heterologous in vivo expression of the native TR87,88 or using
chimeric TRs70,72,89. Finally, to elucidate the global effect of the absence of
the identified TRs in R. sphaeroides, RNA-seq should be performed on the
KOs, in comparison with the wild type.
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Ultimately, the identified TRs could be implemented in a biosensor system
designed as previously described (Figure 6.2) to test the ability of the TRs
to bind to the ligands of interest in the system of choice. Gaining insights
into the regulatory circuits of microbial production platforms such as R.
sphaeroides is a valuable exercise in itself, as it is still possible to improve
production without mutating the synthase. R. sphaeroides has a very versatile
metabolism90,91 and its ecological niche makes it a plausible candidate for
natural regulatory circuits able to sense sesquiterpenes. However, the
mechanisms for sensing these compounds might reside in structures other
than HTH-type TRs, such as two component systems92,93 or chemosensory
pathways94,95. To increase the chances of finding sesquiterpene-specific TRs,
it would be useful to investigate the genomes of sesquiterpene-producing
bacteria96,97, such as cyanobacteria Nostoc punctiforme98and Anabaena
variabilis96, or actinobacteria Streptomyces citricolor99 and Streptomyces
viridochromogenes100. Next to soil ecosystems, other ecological niches that
might favour the presence of regulatory circuits specific for sesquiterpenes
are the microbial ecosystems of flowers101–105 and fruits106,107. A thorough
investigation of the regulatory networks of these microbial communities
could provide the basis for identifying candidate TRs. Once again, a
concerted approach based on genome mining and protein predictions,
together with experimental validation, would be ideal for a timely
translation of native circuits into biotechnological tools.
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6.3 Closing remarks
Reliable databases are essential for the development of novel bioinformatics
tools and constitute the backbone of current knowledge. Protein
engineering is nowadays increasingly bound to the predictive power
of available tools but still depends on biotechnologist’s ability to access
these tools. As protein engineering is largely facilitated by computational
tools, the prediction tools are only as good as the experimental data they
contain. To increase the efficiency of research in this field, it seems almost
inevitable to establish closer collaboration between bioinformaticians and
biotechnologists to facilitate exchange of information between the different
disciplines.
In this thesis, the focus was mainly on sesquiterpenes for flavours and
fragrances and their synthases. However, the proposed research approaches
extend beyond this niche. Analytical technologies such PTR-MS have
widely proven their flexibility in different applications and still provide the
possibility for novel approaches to HTS. The availability of miniaturized
fermentation setups opens the possibility for fast and reliable analysis of
any library of VOCs-producing enzyme engineered in a microbial host.
Finally, the synergistic study of metabolic regulatory circuits of known
microorganisms combined with genome mining of newly discovered
species offers a remarkable opportunity for the identification of TRs to
implement in biosensor systems. Considering the enormous number of
microbial species identified in the different ecological niches, very few
regulatory networks have been elucidated and experimentally validated.
While it may be initially overwhelming to deal with such enormous task,
the prospect of discovering TRs to engineer for novel biotechnological
applications is extremely enthusing. Once again, curated databases are
essential to make information accessible and reliable.
This thesis explored the challenges of developing novel synthases for
flavours and fragrances using a multidisciplinary approach that combines
elements of bioinformatics with protein engineering and applied analytical
chemistry. I conclude this discussion by pointing to the future development
and broad applicability of the approaches described, with particular
emphasis on the growing need for close collaboration between different
disciplines. Only with concerted multidisciplinary efforts such as these can
we fruitfully develop new biotechnological solutions to use the wealth of
natural products in a sustainable manner.
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Summary
The terpenoids form one of the largest classes of natural compounds.
Terpenoids are widely produced by plants and microorganisms and play an
important role in various fields, from food and cosmetics to healthcare and
agriculture. The production of these compounds is mediated by terpene
synthases, enzymes with a high diversity in their sequences but with a
remarkably similar general structure. The identification of terpene synthases
in plants made it possible to shift the extraction of terpenes from natural
resources to production in microbial cell factories. This thesis expands on
the current knowledge on sesquiterpene synthases by addressing two key
challenges: the generation of smart libraries for terpene synthases to study
functional residues and the development of novel approaches for high
throughput screening methods, providing relevant examples.
In Chapter 1, I introduce the terpene synthases and the metabolic pathways
responsible for the production of the substrates. By gathering the known
methods of generating enzyme mutant libraries and the methods used
for screening, I build the framework for this thesis. A thorough analysis
of the strength and weaknesses of the different methods allows for a
clearer starting point for the development of novel strategies. With the
aim of providing a collection of characterized sesquiterpene synthases, in
Chapter 2 we collected all the described enzymes in a manually curated
database. We provide an analysis based on protein sequence, and we
observe that phylogenetic relations affect sequence similarities more than
product specificity. We suggest that structural analysis could represent a
more suitable approach to study the synthases and predict their products.
Mutagenesis studies of closely related enzymes provide important
insights on the residues critical for cyclization and product specificity. An
example is explored in Chapter 3, where a case study of two synthases
from Cinnamomum camphora having high sequence similarity but different
product specificity is presented. By employing both domain swapping
and site-directed mutagenesis, we identify the residues crucial for the
sesquiterpene synthase activity, determining both product profile and
product specificity.
The attention is then moved from the study of the synthases’ biochemistry
to the development of screening methods. In Chapter 4 we propose the
use of Proton Transfer Reaction Mass Spectrometry (PTR-MS) as a high
throughput screening method for valencene mutant libraries. We show
that PTR-MS can provide a sensitive and reliable method to measure the
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valencene produced in a small-scale fermentation system using 96 deepwell plates. We convey that the use of PTR-MS offers a promising time
efficient method for high throughput screening of terpene synthase mutant
libraries, provided the implementation of a dedicated auto-sampler.
Finally, Chapter 5 aims to identify a candidate valencene-sensitive
transcriptional regulator, through a comparative expression analysis of
Rhodobacter sphaeroides. RNA-seq analysis was performed on a wild type
R. sphaeroides supplemented with a valencene synthase against a wild type
R. sphaeroides harbouring an empty vector. We identify two transcriptional
regulators associated with differentially expressed genes in the presence of
the valencene synthase. By generating knockout mutants of these regulators
in R. sphaeroides, we attempt to characterize their function. We suggest that
the heterologous expression of these transcriptional regulators is necessary
for further characterization and for their potential application as biosensor
elements.
I close this thesis with Chapter 6, in which I discuss the progress achieved
with the work presented and address the challenges and opportunities
that remain to be explored. I emphasise that special attention needs to be
paid to the crucial role of reliable high throughput screening methods in
enzyme development. I conclude by suggesting that close cooperation
between bioinformatics and biotechnology is key to future advances in
protein engineering.
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